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We consfder deep inelastic scattering of leptons off a proton in the statistical model ftrst pro-
posed by J. Cleymans and R.L. Thews. The interior of the nucleon is viewed as a thermalized 
assembly of up and do~n quarks and gluons. This enables one to incorporate features which 
are absent in the parton model. They include the presence of identical quarks and gluons 
in initial and final states and of quantum statistical correlations which also have a role to 
play in the propagation of particles when considering Feynman diagrams. containing internal 
lines in next-to-leading-order calculations. These features are incorporated through the use 
of Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein distributions for quarks and gluons, respectively. Stimu-
lated emission factors for final-state gluons and Pauli-blocking factors for final-state quarks 
are incorporated. The propagation of particles through a many-body medium is taken into 
account by using thermal Feynman rules for propagators and vertices. The statistical model 
could also be seen as an attempt to describe the interior of the nudeon at a more fundamental 
level than that attained through the use of arbitrary parton distributions containing many 
parameters in the p_arton model. 
Our zeroth order in the strong coupling constant as calculation of the structure function 
F-2 versus x at Q 2 = 4 GeV2 produced a good fit to the recent 1990 data of J. Kwiecinski 
et al. for x 2:: 0.4. The analytical calculations by J. Cleymans and I. Dadic of the O(ns) 
corrections are discussed in this work. The inclusion of the 0( as) corre~tions in our numerical 
calculations allowed the extension of the reproduction of the data of Kwiecinski et al. to va.l11es 
of x smaller than 0.4. A fit could be obtained for values of x ~ 0.25. This is compatible 
with our estimate for the limited range of validity of our theory (x 2:: 0.21) due to a finite-
size effect arising from the finite volume of the nucleon. The latter fit is possible for values 
of temperature and chemical potential in the immediate vicinity of T = 0.067 GeV and 
µup= 0.133 GeV only (with µdown= µup/2k and as= 0.2). 
The latter values of parameters, however, give rise to a large misfit of the structure 
function R = aL/<7T to the experimental data of L.W. Whitlow. Even when ta.king into 
account the fact that all measurements of R suffer from large experimental errors due to the 
weak dependence of the deep inelastic cross section for charged leptons on R, the size of the 
misfit remains unacceptable. It indicates a shortcoming of the statistical model in its present 
form to reproduce the spin structure of the proton. 
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Preface 
To assist 'the reader in obtaining a perspective on the com~osition of this work, a br~ef g~ide 
is provided in this preface. 
The summary, appearing in Chapter 5, serves as a quick· means of orientation to the 
reader. 
A lengthier overview of this work could be obtained by reading the relatively short Cha.p-
J • ters 2 and 4 and Appendix D. 
In our so-called statistical model, the nucleon is viewed as a thermalized assembly (heat 
bath) of quarks and gluons. Our main attention is directed to the application of this model 
to the process of deep inelastic scattering of leptons off a proton. We take into account the 
propagation of particles through a many-body medium by using thermal Feynman rules which 
stem from the real-time formalism of finite-temperature quantum field theory. Our review 
of the latter formalism, comprising the entire Chapter 1, is to a great extent independent of 
the rest of the thesis and should only be regarded as a broad and general background to our 
special application in the rest of the thesis. The. main connection of this review with the rest 
of the thesis (which is exclusively devoted to the consideration of deep inelastic scattering of 
leptons off a proton in the statistical model and, as such, carries the most weight) are the 
discussions, in Section 1.3.1, on the nature and manner of application of the thermal Feynman 
rules in the real-time formalism. However, it is to be noted that the discussions in Chapter 1 
occur in the context of a scalar field theory. Nonetheless, the manner of application of the 
thermal Feynman rules for quarks and gluons is the same as that discussed in Section 1.3.1 for 
scalar particles, but with the Feynman rules themselves replaced by those given in Table 3.1. 
It is hoped that the many cross references provided throughout will clarify the connections 
between the different parts of this work. 
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Chapter·!. 
Real-Time Green Functions in 
Finite-Temperature Quantum 
Field Theory (FTQFT) 
1.1 Introduction 
Whenever thermal effects are expected to be important in physical systems, quantum field 
theory must be generalized to include such effects. In order to facilitate later discussions, 
we shall assume that the physical system under consideration is in thermal equilibrium and 
described, as a heuristic example, by a theory of scalar fields: 
The results for the cases of fermions and gauge bosons are given in refs. [1, 39, 40] (see also 
Section 3.2). 
At finite temperature the system will be statistically distributed over all of its excited 
levels. In calculating Green functions, the ground (or vacuum) state .expectation value, which 
is used at zero temperature, 
< OIT[¢(xi) ... ¢(xn)]IO > 
must now be replaced by a statistical ensemble average, 
Tr [e-PHr[¢(x1 ) ••• ¢(xn)]] 
Tr[e-PH] 
1 
2 . CHAPTER 1. REAL-TIME GREEN FUNCTIONS IN FTQFT 
where 
In these expressions, as in the rest of this chapter, it is assumed that the chemical potential 
is zero (µ = 0). Non-zero values for the chemical potential could be introduced, if required 
(see, for example, Section 3.2). 
In this chapter we shall mainly discuss ways of evaluating such thermal Green functions 
and emphasize the advantages of the most recently developed methods. For further reading 
the review article in ref. [2], which contains a very good reference list, is strongly recom-
mended. 
Finite-temperature quantum field theory is used in the study of, for example: 
(a) Thermal effects in condensed-matter physics [3] - [6]: 
• Thermodynamics of superconductors; 
• Interaction of condensed matter with X-rays and neutrons; 
g Transport properties, heat capacity, etc. of condensed matter~ 
(b) Early-universe calculations: 
• Restoration of spontaneously broken gauge symmetries at sufficiently high tem-
perature [7], e.g., Tc "' 102 GeV for the Weinberg-Salam phase transition and 
Tc"' 1014 GeV for the grand unification transition; 
• Primordial nucleosynthesis [8] - [10], where decay and scattering reactions take 
/ 
place in the presence of high matter and radiation densities. 
( c) Possible existence of a quark-gluon plasma [11]: 
• In the early universe (Tc"' 200 MeV for the deconfinement transition); 
• In the centre of neutron stars (high baryon number densities at relatively low 
temperatures, T"' 10 MeV); 
• It is expected that a short-lived quark-gluon plasma may be created in the labo-
·ratory by means of ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions. 
1.1. INTRODUQTION 3 
The evaluation of radiative corrections to the thermal production of µ+ µ- pair.s in a 
quark-gluon plasma in thermal equilibrium (see Figure 1.1) serves as a good example of the 
considerations involved in finite-temperature calculations. The strong-interaction parts of 
the physical processes, depicted in Figure 1.1, do not take plac~ in the ordinary vacuum, but 
in a heat bath consisting of the background of quarks, antiquarks and gluons present at the 
temperature under consideration. In consequence, the phase space integrals, associated with 
the external quark, antiquark and gluon lines, become generalized from the zero-temperature 
case to the finite-temperature case as follows [12, p.349), [13, p.547-549): 
For T = 0 we have 
where wk = ,/f2 + m2 and k = (k0,k), and for T f::. 0 we have for bosons for an incoming 
particle 
and an outgoing particle 
1 




For fermions we have for an incoming particle 
and for an outgoing particle 
1 
where nF(k) = /3 • 
e Wk+ 1 
One notices that the incoming particles are in their thermal distributions, ns(k) and nF(k) 
· for bosons and fermions, respectively. For outgoing bosons, the factor, (1 + ns(k)], denotes 
the effect of stimulated emission similar to the same effect in a laser system. Due to the Pauli 
exclusion principle applying to fermions in a many-body medium, we have the Pauli-blocking 
factor, (1 - nF(k)], for outgoing fermions. 
I1 
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fermion q(q) - (anti)quark 
---;,.--- antifermion g - gluon 
l\NvVvvV photon µ - muon -
~ gluon µ+ - antimuon 
1* - virtual photon 








































Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of some contributions to the thermal production ofµ+µ-
pairs in a quark-gluon plasma in thermal equilibrium. In this case, the quark-gluon plasma 
is assumed to be created in an ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collision. 
µ+ 
-µ 
' ' ' µ+ 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 5 
One also requires expressions for vertices and internal lines of graphs, and it would. there-
fore be very convenient to obtain Feynman rules adapted for the finite-temperature case. In 
the rest of this chapter we shall not discuss the specific process ofµ+µ- pair production, but 
rather concentrate on the methods which are used in the desc,ription of a general system at 
finite temperature. 
The various approaches to the evaluation of thermal Green functions, discussed in this 
chapter, can be summed up by noting the form of the free scalar propagator in each approach: 
for T = 0 the free propagator is given by 
> = iD( k) = k2 i 2 . 




- k2, and for T f; 0 the imaginary-time free propagator is given by 
27rn 
wherewn = ~ 
-ifJ 
n = 0,±1,±2, ... 1 /3 = kT' 
Analytic continuation from the discrete imaginary energies, Wn [corresponding via a 
Fourier transformatfon to a finite imaginary-time interval, see eq. (1.11) further on and 
the sentence before it], to real continuous energies, k0 (corresponding to real time in config-
uration space), produces the indirectly derived real-time free propagator given by 
. i 271' 2 2) = iD13(k) = k2 2 + . + /3lk I 1 c5(k - m - m i£ e o - k
2 = ko2 - k2. ) 
k 
Direct derivation of real-time Green functions, without analytic 'continuation, produces a 
2 X 2 matrix structure for the directly derived real-time free propagator given by 
) 
k. 
__ i_· -- + 271' . c5(k2 - m2) 
k2 - m2 +fr e/Jlkol - 1 
-27re-/3lko l/2 2 2 ----o(k - m ) 
1 - e-/3lkol 
-27re-/3lkol/2 2 2 
1 - e-/3lkol o(k - m ) 
__ -_i__ 271' c5 ( k2 2) 
k2 - m2 - fr+ ef31kol - 1 - m 
The shortcomings of the earlier approaches and improvements brought about by the later 
approaches will be pointed out. 
Some of the recent examples of where the results from the direct derivation of real-time 
thermal Green functions have been applied in diagrammatic perturbation expansions appear 
I 
( 
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in refs. [14] - [22], [8, 1]. Proceedings of two workshops on thermal-field theories and their 
applications appeared in refs. [23] and [24](a). In ref. [25] recent developments in relativistic 
thermal field theories are reviewed. In refs. [26] and [27], Landsman criticizes the standard, 
perturbation theory of thermal-field theories. His criticism includes t~e pos~ibility that the 
whole idea of diagrammatic perturbation theory might have to be abandoned. Gabellini 
et al. [17, p.11] have referred to Landsman's criticism in their work on electron-positron 
annihilation in thermal quantum chromodynamics. 
1.2 Imaginary-time formalism 
The imaginary-time formalism provides the oldest and most commonly employed way of 
evaluating thermal Green functions. Its development started at about the time of the work 
by Matsubara [28] in 1955. In the following example of the derivation of the imaginary-time 
2-point function [see eq. ( 1.5)] for non-interacting scalar fields, we notice a formal analogy 
between inverse temperature, /3, and imaginary time,viz. 
Inverse temperature, f3 r( -~> Imaginary time. 
We make use of a generalization to imaginary time of the well-known time evolution equations 
for operators, 
(1.1) 
In the derivation of the thermal propagator we come across the quantity in (1.2). By rewriting 
this quantity in the form appearing in (1.3) and comparing it with eq. (1.1)1 we can identify 
the expression in (1.3) as the time evolution of the field operator to the imaginary time, -i/3, 
as denoted in ( 1.4). 
ef3iI :/>(O, x)e-f3H 
eiH(-if3) :/>(O, x)e-iH(-if3) 
¢(-i/3, x). 
1.2.1 Derivation of the imaginary-time free propagator 
Doun<lary conditions which arise from the structure of the statistical average in 
iD(3(x - y) 
Tr( e-f3HT[:/>( x ):/>(y)]) 
Tr(e-f3H) 





1.2. IMAGINARY-TIME FORMALISM 7 
are used to obtain a solution to the Klein-Gordon equation for the free propagator in, 
(1.6) 
where x = (xo,x) and 
Since imaginary times are involved, one treats the time arguments, x0 and y0 , of DfJ(x - y) 





- "[O, -i.B]" 
- if3 
Figure 1.2: The finite imaginary-time interval of the imaginary-time formalism as a contour 
in the complex-time plane. 
ordering for imaginary times on this contour is defined in analogy to the zero-temperature 
definition, i.e., the imaginary time nearest to the end point, -i(3, of the contour is regarded 
as the 'latest' time, 
xo,Yo E [0,-i,8] => ixo,iYo E [0,,8) 
8 CHAPTER 1. REAL-TIME GREEN FUNCTIONS IN FTQFT 
iD13(x - y) < T[¢(x)¢(y)] > 
. '·.f. 
= · { < ~(x)~(y) >·for ixo > iyo, 
< <fa(y)<fa(x) > for iyo > ixo, 
i.e. when x0 is nearer 
to -i{l than Yo 
i.e. when y0 is nearer 
to -i{l than xo 
In the following steps, the periodicity condition [also called the KMS (Kubo-Martin-
Schwinger) condition; see second-last paragraph of Section 1.3.6], 
(1.7) 
is obtained by making use of the cyclic property of the trace in eq. (1.8), inserting an identity 
operator in eq. (1.9) and making use of the imaginary-time evolution equation, expressions 
(1.2), (1.3) and (1.4), in eq. (1.10): 
[Tre-f3H]iD13(x - y)Lo=O Tr ( e-f3H T[ ¢( xo, x)¢(yo, :i7)]) Lo=~ 
Tr ( e-f3H ¢(Yo, Y)¢(o, x)) 
Tr (¢(o,x)e-f3H¢(y0 ,:i7)) 
Tr ( e-P: eph ef,(O, X)e-Ph ef,(y0 , YJ) 
Tr ( e-/3H ¢(-i{l, x)¢(Yo, Y)) 
Tr ( e-f3H T[¢( Xo, x)¢(Yo, :i7)]) Lo=-i/3 





Due to this periodicity condition over the finite interval along the imaginary-time axis 
("[O, -i,8]" as in Figure 1.2), the Fourier representation of iD13(x - y) contains a sum over 






The Fourier-transformed free propagator, iD13(wn,k) in eq. (1.11), is expressed in terms 
of the discrete imaginary energy, wn, and is obtained from the Klein-Gordon equation in eq. 
(1.6): 
Wn2 - f2 - m,2 
(1.12) 
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1.2.2 Analytic continuation from imaginary time to real time 
The abs~nce of ~eal time in the imaginary-time formalism has to do with the fact t.hat time 
dependence is absent in a system in thermal equilibrium in the sense that thermodynamic 
quantities, such as, fo~ example, energy density, pressure, entropy and number densities are 
static in a system in thermal equilibrium. The imaginary-time Green functions or temperature 
Green functions, as they are also called [4, 5], are thus well suited for the evaluation of 
static thermodynamic quantities. [The terminology, 'thermal Green function', as opposed 
to 'temperature Green function' 1!1ay be used to denote the general (i.e. imaginary-time or 
real-time) Green function at finite temperature.] In practice one can, for example, set up a 
diagrammatic expansion of the thermodynamic potential in terms of imaginary-time Green 
functions, from which many thermodynamic quantities can be derived [4, 5], [29] - [32]. 
But there are dynamical questions which intrinsically involve real time. For example, 
in the description of a scattering process in a heat bath, the propagators express the pres-
ence of a particle at one position and time in terms of its presence at another position and 
another time. Since these times assume values on the continuous real axis, we need, af- · 
ter a Fourier transformation to momentum space, Feynman diagrams with continuous real 
energies on external lines. The imaginary-time Green functions can be extended from the 
discrete imaginary energies to real continuous energies through a process of analytic contin-
uation. But, for n-point functions with n > 2 or for graphs beyonr the one-loop level, the 
analytic continuation becomes impracticable [12, p.329], [2, p.144]. 
The analytic continuation of the free propagator from imagin~ry time to real time is 
performed in an article by Dolan and Jackiw [33, p.3336]. This corresponds, in momentum 
space, to the analytic continuation from discrete imaginary energies, Wn in eq. (1.13), to 
continuous real energies, k0 in eq. (1.14): 
iD,a(wn, k) 
Wn2 - k2 - m2 
h 27rn . d' d. . w ere Wn = --:-(3, i.e., Wn 1screte an 1magmary, 
-i 
i 27!" ( 2 2) 
iD,a(k) = k2 - m2 +if+ e.Blkol - 18 k - m , 
where k2 = k0 2 - k2 , k0 real and continuous. 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
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The first term in eq. (1.14) is the usual zero-temperature free propagator. The second 
. . 
term is interpreted in ref. [34] as the contribution from particles in the heat bath. This inter-
pretation is motivated by considering, in addition to a zero-temperature process, processes in. 
which on mass shell particles emerging from or going into the heat bat.h participate, and by 
noting that, since in a heat bath the initial and final states in the two cases are completely 
identical, one cannot distinguish such processes from the usual zero-temperature process by 
any observations. 
When one writes down the real-time Feynman rules for, for example, the graph in Fig-
ure 1.3, one notices [as shown in eq. (1.15)] that one picks up a factor, [8(k2 - m2 )]2, due to 
the same momentum, k, on two of the internal lines of the graph. But, such a product of two 
Dirac delta functions with the same arguments is not a well-defined quantity: 








Figure 1.3: An example of a graph where the use of the indirectly derived real-time free 
propagator leads to an ill-defined expression. 
1.3 Real-time formalism 
In order to get around all the problems mentioned in the previous section, two methods 
that derive real-time Green functions directly (i.e., without analytic continuation) have been 
developed relatively recently: 
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· (a) An operator formulation of finite-temperature quantum field theory, called thermo-field 
dy1:iamics (TFD), was introduced in refs. [35, p.224] and [36]. Reference [36] contains 
the more general and readable introduction. 
(b) The path integral approach (also called the tirp.e-path method) to the derivation of 
real-time Green functions was followed in ref. [37]. 
Both methods lead to similar Feynman rules. To give an idea of what we are aiming at, the 
Feynman rules will be shown first and, after that, aspects of their derivation will be discussed. 
In Section 1.3.7 it will be explained in what sense the work of Mills [38] and others may be 
considered forerunners to the above-mentioned methods. 
1.3.1 Feynman rules for real-time thermal Green functions [37, 39, 40] 
The free propagator acquires a 2 x 2 matrix structure corresponding to the presence of two 
kinds of fields, the physical field, </>i, which is called type-1, and a thermal ghost field, </>2 , 
called type-2: 
Q 
-2rre-/Jlkol/2 2 2 
---o(k -m) 1 - e-/Jlkol 
__ i_· -- 21!" 6(k2 2) 
k2 - m2 + i€ + e/Jlkol - 1 - m 
(1.16) 
__ -_i__ 2rr 6(k2 2) 
k2 - m 2 - i€ + e/Jlkol - 1 - m 
We shall see how this so-called doubling of degrees of freedom arises in the derivation of the 
Feynman rules and further reasons for its appearance will be given in Section 1.3.5. 
For the vertex one obtains the rule: 
( 
-iA O ) 
O iA (1.17) 
which may be interpreted as the presence of two types of vertices, namely, 
type-1 vertex: -iA, 
type-2 vertex: iA, 
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As will be seen in Section L3.3, only the physical type-1 fields appear on the external 
lines: 
external line: (~) = (~)· (1.18) 
The topological and combinatorical structures of Feynman diagrams do 1!-ot change in go-
. . 
ing from zero to non-zero temperature. Corresponding to each diagram at z~ro temperature, 
one will have the same diagram at non-zero temperature, but the 2 x 2 matrix structure of 
the free propagator and vertex in eqs. (1.16) and (1.17), respectively, and the rule for the 
external line in eq. (1.18) amount to the following situation (see the example in Figure 1.4): 
Each diagram effectively becomes a sum of terms with type-1 vertices for the vertices con-
nected to external lines and all possible combinations of type-1 and type-2 vertices for the 
~ther internal vertices. This leads to a serious increase in the number of diagrams. How-
ever, the number of diagrams to be evaluated may be greatly reduced by making use of the 
recently developed Cutkosky rules at finite temperature [12]. In the latter reference, Kobes 
and Semenoff found a correspondence in the real-time formalism between decay amplitudes 
and the graphs involved in finding the imaginary part of an associated self-energy diagram 
at finite temperature. These techniques were applied in, amongst others, refs. [14] and (20], 
in which the rate ofµ+µ- pairs, produced in a thermalized quark-gluon plasma, is related 
to the imaginary part of the associated electromagnetic thermal vacuum-polarization tensor, 
which is then evaluated up to the two-loop level by means of the elegant finite-temperature 
Cutkosky rules. Further discussions about finite-temperature Cutkosky rul
1
es appear in ref. 
[43]. 
One notices that the 1-1 component of the propagator in eq. (1.16) is identical to the real-
time propagator in eq. (1.14), which was obtained by analytic continuation of the imaginary-
time propagator. One would thus expect the same problem with products of Dirac delta 
functions with coinciding arguments as in Figure 1.3. The other components of the propagator 
in eq. (1.16) can also contribute to singularities. However, the two-component structure of 
the formalism causes to each order the cancellation of singularities among themselves [42], 








where </>1(p) = 1 for the scalar theory under consideration [41, p.149]. 
Figure 1.4: An example of the application of the real-time thermal Feynman rules 
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1.3.2 Derivation of the Feynman rules for real-time thermal Green func-
tions 
In this section we follow the derivation of the 2 x 2 matrix structure of the real-time thermal. 
Green functions in .the path-integral approach [37]. We are interest,ed in a perturbative 
evaluation of 
where, for real-time Green functions, the time component, ti, of each argument, Xi= (ti, Xi), 
of Gf3, must be real. We shall derive a path-integral representation of a generating functional, 
Z[j], such that, if one takes functional derivatives with respect to the source, j, with real 
time arguments, one obtains real-time Green functions, 
where the definition of a functional derivative is 
6Z[j( x')] 
6j(x) 
= lim Z[j(x') + Eb4 (x' - x)] - Z[j(x')] 
(-o E 
An example of the operation of functional differentiation is 
bj~x) j d4 x'j(x')</>(x') = </>(x) . 
We introduce a generating functional defined as follows: 
(1.19) 
(1.20) 
where C is in general a contour in the complex-time plane (see Figure 1.5 for an example) and 
Tc is a time ordering operator for times on the contour. This contour time ordering operator 
is defined in a similar way to that which we had in Section 1.2.1 for the conto·ur in Figure 1.2, 
namely, times nearest to the end point of the contour, C, are treated as the 'latest' times. 
The alternative name, 'time-path method', for the path-integral approach, stems from the 
consideration of contours in the complex-time plane. 
If the contour of time integration in eq. (1.20) includes the complete real-time axis, then 
Z[j] will be a candidate for a generating functional of the required real-time Green functions. 
If not, the functional differentiation with respect to a source, j, with a specific real time 
argument will fail to produce a .Green function with that real time argument, if that real 
time argument does not lie on the contour. 
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In order to evaluate the Green functions perturbatively, we shall have to treat the inverse 
temperature, {3, appearing in eq. (1.20), as an imaginary time (see equations (1.27) and 
. . 
(1.28)). In the derivation it will then be necessary that the contour, C, also covers times with . ' 
non-zero imaginary parts. In consequence, the Heisenberg fields appearing in eq. (1.20) will . . . 
once again be generalized to include complex time arguments. For the moment we assume 
the contour to be the one in Figure 1.5. More will be said about this specific choice of contour 
later on. Some entities which will appear in the following derivations are as follows ( r is in 
general a complex time): 
<fa(r,i) 
l<f>(x); T > -
field operator in the Heisenberg picture ,. 
Heisenberg picture state vector describing a state which 
at time, r, is an eigenstate of the field operator, 
<fa(r,i), ·with eigenvalue, </>(i): 
¢( r, x) I¢( x); r > = </>( x) I¢( x); r > . 
At any given time, r, the state vectors form a complete set of states [45, p.373]: 
j V<f>I</>; r >< </>; rl = 1 . 
Time evolution is given by 
¢( r + r', i) eiHr' ¢( r, i)e-iHr', 




For the trace in eq. (1.20) we use a complete set of eigenstates of the field operator at 
the timer= 0:. 
Z[j] = j V<f> < </>; OI exp(-{JH)Tc exp [i la j<fa] l<P,; 0 > (1.24) 
where, from now on, 
In eq. (1.25) we insert an identity operator, in eq. (1.26) we make use of the cyclic property 
• 
of the trace and in eqs. (1.27) and (1.28) we make use of eq. (1.23) to translate states in 
time to obtain 
Z[j] = j V<f> < </>;Ol~exp(-,BH)Tcexp [i fci¢] l</>;O > 
1 
(1.25) 
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= j 'D</> < </>; OjeiHR exp(-,6H)Tc exp [i la j¢le-iHRI</>; 0 > 
= j 'Def> < </>;-RI exp(-,6H)Tc exp [i la i¢] I</>; -R > 




We next insert in eq. (1.28) a complete set of states at the times R, R - i,6/2 and -_R - i,6/2 
Im t 
I\ Q) 
-R C1 +R 
~ ....... ......._ . Re t 
~ ,,. ...-
\ / Ca 
-R - i,6/2 -- C2 .,. 
~ ~ 
+ R- i,6/2 
C4 \I 
- R- i{J 
- i,6 
·Figure 1.5: The contour, C, of e.g. eq.(1.24) consisting of segments C1, C3 , C2 and C4 in the 
complex time plane. In order to have that C includes the complete real time axis, the limit, 
R -t oo, is implied. 
(on the contour, C, in Figure 1.5) and obtain 
Z[j] = j 'D</>'D</>''D</>"'D</>111 < </>; -R - i,6ITc exp [i la. i¢] l</>111 ; -R - i,6/2 > 
x < </>111 ; -R - i,6/21Tc exp [i la
2 
j¢] !</>"; +R - i,6/2 > '" 
x < </>"; +R '- i,6/21Tc exp [i la
3 
i¢] I</>'; R > 
x < </>';RITcexp [i la
1 
i¢] l</>;-R >. (1.29) 
Each matrix element in eq. (1.29) has a path-integral representation. Standard manipulations 
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[46, 47), [2, p.156) result in the representation 
Z[j] ~ N J[d</>][d7r] exp { i lo dr J d3x[7r( T, x)<i>( T, x) -1t[</>, 7r] + j( r, x)</>( r; x)]} . (1.30) 
where ¢>is a time derivative of</> with direction tangential to the contour, C. In going from 
eq. (1.29) to eq. (1.30), the field operators, ¢( T, x), have been replaced by c-numbers, </>( T, x). 
The time argument, T, of such a number indicates at which time it is considered to be an 
eigenvalue in eq. (1.21): 
J;(r,x)l</>(x);r >= </>(r,x)l</>(x);r >. (1.31) 
Take note that </>( T, x) is actually independent of time, 
</>( r, x) = </>( x), (1.32) 
in the following sense. In the Schrodinger picture one has 
<i>s(x)l</>(x) >= </>(x)l</>(x) >s (1.33) 
The Heisenberg-picture quantities in eq. (1.31) in terms of Schrodinger-picture quantities are 
as follows: 
¢;( T' x) = eifl r ¢s ( x)e-iffr' 
l</>(x); r > = eiilrl</>(x) >s . 
Thus, from eq. (1.31), we have 
ef;(r,x)l</>(x);r > = eifirJ>s(x)e-ifireifirl</>(x) >s 
= eiilr ¢s(x)l</>(x) >s 
= eiilr <f>(x)l</>(x) >s [by using eq. (1.33)] 
= </>( x)I</>( x); r) > . ( 1.34) 
Comparison of eqs. (1.31) and (1.34) produces eq. (1.32). The trace operation in eq. (1.20) 
· leads, via equations eqs. (1.24) to (1.29), to the presence of a leftmost bra, < </>; -R - i,61, 
and a rightmost ket, I</>; -R >,in eq. (1.29). In the latter two kets the presence of the same 
symbol,</> [as opposed to e.g. </>',</>"and </>111 in the other kets appearing in eq. (1.29)), points 
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to the fact that these two kets have the same eigenvalue, <f>(x) .. In consequence, the path 
integration in eq. (1.30) is over all fields satisfying the periodicity condition: 
</>( -R, i) = </>(-R - i/3, i). (1.35) 
With a Hamiltonian density of the form 
where, for example, 
eq. (1.30) becomes, after the integration over the canonical momentum variables, 7r(x), and 
up to a normalization constant, 
where 
Z[j] = j[d</>]expi k/£[</>] + j</>) 
1 
£[</>] = 24>(-Dc - m2 )</> - V[</>], 
{)2 -+ 2 




and where the time derivative is the directional derivative along the contour. In eq. (1.36), 
the change of variables 




Z[j] =exp {-i la d4 x'V [~ ojtx')]} exp{-~ la d4x la d4yj(x)D13(x - y)j(y)} (1.40) 
By introducing a contour step function 
one may write 
D13(x - y) = D~(x - y)Oc(rx - Ty)+ D~(x - y)Oc(ry - Tx) (1.41) 
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The change of variable in eq. (1.38) and the periodicity condition, eq. (1.35), lead, via the 
representation of DfJ(x - y) in eq. (1.41), to the boundary condition (also called the KMS 
condition; see second-last paragraph before Section 1.3. 7) for eq. (1.39): 
D> ( . ·p - -) - n< ( - -) . {3 Tx - Ty - i , X - y - {3 Tx - Ty, X - y . (1.42) 
After Fourier transforming with respect to the spatial coordinates, the solution (an explicit 
derivation is given in reference [48, p.279]) is [37, p.112] 
-i 1 {re-iwk(T-T') + e-f3wk+iwk(T-T')]Oc(T _ T') 
2wk 1 - e-f3wk . 
+[eiwk(T-T
1
) + e-f3wk-iwk(T-T')]Oc(T' _ T)}, 
where 
' We next focus on the crucial steps leading to the 2 x 2 matrix structure. When one takes 
the limit, R--> oo, in order for the contour, C, in Figure 1.5 to include the complete real-time 
axis, one obtains 
as (1.43) 
if Ti lies on C1 or C2 and T2 lies on C3 or C4. This result follows from the Riemann-Lebesgue 
lemma, the application of which in this case is explained in detail in ref. [2, p.171-173]. (See 
also ref. [49, p.1202] for some further considerations involving this lemma.) The result in eq. 








d4x means that the integration variable, x0 , is restricted to C1 and C2 and 
Z[j; C3C4] is similarly defined. 
Real-time Green functions are generated by functional differentiation of Z[j] with respect 
to sources, j, with real time arguments. Since only the factor, Z[j; C1C2] in (1.44), contains 
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sources, j, with time arguments on the real- time axis, Ci, the factor, Z [j; C 3 C 4], is irrelevant 
in obtaining real,time Green functions and may be absorbed into the normalization of Z[j]: 
The time integrals over C2 in eq. (1.45) cover times with non-zero imaginary part. All 
the time integrals in eq. (1.45) may be rewritten in terms of real-time integrals by some 
appropriate redefinitions. Let 
ii(x) = j(x), 
Db1(x - y) = D13(x - y), 
. ( ) . ( i(J -) J2X =J xo-2,x .'1· 
D~2 (x - y) = D13(y - x), 
Db2(x - y) 
D~1 (x - y) 
D < ( [ i(J] - -) - /3 xo - Yo - 2 , x - Y ' 





where all the time components, x0 and y0 , appearing in arguments of quantities on the 
left-hand sides of each of the above six definitions are strictly real. 
These definitions enable one to rewrite eq. (1.45) as: 






x'V D bjtx')]} 
x exp {--
2
i j d4 x f d4yj(x)D13(x -y)j(y)} (1.50) 
C1C2 Jc1C2 
exp {-ii: dx~ j d3 x' ( V [~ 8j1~x')] - V [T <5)2~x')])} 
X exp{-~ l: dxo j d3 x 1: dyo j d3yja(x)Dr/}(x ~ y)jb(Y)} (1.51) 
- Z[ji,h] (1.52) 
where a, b = 1, 2 and a sum over a and b is implied. 
The indices, a and b, in nr;/ label the matrix elements of the 2 x 2 matrix propagator 
for which the momentum space expression is given in eq. (1.16). Note that a, b = 1 in eqs. 
(1.46)-(1.49) and (1.51) are associated with times on C1 in eq. (1.50), while a, b = 2 are 
associated with times on C2 in eq. (1.50). 
Since all time integrations in eq. (1.51) run from -oo to oo along the real-time axis, but 
C2 in eq. (1.50) runs anti-parallel to the real-time axis, one obtains a relative minus sign 
between the two V's in eq. (1.51) and a factor of -1 in eqs. (1.48) and (1.49). When times 
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are on different contour segments, as in eqs. (1.48) and (1.49), the propagator is necessarily 
retarded. or advanced. 
1.3.3 The physical and thermal ghost fields 
In order to see the emergence of the physical and thermal ghost fields one may rewrite Z(j1 , j 2] 
in eq. (1.52), after comparison with Z[j] in eq. (1.36), as [37, p.113] 
Z[ii,h] = j[d</>1][d</>2]exp {~ 1: dxo j d3x 1: dyo j d3y</>a(x)D"5 10b(x -y)</>b(Y) 
+i 1: dxo j d3x(-V[</>1] + V[</>2] + ia(x)</>a(x))} (1.53) 
where; similar to eq. (1.46), 
</>1 ( x) = </>( x ), </>2(x) = </>(xo - i: ,x). (1.54) 
Since, for real-time Green functions, the Xi in eq. (1.19) must have real time components, 
the functional derivatives with respect to j's in eq. (1.19) correspondingly become functional 
derivatives with respect to the ji's and not the h's of eq. (1.46): 
(1.55) 
From the factor, 
exp { i 1: dxo j d3xja(x)</>a(x)}, 
in eq. (1.53), it may be seen that functional derivatives with respect to j 1 's will yield </>1 's, 
i.e., fields </>(xo, x) with xo on the real-time axis, C1 • Thus, the real-time Green functions, 
Gf3(Xi, ... ,xn) in eq. (1.55), in terms of diagrams, will only have the physical </>1 fields on the 
external lines [corresponding to eq. (1.18)] while the </>2 fields will only appear on internal 
lines and are therefore called thermal ghost fields. 
From eqs. (1.53) and (1.54) one sees that the physical field, </>i, 'lives' on the contour, 
C1, while the ghost field, </>2, 'lives' on the contour, C2• Each of the two types of fields self-
interacts but they are not directly coupled to each other as may be seen from the interaction 
terms (V[ ... ]) in eqs. (1.51) and (1.53). They are, however, indirectly coupled through the 
off-diagonal components of the propagator in eq. ( 1.16) (see also Figure 1.4. ). The interaction 
vertices for each of the two types of fields differ in sign [see eq. (1.17)] due to the relative 
minus sign between the two V's in eq. (1.51). 
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An alternative way of understanding the emergence of thermal ghost fields is in the context 
of thermo field dynamics as may be seen in Section 1.3.6. 
1.3.4 The choice of contour, C 
At this stage we discuss the specific choice of contour, C, in Figure 1.5. The step, (1.28), 
tells us that the contour, C, must start at -R and end at -R - i/3. It seems that one could 
choose an arbitrary contour which starts at -R and ends at -R - i/3. Any specific choice 
would depend on one's choice of times at which complete sets of states are inserted, in the 
same manner as was done in eq. (1.29). We already mentioned that a restriction on a choice 
of contour would be that it includes the complete real-time axis in order to enable one to 
generate real-time Green functions. 
A further restriction is that a time point, which moves along C from -R to -R - i/3, 
must have a non-increasing imaginary part, i.e., the contour, C, must never 'rise' in the 
complex-time plane. This restriction comes from considering the domain of analyticity in 
the time arguments of the Green functions [2, pp. 149, 150],[38, pp. 72-75], [37, p.111]. 
Consider, for example, the two-point Green function 
(1.56) 
Suppressing reference to spatial coordinates and expanding in eigenstates, In >, of fI, one 
obtains for G~(xi, x2): 
Tr[e-.6H eiHt1 ¢(O)e-iHt1eiHt2¢(0)e-iHt2] 






eiEn(t1-t2+i.6)e-iEm(t1-t2 ). (1.57) 
m,n 
On the assumption that the exponentials dominate the convergence of the sum in eq. (1.57), 
one sees that they converge whenever 
The limit of an analytic function on the boundary of its domain of analyticit/is a generalized 
function (distribution) so that G~ (ti, t 2 ) may be regarded as well-defined for 
(1.58) 
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In a similar way, it can be shown that Gi(t1, t2) is well-defined for 
(1.59) 
Thus one may conclude that the domain of definition of Gp(ti,.t2 ) is given by eq. (1.58) if t7 
precedes ti as one moves along C, while the domain is given by eq. (1.59) if t1 precedes t2. 
{In ref. [2, p. 150], the statement, 
'the two-point Green function is well defined on the strip 
is not completely correct since, when Im(t1 - t2) = O, one wants Oc(t1 - t2) i' 0 when t2 
precedes t1 on a horizontal segment of C.} These conditions on the domain of analyticity 
of Gp( ti, t2) impose the already mentioned restriction on C that a time point which moves 
along C must have a non-increasing imaginary part. This restriction on C also guarantees the 
analyticity of all higher order thermal Green functions with time arguments on C (2, p. 150]. 
The freedom that is left in the choice of contour, after the above restrictions on C, leads, 
as discussed for the cases in Section 1.3. 7, to the same statistical averages of time-ordered 
products of fields. Take note that the contour in Figure 1.5 satisfies the above restrictions. 
1.3.5 The doubling of degrees of freedom in the real-time formalism 
The presence of physical and thermal ghost fields, as discussed in Section 1.3.3, is also referred 
to as the doubling of degrees of freedom. There are three ways of understanding this doubling 
of degrees of freedom: 
(a) As was shown in Section 1.3.2, only the two infinite contour segments, C1 and C2 
in Figure 1.5, are relevant in the path-integral approach to the evaluation of real-
time thermal Green functions. Each of these two contour segments has its own field 
associated with it (see Section 1.3.3 where the existence of a physical and thermal ghost 
field was pointed out). The necessity of having at least both these contour segments in 
the real-time formalism comes from setting out with the trace in eq. (1.24), requiring 
the inclusion of the complete real-time axis and treating the factor, e-f3iI in eq. (1.20), 
perturbatively. The latter treatment requires, via eqs. (1.27) and (1.28) and bearing 
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in 'mind the intermediate path-integral expressions, eqs. (1.30) and (1.35), that the 
contour, after having included the real-time axis, has to return to the' point -R - if3. 
This requirement gives rise to at least a second infinitely long contour segment which, 
for the case in Figure 1.5, is C2. 
(b) The path-integral (time-path) method discussed so far is by its nature a method on the 
level of Green functions. It is limited in the sense that one does not have available all the 
tools of quantum field theory, since it is not on the level of operators. As was mentioned 
at the beginning of Section 1.3, an operator formulation of finite-temp.erature quantum 
field theory, called thermo field dynamics, has recently been developed. In this theory 
one has at one's disposal all the techniques of quantum field theory including not only 
the Green function method and the Feynman diagram method, but also the method of 
canonical transformations of operators as well as the concept of the finite-temperature 
vacuum [50). 
In Section 1.3.6 it is demonstrated how, in thermo field dynamics, a doubling of degrees 
of freedom naturally arises when one attempts to represent the statistical ensemble 
average of an arbitrary operator, A, which involves a trace over an infinite number of 
,, 
states, by the expectation value of A in a single finite-temperature vacuum, IO(f3) >: 
\.I 
(1.60) 
( c) The requirement of a doubling of degrees of freedom has also been shown in the formal 
and abstract field of axiomatic statistical physics through the use of the c· -algebra [2, 
pp. 181-193]. The relation between this operator-algebra approach and thermo field 
dynamics [referred to under the previous point (b )] has been clarified by Ojima [51]. 
1.3.6 Thermo field dynamics [36, 3] 
The need for an operator formulation of finite-temperature quantum field theory was ex-
plained under point 1.3.5(b ). In this section we follow some of the main ideas presented 
in the paper by Takahashi and Umezawa [36] on such a formulation, called thermo field 
dynamics. The ideas are easy to follow and are illustrated by simple examples. 
The idea is to replace the trace operation in the evaluation of a statistical average by an 
expectation value in a finite-temperature vacuum, IO(f3) >, as indicated in ~q. (1.60). Such 
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a vacuum, however, cannot be constructed in the original Hilbert space as may be seen as 
follows: Expand IO(,B) > in terms of energy eigenstates, In >, 
IO(,B) >= L In > f n(,B), 
n 
where 
Hin> = Enln >, 
< nlm > = Omn· 
Require that IO(,B) > in eq. (1.61) satisfies eq. (1.60), i.e.: 
< O(,B)IAIO(,B) >= z-1(,B) L < nlAln > e-f3En, 
n 
where 
Substituting eq. (1.61) into eq. (1.64), one obtains 
< O(,B)IAIO(,B) >= Lf~(,B)fm(,B) < nlAlm > 
nm 






in order to satisfy eq. (1.64). It is, however, impossible for c-numbers to satisfy eq. (1.65), 
as may be seen by considering the case n = min eq. (1.65): 
(1.66) 
By writing fn(,B) in eq. (1.96) in the form 
(1.67) 
for some (}and substituting eq. (1.67) into the left-hand side of eq. (1.65), one sees that one 
can have 
J~(,B)J m(,B) f: 0 for n f: m, 
which contradicts eq. (1.65). 
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Takahashi and Umezawa [36] get around this problem by introducing a second fictitious 
. ' 
dynamical system, identical to the original one, and denoting quantities associated with the 
second system by the tilde, 
< nlm > = 6nm 
(1.68) 
(1.69) 
with En the same as in eq. (1.62). They then work in the space spanned by the direct 
product of In> and Im>, which is denoted by In, m >. Corresponding to 
one has 
so that 
< m, nlAln', m' > 
< m, nlAln', m' > 
A I 
< nlAln > hmm', 
The finite-temperature vacuum is constructed in the direct-product space as follows: 
n 




By considering the simple example of an ensemble of free fermions with frequency, w, it 
may be seen how a complete set of orthonormal vectors containing I0(,6) > is constructed 




The orthonormal state vectors are IO> and at10 >where 
aJO >= 0 and < 010 >= 1. 
To construct JO(,B) >, a second, fictitious system is introduced: 
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with 
{a,a} = o (1.75) 
and where it is required that [51, p.5] 
(1.76) 
The state vector space of the total system is spanned by 
(1. 77) 
where IO, 6 > is denoted by IO>. The state, I0(,8) >,is then constructed by using the recipe 
ineq. (1.72):. 
(1.78) 
It is then straightforward to check that the statistical average of the number operator is 
1 < O(,B)jatal0(,8) > = 
ef3w + 1 
- nF(w). 
as required for a system of fermions in thermal equilibrium. 
It may also be seen that the state, I0(,8) >,is obtained from IO >= IO, 6 >by a Bogoliubov 
transformation. Let 
u(,8) = J1 -nF(w), v(,8) = JnF(w). (1. 79) 
Then 
u(,8)2 + v(,8) 2 = 1, 
jo(,8) > = { u(,8) +v(,B)at at}jo > ( 
where 
with 
cos 0(,8) = u(,8). 
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The operators, a,ii, are Bogoliubov-transformed as follows: 
a(f3) = e-iGF aeiGF = u(f3)a - v(f3)ii t 
a(f3) = e-iGF iieiGF = u(f3)ii + v(f3)a t. 
. (1.80) 
( 1.81) 
These newly defined temperature-dependent operators on the left-hand sides of eqs. (1.80) 
and (1.81) and their hermitian conjugates satisfy the same anti-commutation relations as in 
eqs. (1.74), (1.75). and (1.76). Since 
a(f3)IO(f3) >= a(f3)IO(f3) >= o, (1.82) 
the state, I0(/3) >, is called the finite-temperature or thermal vacuum. The physical picture 
behind the Bogoliubov transformation is that at creates thermally unstable quanta, whereas 
the quasiparticles created by at ({3) are stable in view of eq. (1.82). The Foe~ space obtained 
from eq. (1.77) by the Bogoliubov transformation is 
The latter states are not eigenstates of fI in eq. (1.73). They are eigenstates of the combi-
nation 
H = iI-H = w(ata - ata) = w [at(f3)a(f3)- at(f3)ii(f3)], 
Hi0(/3) >= o, l!at(f3)at(f3)IO(f3) >= o, 
Hat (f3)IO(f3) >= wat (f3)IO(f3) >, Hat ({3)10({3) >= -wat (f3)IO(f3) > . 
Thus, H can be viewed as the 'total' Hamiltonian of the system consisting of non-tilde and 
tilde quanta. W~en one is interested in the statistical average of the energy of a system at fi-
nite temperature, one evaluates< O(f3)1HIO(f3) > and not< O(,B)IHI0(/3) >. In the discussion 
following eq. (1.88) more will be said about the meaning of H. 
In ref. [36], .the cases of bosons, free fields a1id interacting fields are also treated along 
similar lines as above. In the case of an ensemble of free bosons with frequency, w, one obtains, 
for example for I0(/3) >,instead of eq. (1.78), 
(1.83) 
The general rule which relates operators with tilde to those without tilde is formulated 
in refs. [3, pp. 125-127] and [2, p. 188]. For any Heisenberg operator, A, which may, for 
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example, be a function of fields, ¢( x ), a dual operator, .A, is obtained by the following rules: 
,,,,...._ 
A1A2 = A1A2 , (1.84) 
{1.85) 
where >.1 and >.2 are complex numbers. In ref. [52, p.537] an indication is given as to why 
the tilde conjugate of a c-number is its complex conjugate. The tilde form of the Heisenberg 
equation [where the Hamiltonian in eq. (1.,86) may contain interaction terms too], 
[ih,¢] = ¢ (1.86) 
is obtained by means of the rules in eqs. (1.84) and (1.85) as 
[-iil,¢1 = ¢. (1.87) 
By taking into account the (anti-) commutativity between the tilde and non-tilde objects 
[see, e.g., eq. (1.76)], eqs. (1.86) and (1.87) can be unified into 
[i(h - H),¢1 = ¢ and [i(h - H), ¢1 = ¢. (1.88) 
The operator, 
~ " :. 
H = H-H, (1.89) 
is thus the generator of time translations in the doubled space. In accordance with eq. (1.89) 
the 'total' Lagrangian is 
(1.90) 
The minus sign in eq. (1.90) is reminiscent of the minus sign between the two V's in eq. 
(1.51) and will also lead to a difference of sign between the type-1 vertices for the ordinary 
fields and the type-2 vertices for the tilde fields in the thermo field dynamics method. By 
defining a 'thermal doublet' [53], 
one can derive an expression for the free propagator by evaluating 
[ ( 
¢( x) ) ( • :. ) ] <O(,B)IT J;t(x) </>t(y),</>(y) I0(,8)>. 
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The result is similar to the 2 x 2 matrix propagator obtained in the path-integral approach. 
Real-time thermal Green functions can therefore also be obtained in the formalism of thermo 
field dynamics where perturbative expansions involve similar Feynman rules as in the path-, 
integral approach. 
We conclude this section by drawing attention to a remarkable feature of thermo field dy-
1.' 
namics which follows from the tilde substitution law (also called the thermal state condition). 
The tilde substitution law is as follows [36, p.66]: 
(1.91) 
where A is an arbitrary monomial of hose and fermi operators, b, bt, a and at, of non-tilde 
type, A is obtained from A by the rules in eqs. (1.84) and (1.85) and OA is a certain phase 




A(t)IO(,B) >=a AA (t - i/3/2)10(/3) >. (1.92) 
It is derived in refs. [36, pp. 62,66] and [3, pp. 142-144] by generalizing eq. (1.96). The 
tilde substitution rule is the origin of the KMS (Kubo-Martin-Schwinger) condition [54, 55] 
in thermo field dynamics [36, p.66],[3, p.145]. [In the C"'-algebra formalism for statistical 
mechanics, mentioned under point 1.3.5( c), the KMS condition is a basic axiom whereas, in 
s 
the path-integral approach to real-time Green functions and in the imaginary-time formalism, 
the KMS condition is embodied in eqs. (1.42) and (1.7), respectively.] 
From eq. (i.92), there follows the remarkable feature of thermo field dynamics that, for 
an arbitrary A(t), there always exists a certain combination of A(t) and At (t), i.e., 
. d 
A(t) - a AA (t - i/3/2), 
which annihilates the finite-temperature vacuum, I0(,13) >. The fact that any operator is 
associated with a generalized annihilation operator, provides one with a very wide class of 
reduction formulae which frequently helps practical computations [56]. It also helps one 
express retarded Green functions in terms of causal ones, which is useful in response theory 
[56]. 
··' 
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1.3. 7 The relation between thermo field dynamics and. the time-path 
method 
31 
The time-path method discussed so far can be traced back [2, pp. 144, 152] to the early work 
of Schwinger [57], Craig [58], Keldysh [59] and others on non-equilibrium quantum statistics . . . 
where a closed contour in the complex-time plane, running along the entire real-time axis and 
back, was considered (the 'closed time-path method'). As noted by Marinaro [60], one may 
regard the imaginary-time formalism of Matsubara, the time-path and thermo field dynamics 
methods in the real-time formalism and the closed time-path method for non-equilibrium 
systems from a unified point of view by considering the work of Mills [38). 
" In 1969, Mills introduced a finite-temperature formalism by generalizing (in order to 
., 
consider statistical averages) the evolution operator at zero temperature [4], 
_ 
00 c -ir lt lt _ _ 
U(t, to)= L - 1- dt1... dtnT[H1(t1) ... H1(tn)] 
n=O n. to to 
where the time integrals are along the real axis (from t0 to t) and H1(t) is the interaction 
Hamiltonian in the interaction picture, to 
00 c ·r 1 1 U( r, ro) = L -=;- dr1 . . . drnTc[H1( r1) ... H1( rn)], 
n=O n. G G 
where Tc is defined just after eq. (1.20) and C is an arbitrary path in the complex-time plane 
with the only restriction that it must nowhere 'rise' in the complex-time plane (38, pp. 73-75]. 
This restriction is the same as the one derived in Section 1.3.4. The formalism of Mills is 
the canonical quantization version of the time-path method already discussed in the path-
integral quantization approach (wherein different time paths may be considered) and, as 
such, may also be referred to as· a time-path method. Mills showed that the Matsubara 
method (corresponding to the time path in Figure 1.2) and the clo~ed time-path method of 
non-equilibrium quantum statistics are particular cases of his general perturbative expansion. 
' Matsumoto et al. [61] took this point further by showing that the
0
perturbative expansions 
obtained from the thermo field dynamics method and the Mills method coincide, provided 
that the time path in the Mills method is suitably chosen. They considered a class of contours 
in the Mills time-path method by varying a in Figure 1.6. They obtained a 2 x 2 matrix for the 
two-point function with a-dependent off-diagonal elements, which reduces to the two-point 
function in thermo field dynamics for the choice a = f3 /2 (corresponding to the contour in 
Figure 1.5). 
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Figure 1.6: The time-path considered by Matsumoto et al. in refs. (60, 61]. 
Furthermore, they were able to construct a perturbative expansion in a quantum field the-
oretical formulation (which is a generalization, to some extent, of the thermo field dynamics 
discussed in Section 1.3.6) corresponding to each perturbative expansion obtained in the Mills 
"''\ 
time-path method for a specific choice of <J. They did this by making the correspondences, 
</;(t) -t </;(t,1), 
- d 
¢(t - iu) -t ¢ (t,1), 
¢t (t) -t ¢t (t, 1), 
¢t (t - iu) -t ~(t, I), 
(1.93) 
(1.94) 
where I = <J - {3 /2, t is real and spatial coordinates are suppressed. The fields on the left-
hand sides of the arrows in eqs. (1.93) and (1.94) are those in the time-path method having 
support on the horizontal contour segments in Figure 1.6, while those on the right-hand sides 
are the newly introduced fields in the generalized thermo field dynamics. The latter fields 
are regarded as satisfying the following relation (amongst others stated in ref. [ 61]): 
[</;(t,1),¢(t,1)] = 0 (1.95) 
even though the corresponding [via eqs. (1.93) and (1.94)] original fields </;(t) and J;f (t - i<J) 
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in the time-path method do not commute. Thus, even thoughcontour, C, of e.g. eq~(l.24) · 
consisting of segments C1 , C3 , C2 and C4 in, corresponding to a specific value of u, the 
perturbative expansions derived from the generalized thermo field dynamics and t~e Mills 
method coincide, it is not correct to directly equate the tilde field, :4} ( t, /) of thermo field 
• A ' l 
dynamics, with the corresponding type-2 field, <f>(t - iu) (associated with the lower horizontal 
contour segment), in the time-path method. The reason for this, according to Landsman 
(2, p. 192], is that different representations of the algebra of operator fields (referred to under 
point 1.3.5( c )] are involved. 
Matsumoto et al. (61] furthermore prove that observable quantities are independent of 
the value of u, which corresponds to the discovery by Mills (38] that physical results are 
independent of the particular choice of contour in the complex-time plane. The proof of 
Matsumoto et al. is based on energy conservation which holds separately for the tilde and 
non-tilde fields. 
In an ensuing article by Matsumoto et al. [62], they considered the class of contours 
depicted in Figure 1. 7. Again they generalized thermo field dynamics by associating an 
independent field with each of the 2N horizontal contour segments, obtaining one physical 
field and 2N - 1 thermal ghost fields. For each choice of the Pi and ui, where 
i=l,2, ... , N; 0 = Pl < u1 < P2 < u2 < ... < p N < u N ::; {3, 
the perturbative expansions derived from the generalized thermo }field dynamics and the 
corresponding time-path method coincided. 
Since the two-point function involves a 2N x 2N matrix, this formalism is not conve-
nient. The hermiticity of operators in the generalized thermo field dynamics can also not be 
preserved for N > 1 while it can be preserved for N = 1 (corresponding to a two-component 
formalism) and u = {3/2. In addition, the 2 X 2 matrix propagator becomes symmetric when 
u = f3 /2. Thus the value u = f3 /2 for the case N = 1 , corresponding to the contour in 
Figure 1.5, seems to be a privileged value in the two-component real-time formalism. 
A four-component formalism (corresponding to N = 2) has found application in the treat-
ment of a quantum field theory coupled to a classical gravitational field (63]. 
1.3.8 Attempts to interpret the tilde objects in thermo field dynamics 
According to Ojima [51, p. 2], 
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Figure 1.7: The time-path considered by Matsumoto et al. in ref. [61]. 
'the physical meaning of the tilde objects A is rather unclear'. 
Umezawa, who introduced thermo field dynamics in 1974 [35], has the following to say in 
1989 [64, p.313]: 
'Where does the tilde freedom come from? I simply do not have any answer to 
this question.' 
Nevertheless, attempts to interpret the tilde objects appear in the literature. We refer to 
some of them. 
Takahashi and Umezawa [36, p. 59] consider the 'one particle state', 
at (/3)10(,6) > 
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where, in this discussion, we use quantities defined in Section 1.3.6~ From eqs .. (1.8.1) and 
(1.82), it follows that, 
ii(,6)10(,6) >= ( u(,B)ii + v(,B)at) I0(,6) >= 0. 
and therefore, 
v(~) iil0(,6) >= - u(~) at I0(,6) > . 
The relations in eqs. (1.80) and (1.81) may be inverted: 
a = u(,B)a(,6) + v(,B)iit (,6), 
ii = u(,B)a(,6) - v(,B)a t (,6). 
From eqs. (1.96), (1.98), (1.82) and (1.79) it then follows that 






( )atlo(,B) >. 
1-nF W 
(1.99) 
Takahashi and Umezawa loosely interpret eq. (1.99) as follows:. 
"the 'one particle state' is built from the thermal equilibriu~ state I0(,6) > by 
adding one particle or by eliminating one particle with tilde. We may interpret 
therefore that the particle with tilde is a hole of the physical particle." 
They interpret the normalization factor, Jl - nF(w), as characteristic of the quantum process 
in which one quantum is added to a system containing nF( w) quanta. (Recall our discussion 
on the Pauli-blocking factor in Section 1.1.) 
Considering expressions for I0(,6) > such as those in eqs. ( 1. 78) or ( 1.83), one may state 
that there are an equal number of particles and holes in the thermal vacuum. Umezawa et al. 
elaborate on these interpretations in ref. (3, p. 120]: For a system immersed in a heat bath, 
there is a two-way exchange of energy between the system and the heat bath. The presence of 
the heat bath maintains excited quanta in the system. Therefore the system absorbs energy 
either by exciting additional quanta or by annihilating 'holes' of particles maintained by the 
heat bath. When the latter process takes place, they say. that an ii-quantum (hole) with 
negative energy, (-w), is annihilated. The excitation of an additional quantum is described 
by the creation op~rator, at (,6), while the annihilation of an ii-quan~um is described by ii(,6). 
I,, 
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Since at· performs two independent operations, it is a linear combination of at (/3) and a({3) as 
in the hermitian·conjugate of eq. (1.97). These dual roles, according to Rivers [48, p. 275], 
suggest the doubling of degrees of freedom discussed in Section 1.3.5. 
Leplae et al. [35, p. 229] state that, since one needs only the non-tilde quanta in the zero-
temperature formalism, the tilde quanta are superfluous at zero temperatu~e. However, the 
states which contain tilde quanta become important at non-zero. temperatur~: The existence 
of the tilde quanta is a manifestation of the freedom of thermal excitation and they call the 
tilde quantum the thermon. 
In refs. [52, pp. 538, 554] and [64, p. 312], the tilde quanta are regarded as hidden 
variables but it is explained how, by modifying the thermal situation, they can have an 
observable physical effect. It is also argued that the effect of randomization in statistical 
mechanics is produced by the effects of the hidden tilde quanta. 
Kreuzer and Kuper [65, 66] describe the approach of a system to thermal equilibrium 
by allowing a weak interaction between the physical and tilde systems. This represents a 
generalization of the thermo field dynamics formalism for systems at thermal equilibrium for 
which no interaction between physical and tilde particles exist. In their analysis the system 
of tilde particles is regarded as a representative member of a Gibbsian statistical ensemble. 
The tilde-type freedom naturally appears in another area of physics. In an article by 
Israel [67], who gives further references, attention is directed to the then:p.al character of 
the 'vacuum' perceived by stationary observers outside a black hole and ~so by uniformly 
accelerated observers in Minkowski space-time. This is a consequence of the .jnformation loss 
' 
associated with the presence of event horizons. Israel elucidates the close parallel of these 
results with thermo field dynamics: Whereas in thermo field dynamics the system of tilde 
. particles has a merely formal significance, in the context of Israel's work, it can be interpreted 
in terms of particle states on the hidden side of the horizon. Umezawa himself too discusses 
this point in ref. [64, p. 313]. 
1.4 Conclusion: Advantages of the real-time formalism 
R€al-time thermal Green functions are needed in calculations involving·time-dependent pro-
cesses in a heat bath, such as decay and scattering reactions, and even in ref. [42] for 
the evaluation of thermodynamic quantities. One of the main advantages of the real-time 
.j 
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formalism is the direct way in which real-time thermal Green functions can be derived with-
. . . 
out having to perform potentially very complicated analytic continu?'tions of imaginary-time 
Green functions. The elegance of the formalism naturally leads to further advantag~s. 
The Feynman diagram method involv~ng thermal real-time causal Green functions is 
formulated very much like in the conventional zero-temperature formalism. The topological 
and combinatorical structures of Feynman diagrams do not change in going from zero to non-
zero temperature, but are generalized to a two-component formalism so that, e.g., the free 
propagator acquires a 2 X 2 matrix structure. This so-called doubling of degrees of freedom 
provides a mechanism for the cancellation of singularities, which arise (see the end of Sections 
1.2.2 and 1.3.1) from products of Dirac delta functions with coinciding arguments, among 
themselves. As discussed in Section 1.3.1, the two-component formalism leads to an increase 
in the number of diagrams, but, the number of diagrams to be evaluated may be reduced by 
making use of finite-temperature Cutkosky rules. 
In Section 1.2.2 it was mentioned that the thermodynamic potential, from which static 
thermodynamic quantities can be derived, could be evaluated in the imaginary-time formal-
ism. However, the discrete energy summations [see eq. (1.11)] associated with loops can be 
very tedious to evaluate, especially in the presence of overlapping ldops. These summations 
are usually transformed into contour integrals. On the other hand, in the real-time formal-
ism the continuous energy integrals associated with loops simplify calculations. Niemi and 
Semenoff [42] applied real-time methods to calculations of thermodynamic quantities and 
found them much simpler than the imaginary-time methods. They were able to perform 
systematic low-temperature and high-temperature expansions, whereas low-temperature ex-
pansions are less accessible in the imaginary-time formalism. The reason for this is that, 
in the real-time formalism, the zero-temperature and finite-temperature contributions to the 
free thermal propagator [eq. (1.16)] are well separated. This is not the case in the imaginary-
time formalism [see eq. (1.13)]. One notices that, in the zero-temperature limit (/3 ~ oo ), the 
off-diagonal matrix elements of the real-time free thermal propagator vanish and therefore 
also the indirect coupling between the type-1 and type-2 fields. Since the second terms in 
each of the diagonal matrix elements of the real-time free thermal propagator vanish too, the 
zero-temperature theory for the decoupled type-1 fields is recovereq. 
The influence of finite-temperature effects on the established results for zero-temperature 
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·quantum field theory has been extensively investigated. Usually, the real-time methods have 
been found to be better suited for these investigations than imaginary-time methods. For 
example, Matsumoto et al. (68] found the proof of renormalizability more transparent and, 
systematic using real-time methods. They found that all ultraviolet di".ergences in perturba-
tion expansions of real-time causal Green functions at finite temperature can be eliminated to 
all orders by the counterterms prepared at zero temperature, provided the theory is renormal-
izable at zero temperature. The same result has been found in the imaginary-time formalism, 
but with increased difficulty [69]. The fact that, at finite temperature, ultraviolet divergences 
are treated in the same way as at zero temperature, stems from the fact that ultraviolet di-
vergences arise from the singular short-distance behaviour of quantum field theory, which is 
unaffected by the presence of a heat bath. The presence of the heat bath, however, does 
worsen the infrared divergences owing to an additional divergence in the Bose-Einstein sta-
tistical weights. This may be seen, for example, from the expression of the free thermal 
propagator in eq. (1.16) where a factor, such as 
1 
ef3ikoi-1' 
diverges in the limit, k0 --+ 0. Using real-time methods, the cancellation of all infrared 
divergences at finite temperature has been proven for some physical processes although, so 
far, only up to one-loop order [14]- [17], [20]- [22], [8]. In these references, a requirement for 
the infrared singularities to cancel is that there exists a relation between the distributions of 
fermions and bosons. This relation is provided by the principle of detailed balance existing 
for thermal equilibrium. 
Finite-temperature field theory is not manifestly Lorentz invariant, since the heat bath 
defines a preferred frame of reference. It is, however, possible to maintain manifest Lorentz 
covariance in the real-time formalism by introducing a four-velocity for the heat bath [70]: 
uµ. = 7(1, v), 
u2 .:.... 1 - ' c = 1. 
The boson thermal distribution function, for example, is then written as 
1 
na( k) = ef31k.ul - 1' 
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where fl is considered to be a Lorentz invariant parameter and interpreted as the inverse 
. temperature of the heat bath for v = 0. Thus, the expressions used in this thesis, e.g., 
1 
e.Blkol - 1 
are those for the heat bath at rest (v = 0). The importance of a Lorentz covariant treatment 
of a system at finite temperature has been stressed by Ruiz Ruiz and Alvarez-Estrada [70). 
In the thermo field dynamics approach to a real-time formalism, one has at one's disposal 
all the techniques of quantum field theory, including not only the. Green function method 
and the Feynman diagram method, but also the method of canonical transformations of 
I 
operators as well as the concept of the finite-temperature vacuum [50). This leads to further 
advantages of real-time methods in the thermo field dynamics approach (see, e.g., the last 
paragraph before Section 1.3. 7). In refs. [50, 64), Umezawa lists the achievements of thermo 
field dynamics, which range from applications in condensed-matter physics to applications in 
high-energy physics. 
We conclude with an observation by Umezawa [64], the father of thermo field dynamics: 
'It impresses me very much that so many areas in physics seem to be gradually 
developing a unified picture of laws in nature. The thermal field theories seem to 
be very important elements in this new development.' 




A Statistical Model for the 
Structure Functions of the 
Nucleon 
2.1 Introduction 
In this work we consider deep inelastic scattering of leptons off a heat bath of quarks and 
gluons to first order in the strong coupling constant as. This process is of interest for a 
discussion of models of the nucleon, the nucleus, the EMC-effect or any other situation where 
the effect of leptons on a system of thermalized quarks and gluons. is needed. In this work 
we restrict our attention to a model for the structure functions of the nucleon. 
In ref. [71] Cleymans and Thews proposed a statistical model for the structure functions 
of the nucleon based on the MIT-bag model (72] where hadrons are composed of almost free 
quarks and gluons confined by the vacuum pressure. They calculated the scattering of high 
energy foptons from a thermalized gas of quarks and gluons confined to a region of space equal 
to the volume of the nucleon by considering lowest-order diagrams in perturbative QCD. In 
I 
ref. [15] Cleymans and Dadic extended these considerations to the first order in the strong 
coupling constant as since the effect of gluons is absent in zeroth order. 
The statistical model incorporates features which are absent in the parton model [73). 
The parton model has been successful in. describing deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering 
processes µN --t µX and v N --t µX, prompt photon production pp --t / X and the Drell-Yan 
process pN --t µ+ µ-x. However, all predictions depend on the parton distribution functions 
which are arbitrary functions containing many parameters [see e.g. eqs. (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) 
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1, 
The phenomenological success of the parton model indicates that the number of con-
stituents (partons) of the nucleon is very large due to the 1/ x behaviour of the structure 
functions at small x, where x is the fraction of the nucleon's momentum carried by th~ 
parton. To the extent that one takes this fact literally it diminishes, on the one hand, the 
acceptability of the parton model due to the implied infinite number of soft spin-~ particles 
inside the nucleon which contradicts the Pauli exclusion principle. On the other hand this 
same fact supports the idea of viewing the interior of the nucleon as a heat bath of quarks 
and gluons. 
Another shortcoming in the parton model is the neglect of the presence of identical quarks 
and gluons in the initial and final states and of quantum statistical correlations which also 
have a role to play in the propagation of particles when considering Feynman diagrams 
containing internal lines in next-to-leading-order calculations. In the statistical model these 
shortcomings are removed through the use of Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein distributions 
for quarks and gluons, respectively. Stimulated emission factors for final-state gluons and 
I 
Pauli-blocking factors for final-state quarks are incorporated. The propag~tion of particles 
through a many-body medium is taken i.nto ac;count by using thermal Feynman rules for 
propagators and vertices given in Table 3.1. 
The assumption of a thermalized assembly of quarks and gluons could also be seen as 
an attempt to describe the "chaotic motion" of quarks and gluons inside the nucleon at a 
more fundamental level than that attained through the use of arbitrary parton distributions 
containing many parameters in the parton model. 
In their study of deep inelastic scattering of leptons off a heat bath of quarks and gluons, 
Cleymans and Dadic [15] took all processes contributing to order as (see Figure 2.2) exactly 
into account. They were able to cancel all infrared, collinear and ultraviolet divergences 
in the framework provided by the real-time formalism of finite-temperature quantum field 
theory (reviewed in Chapter 1). These analytical calculations are discussed in Chapter 3 and 
their final expressions given in Appendix D. In Chapter 4 we present results from numerical 
calculations of these expressions. There it is shown to what extent recerit deep inelastic 
scattering data can be reproduced by the statistical model. :.1 1 
Research projects which are the most closely related to ours have beenHreported on by 
groups working in Nice [17] and Annecy [20] in France and Bielefeld [14] in West Germany. 
,. 
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The main difference between our project and the latter projects, besides being on different but 
related physical processes, is the kinematics involved. The fact that the Lorentz invariance 
property, which is used in the usual zero temperature calculations, is lost due to the .preferred . 
frame of reference defined by the heat bath, has the immediat~ consequence that the number 
of calculations required is increased dramatically. For this reason all the above-mentioned 
groups reduce the complexity of their calculations significantly by using special kinematics 
[e.g. in lepton pair production from a thermalized quark gluon plasma they would use a 
virtual photon with zero spatial momentum: q = (qo,if = O)]. In our case we perform 
calculations for the case of general kinematics [i.e. q = (qo,if =/= O)]. 
In. ref. [24](b) Cleymans and Dadic presented results from analytical calculations of 
dilepton production from a quark-gluon plasma to order as (q2 > 0 for the phot~n giving 
rise to the lepton pair) which is closely related to the process of deep inelastic scattering of 
leptons off a heat bath of quarks and gluons ( q2 < 0 for the photon stemming from the lepton 
beam). 
t' ... 
2.2 Deep Inelastic Electron-Proton Scattering e-p ---+ e-x 
Deep inelastic electron-proton scattering allows us to determine the quark and gluon structure 
of the proton. A first order picture of the quark structure of the proton already presents itself 
at 0( ag), but one needs to consider at least 0( as) contributions in order to take the effects 
of gluons into account. The substructure of the proton can be revealed by increasing the 
-q2 of the photon to give better spatial resolution. For very large -q2 , the large transfer of 
energy breaks up the proton into multiparticle states as shown in Fig. 2.1. 
In our treatment of the case of deep inelastic scattering of electrons off a heat bath of 
quarks and gluons, we simplify the calculations by considering only the part of the diagram 
below the dashed line in Figure 2.1. This means that we consider the scattering of a virtual 
photon with 4-momentum q off the proton (considered as a heat bath of quarks and gluons) 
with 4-momentum PB· To order as the processes depicted in Figure 2.2 contribute. According 
to Figure 2.2 there can be more than two particles in the initial state of a reaction so that 
the rate of reactions (as opposed to a cross section) is the natural quantity to consider 
' 
when relating the measured structure functions on the hadronic level with the results from 
our calculations of thermal averages of the fundamental (virtual) photon-quark interaction 








Figure 2.1: Picture of e-p -t e-x. In our calculation we work in the laboratory frame: 
PB = (M, 0, 0, 0). 
processes. The interaction rate on the hadronic level is proportional to the hadronic tensor 
[41] 
The functions W1 and W2 are functions of the Lorentz scalar variables that can be constructed 
from the four-momenta at the hadronic vertex and Mis the proton mass. The invariant mass 
W of the final hadronic system is defined by 
• W
2 =(PB+ q)~ . 
Since 
and, for inelastic scattering, the invariant mass, W, may assume many different values for 
the same fixed q2 , one sees that there are two independent Lorentz scalar variables which we 
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Figure 2.2: Processes contributing to deep inelastic scattering to first order in as. 
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choose tci be 
and (2.2) 
The definition of the total cross section for scattering a space-like ( q2 < 0) photon with · 
polarization, E,\, inelastically off a proton is [41, p.185] 




M E,\ E,\41f µv - K €,\ E,\ µv• 
where J( = v + q2 /(2M) is the "energy" of the virtual photon according to the Hand con-
vention, a is the fine structure constant and the factor 4rr M originates from the standard 
convention for the normalization of Wµv· 
With if chosen along the z axis [q = (v, 0, 0, qz )], the polarization vectors of the virtual 
photons (helicity >.)are (41, p.185] 
>. = ±1 : E± = ":f-ff (Q, 1, ±i, 0) 
1 
Eo = r-:2(qz,O,O,v). 
y-q2 
By using the facts that Wµv has the form given in eq. (2.1), that 
q.E,\ = 0 





for a virtual space-like photon (41, p.185], the transverse and longitudinal cross sections, 
respectively, may be written as 
UL= Uo ~ 4;;" [ ( 1 - ;: ) W,(v, q2) - W,(v, q')] . 
Structure functioi;is are defined as usual (41]: 
F1(v,q2 ) 
F2(v, q2) 
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In the one-photon exchange approximation, the deep inelastic cross section for charged 
. leptons can be written in such a form that it depends linearly on F2 and non-linearly and 
very weakly on R [74]. Experimentally, F2 and R can be disentangled by measurl~g deep 
inelastic cross sections at the same (x,Q 2 ) point but at different values of the incident beam 
energy. In practice, as these cross sections depend only weakly on: R, all measurements of 
R suffer from large experimental errors. The structure function Ft is much more precisely 
measured than R. 





4rr 2a -q2v 
(2.13) -:I( ( O"T + aL)-2-l qz 
R = Mq; F2 _ 1 (2.14) -q2v Fi 
With the index i serving as an index to distinguish between each contributing process one 
can write 
The relation between the measured structure functions on the hadronic level and the results 
from our calculations of thermal averages of the fundamental (virtual) photon-quark interac-
tion processes is discussed in refs. [71] and [15]. Applied to the abov~ definitions, one obtains 
on the hadronic level, as an example, for the 0( as) process of gluon emission from a quark 





according to the momentum assignments in Figure 3.2 and where Vis the volume of the nu-
cleon. By ignoring the factors e and gin eqs. (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6), the latter three equations 
provide explicit expressions for the matrix element as it stands in eq. (2.15) (with coupling 
constants, colour factors and fractional charges factored out into explicit normalization con-




for q an up quark 




for q a down quark. 
The fermion and boson distribution functions appearing in eq. (2.15) are defined in eqs. (3.1),· 
(3.2) and (3.3). 
Values for variables appearing in our model are given in Chapter 4 where numerical 
calculations are discussed. These variables are the four-momentum squared of the virtual 
photon ( q2 ), the chemical poten'tial for each flavour of quark (µq), the temperature (T) and 
the strong coupling constant (as). Standard values for the proton mass appearing in eq. 
(2.12) and the radius of the nucleon are used and are given in Table 4.1. 
/ 
Chapter 3 
Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) of 
Electrons off a Heat Bath of 
Quarks and Gluons 
3.1 Introduction 
According to the statistical model, discussed in the previous chapter, we.consider deep inelas-
tic scattering of electrons off a heat bath of quarks and gluons. In this chapter we discuss the 
ph~e space integrations of the matrix element squared from contributing processes. Their 
final expressions are summarized in Appendix D and their numerical evaluation discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
3.2 Feynman Rules for Quarks and Gluons at T # 0 andµ# 0 
In order to take into account the propagation of particles through a many-body medium, we 
use the thermal Feynman rules as shown in Table 3.1. The rules for the fermion and gauge 
boson propagators that are used in this work are from ref. [40]. In the latter reference minus 
sign ambiguities in earlier literature on thermal Feynman rules are pointed out and corrected. 
Further information about the expressions appearing in Table 3.1 is as follows: 
Fermion and boson distribution functions can be defined in such a manner that they are 
valid for both positive and negative energies. In Table 3.1 they are for a fermion 
(3.1) 
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Table 3.1: Feynman rules for quarks and gluons at T f:. 0 and µ f:. O. Further information. 
about these rules and the symbols appearing in them is given in Section 3.2. 
Fermion (quark) 
propagator, iSab(k) 
Gauge boson (gluon) 








iS12(k) = 27r(~ + m)8(k2 - m2)nF(xk)e!3(xdµ)/2 
iS21 (k) = -27r(~ + m)8(k2 - m2)nF(xk)e!3(xk-µ)/2 
iD12(k) = -27r6(k2 - m2)ns(lkol)e!3lkol/2 
iD21(k) = -27r6(k2 - m2)ns(lkol)e!3lkol/2 
A 
J i 
. t. A = ig7•(T.);; 
J i 
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where 
Xk = lkol - µE(ko) (3.2) 
where £(k0 ) gives the sign of k0 and for a boson 
1 
ns(lkol) = t3lk 
1 
• 
e 0 - 1 (3.3) 
The typical QCD Lagrangian (41, p. 319] 
where G~11 = BµG~ - BvG~ - gfabcGtG~, gives rise to the rule for the type 1 quark-gluon 
vertex shown in Table 3.1, which is the same as the usual zero-temperature quark-gluon 
vertex. The reason for the relative minus sign for the type 2 quark-gluon vertex in Table 3.1 
is the same as that given in the context of a scalar field theory in the second-last paragraph 
of Section 1.3.3. Since our calculations are only up to 0( as), the type 2 quark-gluon vertex 
will only appear in self-energy graphs since the vertices in all other graphs will be connected 
to external lines and will therefore be of type 1 (see Section 1.3.1 ). 
The photon stemming from the electron beam in deep inelastic scattering is not considered 
to be thermalized so that only the usual zero-temperature (type 1) quark-photon vertex need 
to be considered. The plus sign for the quark-photon vertex stems from the use of the typical 
QED Lagrangian [41, p. 317] 
where Fµv = OµAv ....:. 811 Aµ and where e > 0. 
3.3 The Processes Contributing to DIS 
The processes contributing to 0( as) to deep inelastic scattering are shown in Figure 2.2. 
We consider the four-particle process of gluon emission from quarks [Figure 2.2(a)] as an . . 
example in the next section. Corresponding to the proces~ in Figure 2.2( a) one has the 
Feynman diagrams depicted in Figure 3.2. The results for this and the other four-particle 
processes [Figures 2.2(b) ~(!)] are summarized in Appendix D. 
The three-particle processes (g) and (h) in Figure 2.2 also contribute to O(as). For 
example, corresponding to process (g), one has the Feynman diagrams depicted in Figure 3.1. 




Figure 3.1: Diagrams for three-particle processes involving quarks. 
In Section 3.5 we discuss the vertex correction to a quark arising from the interference of 
diagrams M3a and M3b in Figure 3.1. In Section 3.6 we discuss self-energy corrections to a 
quark. The results for three-particle processes are also summarized in Appendix D. 
3.4 Gluon Emission from Quarks 
3.4.1 The Matrix Element Squared 
The diagrams to be calculated for gluon emission from quarks are shown in Figure 3.2. 
Kinematical relations which we use for this process appear in Appendix A. The corresponding 
matrix element for a given polarization, E"I•, of the space-like ( q2 < 0) virtual photon ('y*) 
stemming from the electron beam is given by 
where 
u(k', s')( -ig/µ)[E~(p )]*iS11 (k + q)( ie/v )E~·( q )u( k, s) 
l 
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• f 
·and where we suppress reference to colour factors and fractional charges. For convenience we 
write iS,11 ( k) in the form 
where, due to the expression given for iS11(k) in Table 3.1, one has 
-11 1 . 2 . 2 1 
S (k) = k2 2 .. + 2rrio(k :- m ) fJ 1 - m + u e xk + 
where Xk is given in eq. (3.2). 
In our calculations we have the following for the masses: 
quark mass = 0 
gluon mass = m :f 0 
The gluon mass regularizes infrared and collinear singularities. 
q p 
+ 





By squaring the ·matrix element, summing over all the spins for a massless quark according 
to 
L u(s)(p)u(s)(p) =p 
s=l,2 









= -e2g2 { Tr [JC'1µ(~+. fl) r-r•(q) ~If'-r·(q)]*(JC+ thµ] 1s11(k + '1)1 2 
+ Tr [JC11µ(/C+ g) f-r•(q) ~1µ(~- zj)[r-r•(q)]*] S11(k + q)[S11 (k - p)]* 
+ Tr [JC' r-r·(q)(~- ]3)1'µ JC1µ(~- z3)[f'-r·(q)]*] 1s11 (k - P)l 2 
+ Tr [/C' f-r•(q)(JC- z3h11. /C[r-r•(q)]*(/C+ g)/11.] S11(k - p)[S11 (k + q))*} (3.10) 
where the second term on the right-hand side of eq. (3.9) does not contribute in eq. (3.10) 
due to the requirement of gauge invariance. 
The first trace in eq. (3.10) is evaluated by using the trace theorems in ref. [75, p. 
104, 105). The resultant expression is simplified further by making use of the assumption 
of massless quarks embodied by k2 = 0 and k' .k' = 0 and the fact that q.E = 0 for each 
polarization state of the virtual photon [see eq. (2.5)). By dropping the subscript (1*) of E 
the first term in eq. (3.10) then becomes 
Tr [JC'111.(JC+ fl) f-r•(q) /C[f-r•(q)]*(JC+ g)Iµ] 
= 8[2(k.q)(k.E)(k1.E*) + 2(k.q)(k.E*)(k1.€) + 2(k.q)(q.k')(cE*) - 4(k.k')(k.E)(k.E*) (3.11) 
-(k.k')q2 (E.E*) - 4(k.E)(k.E*)(q.k') + (k.E)q2 (k'.E*) + (k.E*)q2(k1.€). 
We write the latter expression in terms of the invariant variables 
s = (k + q) 2 = (k' + p)2 (3.12) 
and 
t = (k' - q)2 = (k - p)2 (3.13) 
by making use of the exact relations 
q.k = 1 2 2(s - q ), 
q.k' = 1 2 2(q - t), 
k.k' 1 2 2 = -(s + t - q - m ). 2 ' 
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and obtain 
Tr[Wiµ(}C+ g) 1-r•(q) JC[i-r•(q)]*(JC+ d)11L] 
= 4 [-4(k.E)(b:*)s + 4(k.E)(k.E*)m2 + 2(k.E)(k'.E*)s (3.14) 
+2(k.E*)(k'.E)s + q2(E.E*)m2 - (E.E*)st] .. 
The last three traces in eq. (3.10) are evaluated by following the same steps as described for 
evaluating the first trace and, in addition, by making use of energy-momentum conservation: 
p=k+q-k'. 




= -e2g24 { [-4(k.E)(k.E*)s + 4(k.E)(k.E*)m2 + 2(k.E)(k'.E*)s + 2(k.E*)(k'.E)s 
+q2 ( E.E*)m2 - ( E.E*)st] IS11( k + q)l 2 
+ [-2(k.E)(k.E*)q2 + 2(k.E)(k.E*)t - (q2 ) 2 (E.E*) - 2q2 (k1.E)(k1.E*) + q2(E.E*)s 
+q
2
(E.E*)t - q2(E.E*)m2 + 2(k'.E)(k1.E*)s] 2Re { S11(k + q)[S11(k 1 - q)]*} 
+ [2(k.E)(k1.E*)q2 - 2(k.E)(k1.E*)s - 2(k.E)(k1.E*)t 
+4(k.E)(k1.E*)m2 - 2(k.E*)(k'.E)q2] S11(k + q)[S11 (k1 - q)]* 
+ [-2(k.E)(k1.E*)q2 + 2(k.E*)(k1.E)q2 - 2(k.E*)(k1.E*)s 
-2(k.E*)(k1.E)t + 4(k.E*)(k'.E)m2] S11(k' - q)[S11(k + q)]* 
+ [2(k.E)(k1.E*)t + 2(k.E*)(k1.E)t + q2 (E.E*)m2 - 4(k1.E)(k1.E*)t 
+4(k'.E)(k'.E*)m2 - (E.E*)st] IS11(k' - q)l2}. 
In eq. (3.15) one has, for example, 
S11 (k + q) = P~ - i7ro(s) + 27rio(s) 
13 
1 
S e Xk+q + 1 
where use has been made of eqs. (3.8) and (3.12) and the relation 
1 1 . 
-± . = P- i= i7r'5(s). 
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In Appendix A it is shown that s > 0 and t < 0 for m2 > 0. These inequalities imply that 
terms containing. the factors o(s) and o(t) in the expressions for S11(k + q) (see eq. (3.16)] 
and S11 (k' - q) do not contribute to the matrix element squared. Thus from now on we take, 
1s11(k + q)l2 1 = s2 
1s11(k' - q)l2 
1 
= t2 
S11 (k + q)[S11(k' - q)]* 1 = st 
in what follows. The expression in eq. (3.15) may then be written in the simplified form 
±"',±"' 
g polarizations 




) = e g 4E.E - + - - - - -
s t s t 
1 [ ' + 82 -4cE*m
2q2 - 16(k.E)(k.E*)m2] (3.18) 
+ t12 [-4E.E"'m2q2 -16(k'.E)(k1.E"')m2] 
. + :t [8cE"'q4 + 8E.E"'m2q2 + 16q2(k.E)(k.E"') + 16q2(k'.E)(k'.E"') 
-16m2(k.E)(k'.E"') - 16m2(k'.E)(k.E"')]}. 
The matrix element squared for the longitudinal polarization, Eo, of the virtual photon is 
calculated from eq. (3.18) by using the expression for Eo given in eq. (2.4): 
Eo.E~ = 
( k.EQ )( k.E~) = 
( k' .Ea)( k1 .€~) = 




-2(qzko - vkz) 
q 










Since, in the rest frame of the heat bath, we choose the z axis to be along the direction of 
the virtual photon, we have q = ( v, 0, 0, qz) and threrefore that 
s = (q + k) 2 = q2 + 2vko - 2qzkz 
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and 
t = (k' - q)2 = q2 - 2vk~ + 2qzk~ 
k' = t + 2vk~ - q2 
z 2qz 




2 2 { 4q2 ( t S) 8q2 2 8q2 I 2 = e g --2 - + - + -2-(2kov + q ) + -2-(-2k0 v + q ) . qz S t qzt qzs 
4q2 1 . 
--2 - [(2ko + V + qz)(2ko + V - qz) + (2k~ - V + qz)(2k~ - V - qz)] qz st 
+--2 - q; + (2k0 + v)(2k~ - v) - . 4m
2
q2 [ ) 1 } 
qz st 
(3.23) 
The matrix element squared for the transverse polarizations, £+ and L, of the virtual photon 







By using eq. (2.6) we obtain from eqs. (3.24) and (3.18) 




) 2 2 ( 1 1 ) e g -16 - + - - - - - + 16m q - + -
s t s t s2 t2 
+- -q - m q + m k.k) + 4 - + - - - - -32 ( 4 2 2 2 / ( t S 2q
2 2q2) 
st . s t s t 
+-.!.. (-4m2q2 - l6(k.q)2 m2) + _!._ (-4m2q2 -16(k'.q)2 m2) 
s2 q2 t2 q2 
. +! (q4 + m2q2 + 2(q.k)2 + 2(q.k')2 - 4m2 (k.q)(k'.q))} 
st q2 (3.25) 
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where the first three terms and the remaining terms on the right hand side of eq. (3.25) are 
asso~iated with the -gµv term and the qµqv /q2 term of eq. (2.6), respectively. By using the 
relations 





1 2 -(s - q ) 
2 
1 2 -(q - t) 
2 
1 2 2) -(s + t - m - q 
2 
_ 8e292 {! + ~ + 2(q2 + m2)2_!_ s t st 
2 2 (1 1) 2 2 ( 1 1)} -2(q + m ) - + - - m q - + - . s t s2 t2 (3.26) 
The matrix element squared for the transverse polarizations can thus be obtained from the 






3.4.2 The Phase Space Integral for Gluon Emission from a Quark 
(3.27) 
For the phase space integral for gluon ·emission from a quark we have in accordance with our 
discussion in Section 1.1 
(3.28) 
where the fermion and boson distribution functions are given in eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) and 
where 
(3.29) 
Thus we start off with nine integration variables which may be reduced to the four variables 
ko, k~, z and z' as explained below. In Section 3.4.5 we show how the angular integrations 
over z and z' are analytically performed, leaving us with only the two integration variables 
ko and k~. This last double integral will be calculated numerically. 
x 
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The integrand is a function of s and t appearing in the matrix element and the energies 
appearing in the thermal distribution functions, phase space factors and the matrix element. 
In eq. (3.29) the integral over d3p is trivially performed using o3(k+ q- fl- jl). Vyherever 
it appears, pis therefore substituted by p = k + q - fl and th~refore. 
We a.re left with six degrees of freedom in J d3kd3k' and they are 
ko, kb, (), 81, </>, </>' 









Figure 3.3: A pictorial representation of variables in the phase space integral 
We concentrate next on the azimuthal integrals, 
[27r [27r 
lo d<f> lo d<f>' 
(3.30) 
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in J d3kd3k'. It is to be understood in the following discussion that ko, kb, (} and (}' are 
kept fixed in the outer integrals while the inner azimuthal integrations over </> and </>' are 
performed. The only place where one finds azimuthal angles in the integrand is in 
k.k' = k0k~[cos (}cos(}'+ sin(} sin(}' cos(</> - </>')] 
which appears via eq. (3.30) in 
-
1 




As far as the dependence of the integrand on the azimuthal angles is concerned, it may be seen 
from eq. (3.31) that the integrand depends on only the relative azimuthal angle</>- = </>-</>'. 
We therefore introduce the change of variables: 
<P- = </> - <// 
.</>+ ~( </> + </>'). 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
For any integrand f which, as far as its dependence on </> and </>' is concerned, is a function 
of only cos(</> - </>'), one can use the identity 
r21r r21r r 
lo d</>1
0 
d</>'f(cos(</>-</>'))=47rlo f(cos</>-)d</>-. (3.35) 




[1 + ns(IPol)]o(v + ko - Po - k~) (3.36) 
Po 
* 47r r f(cqs</>-)d</>- = 47r (laa:~ I )-l [2-_[1 + ns(IP01)1J (3.37) 
lo · 'P po=v+ko-kb 2po p0=v+ko-kb 
where, according to eq. (3.30), p0 is given by 
Po (lk +if- fil 2 + m2)! 
(lk + 1]1 2 + k~ 2 - 2lk + 1]1k~ cos p + m 2)t (3.38) 
where 
- k'.(k +if) cosp = _ . 
k~lk +qi 
In order to calculate the derivative of p0 with respect to </>- appearing in eq.! (3.37), we shall 
refer in the following to Figure 3.4 which shows, amongst others, the newly introduced angles 
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p and {J. For this purpose we make a convenient choice of axes in Figure 3.4: As is d.one in 
. Appendix A, the z axis is chosen along the direction of if. Since at this stage of the discussion 
the integration over the angle¢>+ has been done and, according to eq. (3.35), the reµiaining 
relative azimuthal angle,</>- = </>-</>',ranges from 0 to 11', we ~ay n~w choose, for each case 
of fixed values for kb, (}', k0 and (} in the outer integrations, a new reference frame such that 










Figure 3.4: The angle </>- in terms of the angles p, f3 and (}' for calculating the derivative of 
Po with respect to </>-. We have </>' = 0 for this choice of frame. 
k' = k~(sinO',O,cosO') 
k +if lk + g1(sinf3 cos</>-, sin f3 sin</>-, cos f3) 
k'.(k+<1J . , . , 
_ = sm (} smf3 cos</>- +cos f3 cos() 
kblk +qi 
=> cosp (3.39) 
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cos p - cos f3 cos (}' 
cos<P- = · -------
sin(}' sin f3 
The restricti~n that the derivative, 
(3.40) 
in eq. (3.37) has to be calculated for fixed values of k~, (}', k0 and(} in the outer integrations 
means, as may be seen from Figure 3.4, that, when we vary</>-, p will also vary while(}' and 
f3 will remain constant. The latter insight enables us to proceed with the differentiation of 
p0 with respect to</>-. According to eq. (3.38), p0 depends on</>- via p only [see eq. (3.39)]. 
Thus 
but 
8po 8 cos p ----
8 cos p 8</>-
1 --( -2lif + klk~)( - sin(}' sin f3 sin</>-) 
2po 
sin2 </>- 1- cos2 </>-
-1( cos (3, cos O', cos p) 
sin 2 f3 sin 2 (}' 
where eq. (3.40) has been used and where 




Since</>- E [O, 7r] we must have that sin</>- E [O, 1]. This implies that we must take the positive 
square root of the expression in eq. (3.42): 
• ,+.- J-1( cos (3, cos(}', cos p) 
s1n'Y = --~-----~ 
sin f3 sin (}' · 
(3.44) 
The sign of the latter expression is correct since sin f3 sin(}' is positive as may be seen from 
the following considerations: 
(}' E [O, 1r] ::} sin O' E [O, 1] 
and from Figure 3.4 it can be seen that, since(} E [O, 7r] and f3 :::; 0, f3 E [O, 7r] so that sin f3E[O,1]. 
Substitution of sin</>- according to eq. (3.44) into eq. (3.41) leads to 
8po lcf + klk' J 
8
</>_ = Po 0 -1 (cos f3, cos (}', cos p). 
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Thus eq. (3.37) becomes 
11r. Po [1 ] 471" f(cos<P-)d<P- = 471" ... -[1 + ns(lpol)] . 
O lq + kl kb J-1( cos {3, cos ()',cos p) 2po po=v.+ko -k~ 
where, for the purpose of later performing the integration over. z = cos(), we obtain from eq. 
(3.38) 
... 2 2 
lk +if 2 + k' + m2 - p2 k2 + 2koqzz + q2 + k' + m2 - p2 cos p = ~I ~ 0 = 0 z O O 
2kblk +qi 2kb}k6 + 2k0q~z + q~ 
(3.45) 
I 
and from Figure 3.4 
cos {3 = if.(~+ q) ~ qzkoz + q; 
qzlk +qi qzjk5 + 2koqzz + q; 
(3.46) 
The foregoing discussions enable us nowt~ write eq. (3.29) as 
dµ = k5dko sin Od() kb 
2 dkb sin()' dB' _1_ 47rpo 
( 271" )32ko ( 271" )2 2kb 2po -:--I q--+--:;fc-:1 k:--:-~-v-;:_=,=c:;::c::::o=s o==,=, c=o=s=f3~, =co=s=p:::;) po= v+ko -k~ 
8 (2~)4 dkodkbdn (3.47) 
where 
2kodzdz' 
dQ = -:-----~--;:::::=:::;::======:::;: 
lq + klJ-1(cos ()',cos {3, cos p) Po=v+ko-k~ (3.48) 
and where use has been made of 
r sin ()d() = j1 dz. lo -1 
For the integration over z in eq. (3.47) one must be aware of the fact that cos{3 and cosp 
appearing in eq. (3.48) are dependent on z as may be seen from eqs. (3.45) and (3.46). 
3.4.3 · The Origin of Four Subregions in the k0 , k~ plane for Gluon Emission 
from a Quark 
In this section we shall see that the upper and lower limits which are to be used for the 
integrals over z and z' in eqs. (3.47) and (3.48) depend on the values of k0 and k~ in the 
outer integrals. For some 'regions of the k0 , k~ plane the restrictions imposed by the energy-
momentum conserving Dirac delta function in eq. (3.29) cause one to replace the usual upper 
limit of 1 and/or the usual lower limit of -1 for z or z' by expressions in terms of k0 and 
kb. In the following we show step by step how this reasoning leads to distinguishing four 
subregions in the ko, k~ plane according to the combination of upper and lower limits for 
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z and z'. which are obtained for each subregion. These regions are shown in Figure 3.6. In 
conseqv.ence, the. integrations over z and z' will lead to different analytical results for each 
subregion. 
We start by determining the upper and lower limits of z and z'. We ·have for gluon 
emission from a quark that 
lq+kl 
z = cosO 
lk' +Pl 
kb
2 + 2kolPI cos ek'il + IPl 2 - k5 - q; 
2koqz 
The quantities, ko, kb, I.Pl and qz are all fixed as far as the angular integrations are concerned 
so that z ranges between zu and ZL where 
(kb± IP1)2 - k5 - q; 
zu,L = 2k . oqz 
(3.49) 
Since one must have that -1 ~ z ~ 1 but the expression for lzu,LI obtainable from eq. (3.49) 
could become larger than one as one moves around in the k0 , kb plane, we conclude that 
Zupper limit - ZM = min(l,zu) 
zlower limit - Zm = max(-1,zL)· 
Limits on z' = cos O' are obtained analogously: 
lq- k'I lff-kl 
::} z' =cos e' = 
IPl 2 - 21Plkocos0jlk + k5- q;- kb 2 
-2qzkb 
.::} I 




::} zfvi = min(l,zu) 
I 
Zm max(-1,zfJ. 
Thus far we know that for gluon emission from a quark we have at least 
(3.50) 
(3.51) 
In the following discussions it may be seen how the region of support in the k0 , kb plane 
embodied in expression (3.51) is reduced to that shown in Figure 3.6 and how the subregions 
anse. From ko + 11 = kb+ po we may deduce that kb ~ ko + .11 - m always. In the limit of 





















. q - v 
I k Z k =no--
/ 0 . 2 
B 
k' _ qz + V 
- 0 - 2 
ko 
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Figure 3.5: Subregions in the ko, kb plane for the process of gluon emission from a quark. 
Subregion C' can be further reduced to subregion C shown in Figure 3.6. 
massless gluons this immediately provides us with the line, kb = k0 + v in Figure 3.5. As 
was already mentioned and as we shall see shortly, for certain values of k0 and kb, some of 
the quantities zu,L and zu,L could acquire magnitudes in excess of one. For such values of ko 
and kb we force the integrations over dz and/or dz' to range over a meaningful interval by 
choosing a 1 or -1 instead of zv, zfi or ZL, zL, respectively, for ZM, zM or Zm, z:n, respectively. 
However, when, e.g., -1 S: ZL S: 1 is always satisfied for a certain region of the ko, kb plane, 
we may safely choose Zm = ZL for that region. If, for another region of the k0 , kb plane, 
ZL ::; -1 we choose Zm = -1 for that region. Similar reasoning applies for zu, zL and zf;. 
Thus the ko, kb plane consists of regions according to what we must take for Zm, ZM, z:n and 
We start by investigating the condition ZL 2'.: -1. By replacing IP1 by p0 (in the limit of 
massless gluons) and subsequently incorporating energy conservation through p0 = v + k0 - kb 
the condition, 
leads to 
(k' - lfi1)2 - k2 - q2 
ZL = 0 0 z > -1 '-
2koqz - ' 
I qz - V 
k0 S: k0 - - 2
- if k' < qz + V 
0 - 2 (3.52) 
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and 
k' > k - qz - V 
. 0 - 0. 2 . 
if ' k' > qz + V. . 
0 - 2 
(3.53) 
The r~lations in (3.52) and (3.53) provide us. with the. lines k~ = ko - (qz - v)/2 and k~ = · 
(qz +v)/2 in Figure 3.5 with (3.52) describing subregion D and (3.53) describing subregion A. 
The fastidious reader would be interested to know the consequences of the simultaneous 
condition ZL ~ 1. By using arguments similar to those used in the case of the condition 
ZL :2:: -1 we find that the condition ZL ~ 1 leads to 
k' > k + qz + V 
0 - 0 2 if 
k' < - qz-; V 
0 - 2 (3.54) 
and 
k' < k + qz + V 
0 - 0 2 if 
k' > - qz - V 
0 - 2 . (3.55) 
The relations in (3.54) and (3.55) do not lead to any further subdivisions of the regions A, 
B, C' and D shown in Figure 3.5, but they do provide the assurance that, by using Zm = ZL 
in regions A and D, ZL as given in eq. (3.49) will never become'greater than one. 
We may thus conclude that Zm = ZL in regions A and D since in these regions we always 
have -1 ~ ZL ~ 1. In the remaining regions B and C' shown in Figure 3.5 we must take 
Zm = -1. The region C' in Figure 3.5 can be reduced to the region C shown in Figure 3.6 by 
introducing the line ko = (qz - v)/2 in Figure 3.6 which can be obtained from the following 
argument: From eq. (A.7) we have for m 2 > 0 
s = (q + k) 2 > 0 
q2 +2ko(v·-qzcos0) > 0. (3.56) 
But we have proven above that Zm = -1 in the region C' shown in Figure 3.5. This means 
that the cos {;I in eq. (3.56) can become equal to -1. Thus the condition, .s > O, leads in 
region C' to the condition 
2ko(v + qz) > -q2 = -(v - qz)(v + qz) 
ko > 
qz - V 
2 
This provides us with the line k0 = (qz - v)/2 in Figure 3.6. 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
It is to be noted that, for the process of gluon emission from a quark in the context of 
deep inelastic scattering under consideration, the four-momentum conservation not only puts 
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Figure 3.6: Subregions in the ko, kh plane for the process of gluon emission from a quark. 
Subregion C is obtained from subregion C' in Figure 3.5 by making use of the kinematical 
constraint in (3.58). 
the restriction ko > ( qz - v )/2 on the energy of the incoming quark but also on the angle, (}, 
which it makes with the space-like photon as can be seen by writing the inequality (3.56) in 
the form 
v + q2 /(2ko) v 
cos(} < ( < - < 1 ), 
qz qz 
i.e., the maximum value that cos(} can take is v/qz ( < 1). 
Next we investigate the condition -1 ~ zu ~ 1. By replacing IP1 by Po (in the limit of 
massless gluons) and subsequently incorporating energy conservation through Po= v+ko-kh 
in eq. (3.59) we obtain 
zu (kh + IP1)
2 







since ko, v and qz are each greater than or equal to 0 and q2 < 0 for .deep inelastic scattering 
which also implies that v < qz. 
We may thus conclude that the upper limit of z can always be taken as zu (and not 
necessarily 1) in all the regions A, B, C and Din Figure 3.6. 
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The condition, zu ;::: -1, leads to k0 ;::: (qz - v)/2 which is satisfied in all the regions A, 
B, C and D so that the choice ZM = zu for all these regions will be safe also in this respect. 
We may thus conclude that ZM = zu in all the regions A, B, C and D since in these, 
regions we always have -1 :'.S zu :'.S 1. 
Next we investigate the condition -1 :'.S zf, :'.S 1. Similar to the way conditions (3.52) and 
(3.53) were derived, the condition zf,;::: -1 leads to 
k' > k - qz - V 
0 - 0 2 
and 
I qz - V 




ko > - qz + v 
- 2 




The relations in (3.60) describe regions A·and C while the relations in (3.61) are irrelevant 
'for the process of gluon emission from a quark because they do not apply to regions A, B, C 
and D for which ko > 0. 
The condition zf, :'.S 1 leads to 
k' < k + qz + V 
0 - 0 2 
and 
k' > k + qz + V 
0 - 0 2 
if 
if 
qz - V 
ko>--- 2 
k < qz - V 
0 - 2 . 
These results show that zf, :'.S 1 is satisfied in all the regions A, B, C and D and, thus, 
specifically in regions A and C where z:U = zf, can be taken. 
We may thus conclude that z:U = zf, in regions A and C since in these regions we always 
have -1 :'.S zf, :'.S 1. In the remaining regions Band D we must take z:U = -1. 
Next we investigate the condition -1 :'.S zf; :'.S 1. The condition zf; :'.S 1 leads to (since 
qz > v) 
k' > V + qz 
0 - 2 
which describes regions A and B. The condition zf; ;::: -1 leads to 
k' > _ qz - V 
0 - 2 
which means that zf; ;::: -1 is satisfied in all the regions A, B, C and D and, thus, specifically 
in regions A and B where zfvi = zf; can be taken. 
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We may thus conclude that zM = zf; in regions A and B since in these regions we always 
have -1.~ zf; ~ 1. In the remaining regions C and D we must take zM = 1. 
The values of (Zm, zM) and (z:n, zM) obtained in this section may be summarized as. follows: 
region A: (zL,zu), (zf,,zf;) 
region B: (-1,zu), (-1, zf;) 
region C: (-1,zu), (zf,, 1) 
region D: (zL, zu), (-1,1). 
3.4.4 The Origin of Collinear Divergences for Gluon Emission from a 
Quark 
From the expressions for s and t given in eqs. (A.9)-(A.12) there follows that 
s(zu) - [Ck~+ Po)2 - k6 - q; - q2 - 2ko~] 
m2k~ +Po+ O(m4) 
Po 
where the latter step follows from eq. (B.24). Similarly one can prove that 
t(zf;) = m2Po - ko + O(m4). 
Po 
As mentioned at line (3.64), s and/or t appear in denominators of terms in the matrix 
elements and therefore give rise to divergences in the limit of massless gluons whenever 
ZM = zu and/or zM = zf;, respectively, 'in angular integrations. These divergences are called 
collinear divergences as may be seen as follows from the definitions of zu and zf; in eqs. (3.49) 
and (3.50), respectively: Eqs. (3.49) and (3.50) were derived by putting ()k'p = 0 and ()kp = 0, 
respectively, which means having a gluon collinear with the final quark and initial quark, 
respectively. 
3.4.5 The Integration over the Polar Angles 
In this section we focus on the J dz J dz' part of the phase space integrations referred to 
.. 
in expressions (3.28), (3.47) and (3.48). For these integrations, knowledge of the z and z' 
dependence of the integrand is required. 
From the expressions 'for the matrix elements squared in eqs. (3.23) and (3.26) we see 
that they contribute to the z and z' dependence of the integrand thr~ugh the quantities s 
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and t only where, from eqs. (A.9) and (A.10), 
b 
s = -2koqz(z - d) = s(z) 
and 
t = 2k~qz(z' - l) = t(z'). 
. (3.62) 
(3.63) 
The terms appearing in eqs. (3.23) and (3.26) depend on s and t through factors of the 
following types: 
1 1 s t 1 1 
and 
1 - . - . - . - . s2 ; ' t ' t ' ' t2 st s s 
(3.64) 
In addition, the quantity, 
If+ kl)-1(z', cos f3, cos p) 
appearing in the expression for dfl in eq. (3.48), contributes to the z and z' dependence· of 
the integrand since, apart from the explicit z' dependence, the quantities If+ kl, cos f3 and 
cos pare dependent on z as may be seen from the expressions for cos p and cos f3 in eqs. (3.45) 
and (3.46), respectively and 
The Integration over z' 





v-1(z', cos (3, cos p) 
(3.65) 
where, as may be seen from line (3.64), the cases.m_= 0, ±1, -2 need to be considered and,.,_ 
as may be seen from eqs. (3.45) and (3.46), cos p and cos f3 are independent of z'. 
We start with the easiest case m = 0 in eq. (3.6p): 
',• 
Ao = dz'--;:====== 1b to a J-1(z', cos (3, cos p) (3.66) 
lb I . 1 dz-;:;====~=;===:==~ a .j(z'-cosB+)(cosO_-z') (3.67) / 
where the integration limits a and b will be specified shortly and where 
cos B± = cos p cos f3 ± sin p sin f3 = cos(p =f= (3) (3.68) 
; . \; 
. ' 
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are the roots of the equation 
-y(z', cos (3, cos p) = z'2 + cos2 (3 + cos2 p - 2z' cos (3 cos p - 1 = 0. 
From eq. (B..6) in Appendix B we obtain 
. [z' - cos p cos fl] lz'=b Ao = arcsm . . a. . 
sin p sin fJ . z'=a (3.69) 
The limits a and b are obtained from the condition that the argument of the square root in 
eq. (3.66) must be positive: 
-1(z',cos(l,cosp) > 0. (3.70) 
This condition may be seen to also follow from eq. (3.42) where the trivial requirement, 
sin
2 <P- > 0, leads to the condition in (3.70). From Figure 3.7 we see that the condition in 
(3.70) requires that z' lies between the roots of the equation, 1(z',cos(l,cosp) = 0. These 
- -y ( z', cos (3, cos p) 
(0,0) '------+-------+----~ 
z' 
Figure 3.7: The graph of -1(z',cos(l,cosp) versus z' which needs to be considered in the 
integration over z'. 
roots are given in eq. (3.68). 
Next we show, by referring to Figure 3.4, that the root cos(}_ is smaller than the root 
cosO+. We have(} f. [0,7r] but, as may be seen from Figure 3.4, (3 <(}and therefore (3 f. [0,11"] 
so that 
sin(J ;:::: 0. (3.71) 
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Furthermore, as may be seen from eq. (3.35), </>- E [O, 7r] which implies, by referring to 
Figure 3.4, that p E [O, 7r] so that 
sinp;::: 0 
and we can conclude that 
cos(}_ = cos p cos /3 - sin p sin /3 ~ cos p cos /3 + sin p sin /3 = cos O+. 
For the integration over z' we take 
a = cos(p + (3) b = cos(p - {3) 
for all the regions A, B, C and D as opposed to the possibly expected 





with zin and zM given, for each of the regions A, B, C and D, in the last paragraph before 
Section 3.4.4. 
The choice of limits for z' given in (3.73) could be elucidated as follows: The fact that we 
deviate from the choice of limits in (3.74) has to do with our choice to do the z' integration 
before the z integration. In consequence, Zm and ZM as given in the last paragraph before 
Section 3.4.4 will remain as the limits for the outer z integration. However, for limits given 
in {3.73) not to exceed the strict limits given in (3.74), we must have 
cos(p + (3) ;::: z:U and cos(p - (3) ~ zM. (3.75) 
That this is indeed the case may be seen from Figure 9 in ref. [15]. There it is s]iown that, if we 
take Zm and ZM as the limits for the outer z integration, the limits for the inner z' integration, 
given in (3. 73) and obtained from the condition in (3. 70), will not range beyond their strict 
limits zin and zM. Furthermore, as one integrates over z from Zm to ZM, Figure 9 in ref. [15] 
• 
shows that the equal signs in (3. 75) are valid for certain values of z in this range. The latter 
fact guarantees that collinear singularities, originating from powers oft in denominators (see 
Section 1.48), are indeed encountered in regions of the ko, k~ plane where zM = z{;. This is 
to be expected since encounters with collinear singularities should not depend on the order 
of integrations over z and z'. 
The qualitative behaviour depicted in Figure 9 of ref. [15) was determined by investigation 
of asymptotic limits of the relevant expressions. As an alternative and somewhat more 
.1,.. 
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physical suggestion to the origin of the inequalities in (3. 75) we show in the following that 
. if one of. the latter two inequalities would be violated, it would mean that </>- ranges over 
only a subset of the interval [O, 7r] which seems implausible when reminded of eq. (3'.35) and 
Figure 3.4. From Figure 3.4 we see that 
z' = cos(}' = cos(p + (3) when </>- = 0 
and that 
z' =cos O' = cos(p-: (3) when </>- = 1!". 
For values of</>- between 0 and 1l", z' = cos(}' assumes values between cos(p+ (3) and cos(p- (3). 
(This dependence of z' on</>- could, of course, be traced back to eqs. (3.35) and (3.36) where 
the imposition of the Dirac delta function c5(v + k0 - p0 - k~) introduced, via eqs. (3.30) and 
(3.31 ), the dependence of z' on </>-.) If one of the inequalities in (3. 75) would be violated, e.g. 
if cos(p - (3) > zM., it would mean that we are forced to take zM. as the upper limit for z' since 
we have already determined that zM. is a st~ict upper limit. But since, in this hypothetical 
case, z' would then not be allowed to become equal to cos(p - (3) it would mean, according 
to the above discussions, that </>- is not allowed to become equal to 1l" and, therefore, ranges 
over only a subset of the interval [O, 7r]. 
From eqs. (3.69), (3.73) and (3.68) there follows that 
Ao = arcsin(l) - arcsin(-1) = ~ - (-~) 
2 2 . 
1!". (3. 76) 
Next we consider the case m = -1 in eq. (3.65): 
lb t-1 A_1 = dz'-r=:;=::===::c===<= a J-1(z',cos(3,cosp) 
l b d I 1 a z 2k~qz(z' -l)J-1(z',cos(3,cosp) (3.Ti'.) 
where a and bare given in (3.73). 
Before commencing with the evaluation of eq. (3.77) we show that only the case 
I > cos(p - (3) (3.78) 
out of the possible cases l < cos(p + (3), cos(p + (3) :S l :S cos(p - (3) and l > cos(p - (3) needs 
to be considered in the evaluation. The case l < cos(p + (3) is irrelevant since the relations, 
cos(p + (3) :S z' :S cos(p -: (3) (3.79) 
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obtained from (3.73) and 
t < 0 z' < l, (3.80) 
obtained from eq. (A.10), must hold simultaneously. The case cos(p + /3) ~ l ~ cos(p .,- /3) · 
is considered irrelevant too since, according to (3.80), I is a strict upper limit for z' so that, 
for the same reason we required that cos(p - f3) < zfvt in (3.75) [The suggested reason is put 
forward in the paragraph following on (3.7.5).]; we require that 
l > cos(p - (3). 
This requirement guarantees, as explained at line (B.8), that 
'. 1(l,cosf3,cosp) > 0. 
This condition in turn ensures that the argument of the square root is positive in the result 
for A_ 1 derived in Appendix B and given in eq. (B): 
-7r 
A-1=-:-:-::----r=::::;::====;======;= 
2kbqzV'Y(l, COS {3, COS p) 




1 lbd' 1 
(2kbqz) 2 a z (z' -l)2J-1(z',cosf3,cosp) 
(3.81) 
where a and b are given in (3.73). The final expression for A_2 is obtainable from that of 
A-1 given in eq. (3.81): 
1 !!__ lb dz' 1 
(2kbqz) 2 dl a (z' - l)J-7(z', cos {3, cos p) 
1 d 
(2kbqz) dlA_ 1 
1 d -1[' 
(2kbqz) 2 dl J7(l, COS {3, COS p) 
7r l - cos f3 cos p 
== (2kbqz)2 ['Y(l,cosf3,cosp)]312. 
Next we consider the case m = 1 in eq. (3.65): 
l b d I t a z J-1(z',cosf3,cosp) 
l b z' - l 2kbqz dz' . a J-1(z',cosf3,cosp) (3.82) 
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The final expression for Ai derived in Section ( c) of Appendix B is 
(3.83) 
The Integration over z 
At the start of this Section 3.4.5 we described how the integrand for the J dz J dz' part of 
the phase space integrations depends on z and z'. Subsequently we obtained the results 
· for the integrations over z' by evaluating the expression in eq. (3.65) for each of the cases 
m = 0, ±1, -2 which repr~sent all the relevant z' dependent terms. 
In the rest of this section we consider the subsequent integration over z. As an illustrative 
example we explicitly evaluate: 
I (I.) := j _!_dn. 
st · st 
With s,,t and d!l given in eqs. (3.62), (3.63) and (3.48), respectively, we can write: 
2k0 
1 
j j dzdz' 1 _ 
(-2koqz)(2koqz) (z - d)(z' - l)J-7(z', cos ,B,cos p)jq +kl 
7r lzM 1 
-, - 2 dz _ (3.84) 
2koqz zm (z - d)jq+ klJ1(l,cos,B,cosp) 
where, in the latter step, use has been made of eqs. (3.77) and (3.81), and, Zm and ZM are 
given in the last paragraph before Section 3.4.4. As discussed just after (3.64), the quantities 
cos ,B, cos p and jq +kl are z dependent. In order to make the integration over z in eq. (3.84) 
tractable, we make use of the identity (the proof is sketched in Section ( d) of Appendix B): 






(3.86) 1 + 2ko(k~ - v) 
J = 
q2 v 
(k l ) + -. 2qz 0 - V qz (3.87) 
Thereby the z dependence is explicit in the right hand side of eq. (3.85) since H and J are 
z independent. According to (B.8), 7(l,cos,B,cosp) > 0 in the left hand side of eq. (3.85). 
Therefore, it follows from eq. (3.85) that 
7(z,H,J) > O (3.88) 
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so that we obtain from eq. (3.85): 
lif +kl) 1(l, cos {3, cos p) = ~? lk~ - vl/r(z, II, J) 
0 
=} I (:t) = 7r rM dz 2kolk~ - vlqi lzm (z - d)J1(z, II, J) · 
In Section ( e) of Appendix B we show that the change of variables, 
1 IIJ-d 
r=------
- z-d c 
leads to 
( 1) 7r 1T(zm) [ ( 2 6 )]-1/2 . I - = - dr c T + -st 2koq;lkb - vi T(zM) 4c2 
where 
c - 1(d,II,J) 






Since the quantities, c and 6, appear in the argument of a square root in eq. (3.91), their 
signs will be important in further calculations. According to eq. (B.25), c is positive in all 
the regions A, B, C and D (see Figure 3.6) under consideration: 
c > 0 in regions A,B,C,D. (3.94) 
The sign of 6 is determined as follows: 
6 = -4(II2 - l)(J2 - 1) (3.95) 
but, from eq. (3.86), there follows that 
2 m
2 
( m2 ) 
(H - l) =(II - l)(H + l) = 2ko(kb - v) 2 + 2ko(kb - v) · (3.96) 
From Figure 3.6 it may be seen that kb > v in regions A and B whereas both the cases kb > v 
and kb < v are possible in regions C and D. Therefore it may be seen from eq. (3.96) that 
{ 
> 0 in regions A,B 
H 2 - 1 > 0 in regions C,D if kb > v 
< 0 in regions C,D if kb < v. 
(3.97) 
From eq. (3.87) there follows that: 
J±l 
v2 - q; + 2kbv - 2v2 ± 2qz(kb - v) (v ± qz)(2kb - v =f qz) 
= = 2qz( kb - l/) 2qz( kb -1 V} 
= (J + l)(J _ l) = q2(2kb - V - qz)(2kb - l/ + qz). (3.98) 
4qJ(kb - v)2 
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From Figure 3.6 it may be seen that 2kb - v - qz is positive in regions A and B and negative 
. in regions C and D whereas, since qz > v, 2kb - v + qz is positive in each of regions A, B, C 
and D. Therefore 
J2 _ 1 { < 0 in regions A,B 
> 0 in regions C,D. · 
The relations in (3.95), (3.97) and (3.99) enable us to conclude that 
{ 
> 0 in regions A,B 
6. < 0 in regions C,D if kb > v 
> 0 in regions C,D if kb < v. 
(3.99) 
(3.100) 
In the following, we continue with the calculation of the integral appearing in eq. (3.91) for 
the two cases, 6. > 0 and 6. < 0, shown in (3.100): 
For 6. > 0: 
= r(zm) dr [c (r2 + ~2)]-1/2 
JT(zM) 4c 
(3.101) 
_!__ r(zm) dr ( .,flS. j 4r'C' + 1)-1 
v'c JT(zM) 2c 6. 
1 1.X2 dx 
vfc xi .../x2 + 1 
where we changed variable: 
x (3.102) 
(3.103) 
The further change of variable, x = sinh y, leads to 
(3.104) 
In the calculation of El:!..<O below we shall see that the result will involve arccosh as opposed 
to the case of El:!..>O above which involved arcsinh. Since, as may be seen from Figure 3.8, the 
argument of arccosh must be positive we shall see in the following that, as opposed to the 
case in eq. (3.102), a minus sign must. be included in the change of variable in eq. (3.109) in 
order to ensure that this requirement is met. Since the argument will, as in the case of eq. 
!·,· 
' . 
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(3.104), be proportional to r(zm) and r(zM) we first investigate the signs of these quantities. 
In Section (f) of.Appendix B it is shown that 
r(zm) > 0 and r(zM) < 0 in regions A,B 
r(zm) < 0 and r(zM) < 0 in regions C,D. 
y 









(0, 0) J.__ _ ___ll___-------;;. 
/ 1 x 
(3.105) 
(3.106) 
Figure 3.8: The graph of arccoshx versus x which needs to be considered in the derivation of 
eq. (3.111). 
For 6. < 0 one has 6. = -16.I so that 
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The relations in line (3.110) only hold, as far as the expressions containing absolute value 
. signs are.concerned, in regions C,D [see (3.94) and (3.106)] which are the relevant regions to 
consider for the case of /:J. < 0 under consideration [see (3.100)]. ., 
The further . change of variable, x' = cosh y', leads to 
1 1arccoshx~ 
= -- dy' 
~ arccoshx~ . 
1 [ ( 2c ) ( 2c ) J ~ arccosh y'[Z~((zM) - arccosh Jl2STr(zm) . (3.111) 
The results obtained thus far may be summarized as follows: 
In regions A,B and in regions C,D for kb< v we obtain, from eqs. (3.91), (3.104) and the 
relations in (3.100),: 
I(..!.)= - 7r ~ [arcsinh ( ~le 
1
r(zm))- arcsinh ( ~l:lr(zM))] · (3.112) 
st . 2koq;lkb - vi c v 161 v 101 
In regions C,D for kb > v we obtain, from eqs. (3.91) and (3.111),: 
I (__!_) = - 7r ~ [-arccosh ( 2~) ) + arccosh (. 2~) ) l · 
st 2k0q; lkb - vi c /:J. · /:J. 
(3.113) 
The form which the latter results take in the limit, m ~ O, c~n be obtained from the 
following relations which are proven in Section (f) of Appendix B: 
In regions A,B,C,D: 
2clr(zu)I 
v'IZ\f 
In regions A,D: 
(3.116) 
In regions B,C: 
2clr(zm)I 2clr(-l)I Po 
Jl2ST = Jl2ST = m(2ko - qz + v) (3.117) 
Ii 
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In Section (g) of Appendix B it is shown how the above relations, .inserted into eqs. (3.112) 
and (3.113), lead .to the final results: 
ln ° ( 
p4(q2)2 ) 
m4kokh(ko + v)lkh - vi in region A 
ln ° ( 
4p4(q2)2 ) 
m 4(ko + v)lkh - vl(2ko - qz + v)(2kh + qz - v) in region B 
( 1) 7r I - ""--x st - qzpoq2 
( 
-p5q2(2ko-qz+v) ) . . 
In 2k (k . )( k' ) m reg10n C m o o + v -2 0 + qz + v 
In Po q 0 in region D. 
( 
4 2(- 2)k' ) 
m2(ko + v)(2kh + qz - v)(qz + v - 2kh) 
(3.118) 
The results in the latter equation is the explicit form of the result embo~ied by the first 
equation at line (D.16). This may be checked by makirig use of the expressions for A4 in 
Table D.3, by noting that, according to Figure D.1, regions A,B,C and D are.associated with 
classes 1,3,4 and 2, respectively, and by obtaining explicit expressions for A4 ftom eqs. (D.12) 
and (D.1). 
As an example, we discussed the derivation of the results in eq. (3.118) in detail. The 
other results given at line (D.16) are derived in a similar way. The way in which these results 
from four-particle processes contribute to the structure functions of the nucleon can be seen 
·by considering eqs. ( 4.5), ( 4.6) and ( 4.9)-( 4.12) and the discussions in Appendix D. 
'~ 
3.5 The Vertex Correction to a Quark 
A correction of 0( as) arises from the interference between the lowest-order diagram and the 
vertex correction in Figure 3.1 represented by the amplitudes M 3a and M 3b, respectively, 
where 
u( k', s')( iq11 )E~. ( q)u( k, s) (3.119) 
4 . J (~~4 u(k', s')(-ig/µ)(-:--9µ<T)iD 11 (p)iS11(k' - p)~ 
(iq11)E~.(q)iS11(k- p)(-inu)u(k,s). 
.\ 
and where we suppress reference to colour factors and fractional charges. In the following 
we shall make use of the notation appearing in Table 3.1, eqs. (3.7), (3.8), (3.2) and (3.3). 
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It is to be noted that k' = k + q for the three-particle process under consideration'. (For 
. four-particle processes we have k' = k + q - p.) For the interference, 
' (3.120) 
we need to consider the real part of (quark mass = 0 ; gluon mass =;= m): 
f 
(3.121) 
Since, as may be seen from their expressions in Table 3.1 and the identity in eq. (3.17), 
each propagator can be decomposed into two terms, one corresponding to off-mass shell 
propagation and the other one corresponding to on-mass shell propagation and containing 
a Dirac delta function, the expression in e-q. (3.121) contains terms with zero, one, two 
and three Dirac delta functions. Terms with zero and two Dirac delta functions are pure 
imaginary and therefore does not contribute since the interference is real as may be seen in 
eq. (3.120). The term containing three Dirac delta functions also does not contribute due to 
conflicting constraints imposed by the Dirac delta functions. Thus we only need to consider 
the three terms containing one Dirac delta function each. According to whether this Dirac 
delta function refers to the internal boson, fermion or fermion primed line in the 0( as) vertex 
graph in Figure 3.1, we call it the bosonic, fermionic or fermionic primed part of the vertex 
correction, respectively. Thus we obtain (we drop the subscript (7*) of E) 
2Re L M3aM3b 
±s,±.s' 
ieig(-ie)(-gµu)ig j (i:z;4 Tr { /C' ((q) /C1u(#- p)[f(q)]*(/C'- p)'Yµ} 
x { (11"6 (Ck - p)
2
) - 211"npCxk-p)6 (Ck - p)2)) Ck' =ip)2 P2 =im2 
+Ck =ip)2 (11"6 (Ck' - p)
2
) - 211"npCxk•-p)6 (Ck' - p)2)) P2 =im2 




) + 27rns(IPoi)6Cp2 - m2)]} + c.c. 
e2g2 j ci:z;4Tr{W iCq) /C1µC/C- p)[f(q)]*C/C'- p)'Yµ} 
{ 
11"6 (Ck - p)2) 
x - Ck' - p)2Cp2 - m2) [1 - 2npCxk-p)] 
11"6 (Ck' - p)2) 
Ck - p)2Cp2 - m2) [1 - 2npCxk•-p)] 
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7ro(p2 - m2) } 
- (k _ p)2(k' _ p)2 [1+2ns(lpol)] + c.c .. (3.122) 
In the evaluation of the trace we make use of the assumption of massless quarks embodied 
by k2 = 0 and k'.k' = O, energy-momentum conservation (k' = k+q) and the fact that q.f = 0 
for each polarization state of the virtual photon [see eq. (2.5)] to obtain 
Tr {JC' f(q) JC1µ(JC- p)[f(q)]*(JC' - p)'Yµ} = -4 { [(q2)2 + 2q2(k + k').p- p2q2]u:* 
+4(q2 - p2)1Lkl2 - 4q2(€*.k)(€.p) + 2q21€.pl2 
+4p.( k + k')( €.k )( €* .p)} . 
Inserting the latter expression into eq. (3.122) we obtain 
2Re L MaaM;b = 87re2g2 J d4p {[(q2)2 + 2q2(k + k') p- p2q2]€ f* 
±s,±s' (27r )4 , . 
+4( q2 - p2)1€.kl2 + [2( k + k').p - 2q2][( €.k )( €* .p) + ( f* .k )( €.p )] 
2 2}{ o((k-p)
2) 
+2q If.pl (k' _ p)2(p2 _ m2) [1 - 2np(xk-p)] 
0 ((k' - p)2) 
+ (k - p)2(p2 - m2)[1 - 2np(xk'-p)] 
o(p2 - m2) } 
+ (k _ p)2(k' _ p)2 [1+2ns(IPol)] . (3.123) 
In the latter expression, the terms proportional too ((k - p)2), o ((k' - p)2)! and o(p2 - m2) . . 
are referred to as the fermionic, fermionic primed and bosonic contributions,i;respectively. In 
S~ction 3.5.1 'Ye derive further expressions of this interference term for the cases of!ongitu-
• ' 't 
;• 
dinal and tra.ns~~rse .Polarization of the virtual photon after implementing the restriction on' 
* .. 
the angle between k and q due to energy-momentum conservation. 
3.5.1. The Phase Space Integral for the Vertex Correction 
By including the factor d4p/(27r)4 from the loop ihtegration, the phase space integral for the 





I '. 'i'. 
.0 
·~. 
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and where k(i = lkil = lk +qi. 
We consider the integration over k for the time being in a reference frame with the z axis 
chosen along the direction of if. This choice of reference frame is shown in Figure 3!9. Also 
· shown in this figure are the vectors k, ki and q lying in the sa:me pl~ne due to the relation 
ft = k + q. The integration over the angle 0 between k and q, embodied by the integration 
f dz where z = cos 0 in eq. (3.126), is performed next. T~e Dirac delta function 6( k0- k0 -v) 
must be taken into consideration in the integration over z: 
~(k~ - ko - v) = 6 (g(z)) 
where· 
g(z) = k~ - ko - v = lk +qi - ko ~ v = Vlkl 2 + 2lklqzz ~·q; - lkl - v. 
But 
' 1 
6 (g(z)) = ~ lg'(zi)l6(z - zi) 
where the Zi are the roots of the equation g(z) = 0. In our case 
q2 + 2kov 
Zo = -2lklqz · (3.127) 
is the only root. Since zo is the cosine of an angle, the restriction, 
_ 1 < q
2 + 2kov < 
1 - 2lklqz - (3.128) 
is understood to hold from now on in further integrations. Now 
8g(z) = lklqz 
az lk'I 
1 J d4p :::} dµv = 4(27r)2gz _dkod</>O(l- zo)O(l + zo)(27r)4 (3.129) 
ii 
where the step functions introduced into eq. (3.129) embody the restriction given in eq. 
(3.128). 
In order to continue with the integration over</> we need to be aware of the behaviour of the 
integrand. For this purpose we continue at this stage with the evaluation of the exp.ression 
in eq. (3.123). The contribution of the latter expression in the case of the longitudinal 
polarization Eo of the virtual photon can be obtained by using the expression for Eo given in 
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Figure 3.9: The reference frame in which we consider the integrations over the polar and 
azimuthal angles of k. Subsequent integrations are considered in the reference frame shown 
in Figure 3.10. 
eq. (2.4). This leads again to eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) as well as 
(3.130) 
(3.131) 
In order to write the expression in eq. (3.123) explicitly in terms of the quantities (k' - p)2 
and ( k - p )2 we make use of the following relations: 
k.p = 
(k' - p)2 = 
k'.p = 
k.ij 
~[p2 - (k - p)2] 
2 
(k + q - p)2 = q2 + p2 + 2kov - 2k.if- 2k.p - 2q.p 
~(p2 - (k' - p)2] .-
2 
- - 1 2 
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where, in the last step of eq. (3.135), use has been made of eq. (3.127). Furthermore, since 
. q = (v, O,.O, q2 ), · 
q.p = vpo - qzPz · 
From eqs. (3.133), (3.1?5), (3.132) and (3.136) there then follows that 
(k' - p)2 - (k - p)2 + 2vpo 
Pz = · 2qz · 
Since q = (v, 0, O, q2 ), eq. (3.135) can also be written as 
from which it follows that 
kz = q
2 + 2kov 
2qz 
'(3.136) 
With these expressions for Pz and k2 inserted into eqs. (3.20), (3.130) and (3.131) and by 
using eqs. (3.132) and (3.134), we obtain from eq. (3.123): 
[ 2Re ±~" M 0Mj l .~., 
87re2 92 j d4p { 
= qJ (27r)4 [(k - p)
2 - (k' - p)2]v[(2ko + v)(p2 - q2) + 2p0q2] + (k - p)22q2vp0 





;oPo [(q2)2 + v 2q;] - (q2)3 - 2(q2)2[v(2ko - Po)+ k5 + (k~ - Po)2] 
-[(k - p)2]2v(k0 + v) + (k - p)2(k' - p)2v2 + [(k' - p)2]2k0v} 
{ 
0 ((k - p)2) 0 ((k' - p)2) ' 
X (k' _ p)2(p2 _ m2)[1- 2nF(Xk-p)] + (k- p)2(p2 _ m2)[1- 2nF(xk'-p)] 
6(p2 - m2) } 
+ (k _ p)2(k' _ p)2 [1 + 2ns(IPol)] . (3.137) 
By using eq. (2.6) we obtain from eq. (3.123) 
L (-1)'\+1 [2Re L 
1 
MoM;]. 
>.=±1,0 ±s,±s £=£>. 
= 87re2g2 j d4p {[(q2)2 + 2q2(k + ki).p- p2q2](-4 + 1) + 4(q2 - p2) (q.k)2 
(27r)4 ' q2 
+[2( k +k').p - 2q2) [-2k.p + 2 ( q .k~; q.p l] + 2q2 [-p' + ( q:,)']} 
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(3.138) 
The interference term for the transverse polarizations of the virtual photon can be obtained 
from eqs. (3.137) and (3.138) by means of the analogous method used in eq. (3.27). 
From the expressions in eqs. (3.137) and (3.138) we see that the only dependence of the 
integrands on the angle</> in eq. (3.129) is through the factors ( k' - p )2 and ( k- p )2 • From the 
relations satisfied by the latter two factors in eqs. (3.132) and (3.134) and from Figure 3.9 
it can be seen that the origin of any possible</> dependence can be further narrowed down to 
the quantity k.p. However, since the f d4p loop integration covers all phase space, sufficient 
symmetry is provided for the f d</> integration in the reference frame shown in Figure 3.9 to 
simply extract a factor of 271' from the f d</> integration. Then eq. (3.129) becomes 
1 J J d4p dµv = 811'qz dkoB(l - zo)B(l + zo) (27r)4 • 
3.5.2 The Bosonic Part of the Vertex Correction 
In the last paragraph before Section 3.5.1 we mentioned the fermionic, fermionic primed and 
bosonic contributions. In this section we consider, as. an example, the bosonic contribution 
in detail. Considerations in the cases of the fermionic and fermionic primed contributions are 
similar and the results of their evaluations are summarized in Appendix D. ,. 
By including the factor 6(p2 - m2 ) from eq. (3.123), the phase space integral for the 
bosonic part of the vertex correction to a quark becomes 
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= -8· l . f
00 





)4 100 dpoVP5- m2dilp. (3.139) rrqz }(qz-11)/2 . 7r -oo 
Since we are, for the moment, considering the vertex correction to a quark, k0 is .positive 
with a lower limit of (qz - v)/2 due to 0(1 - zo)O(l + zo). 
As was already mentioned, the angular dependence of the integrand appears through the 
factors ( k' - p )2 and ( k-p )2• We must therefore take the angles between k' and p and between 
k and pinto consideration when performing the J dilp integration. Since the reference frame 
shown in Figure 3.9 is not appropriate for this integration, we introduce the new frame of 
reference shown in Figure 3.10. This choice of frame can be justified as follows: For each 
fixed value of k and k' in the outer integrations shown in eq. (3.125), one is free to choose a 
new fr~me of reference for the inner J d4p integration such that k is always along the z-axis 
and f' is always in the zx plane. It is to be noted that the way the a~gles </>and 0 are defined 
in Figure 3.10 differs from the way they were defined in Figure 3.9 .. However, no confusion 
should arise in the following discussions since the angles </> and 0, as defined in Figure 3.9, 
have been integrated out. We define the angles between k' and p and between k and p on 
which the integrand depends as O' and 0, respectively, according to Figure 3.10. 
In the following we show how to transform from the </> variable in eq. (3.140) to the O' 













sin OdOd<f> = dzd</> 
lk'l(sin as, 0, cos as) 
IP1 (sine cos</>, sine sin</>, cos e) 
cos O' = sin as sin 0 cos </> + cos as cos 0 
cos O' - cos as cos 0 
sin as sinO 




sin as sine 
-~3 . .140) 
(3.141) 
(3.142) 
where, in the latter step, we differentiated only the first term in the right hand side of eq. 
(3.141) with respect to O' since, as may be seen from Figure 3.10, when we vary </>, O' will 
also vary while as and 0 will remain constant. From eq. (3.142) there follows that 
d</> = -d( cos O') (3.143) 
sin</> sin as sine 








-1- - -~ 
y 
Figure 3.10: The reference frame in which we consider the f df!p integration appearing in eq. 
(3.139). It is to be noted that 0 and</>, in this figure, are angles describing ff relative to k as _. 
opposed to Figure 3.9 where they describe k relative to ij. 
Since the f df!p integration is symmetric about the zx plane in Figure 3.10 we may write 
r27r r 
lo d</> = 2 lo d<f>. (3.144) 
Then, since</>€ [0,7r], we have that sin</> E [0,1] which implies that we_ have a positive sign 
for the square root when expressing sin</> as: 
sin</> J1 - cos2 </> 
,----~~~~~~~~~ 
l _ (cos 01 - cos aB cos 0)2 
sin2 aB sin2 0 
sin aB sin 0 sin </> 
[ (1 - cos2 aB)(l - cos2 0) - cos2 O' + 2 cos O' cos aB cos 0 - cos2 aB cos2 0]112 
J-1(z, z', co~ aB) 
" ,, 
(3.145) 
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where z = cos 0, z' = cos O' and 'Y is the function defined in eq. (3.43). From eqs. (3.144), 
. (3.143) and (3.145) there follows that 
d</J = 2dz' 
J-1(z, z', cos as) 
From the latter equation and eq. (3.140) there follows that 
dnv = 2dzdz' 
J-1(z, z', cos as) (3.146) 
3.5.3 Performing the Angular Integration for the Bosonic Part of the Ver-
tex Correction 
In this section we focus on the J dz J dz' part of the phase space integrations referred to in 
eqs. (3.139) and (3.146). In order to make the dependence of the integrand on z and z' 
explicit we define 
SB - (k' - p)2 = 2k~IPl(z' - vs) (3.147) 
ta - (k - p)2 = 2kolPl(z - us) (3.148) 
where 
2kopo - m 2 
(3.149) us -
2kolPI 




The terms appearing in eqs. (3.137) and (3.138) depend on sa and ts through factors of the 
following types: 
1 1 SB ta 1 o 
- ; - ; - ; - ; -- and (sata) . · (3.151) 
sa ta ta sa sats ), 
In addition, the argument of the square root in eq. (3.146}' contributes to the z and z' 
dependence of the integrand. However it is to be noted that cos as does not contribute to 
the z and z' dependence of the integrand: 
- - - - 2 k.k' k.(ij + k) koqzzo + k0 
cos as= lkllk'I = kokh = kokh · 
By inserting the expression for zo in eq. (3.127) and by making use of the relation kh = v+k
0
, 
cos as becomes 
q2 . 
cos as= -k k' + 1. 
2 0 0 
(3.152) 
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Thus·a typical integral has the form 
IB(f) - j j f(z, z')df!p 
2j1 dz lb dz' J(z,z') 
-1 a J-1(z,z',cosaB) 
(3.153) 
where a and bare specified in (3.154) and where J(z, z') could be any one of the factors listed 
in line (3.151). 
As far as the integration over z' is concerned we need to evaluate 
Cm= lb dz' sB' 
a J-1(z, z', cos aB) 
where, as may be seen from line (3.151), the cases m = 0, ±1 need to be considered. We start 
by considering the case m = -1: 
l b dz' c_l = a 2k~IPJ(z' - VB)J-1(z,z',cosaB)' 
From eq. (3.145) there follows that 
-1(z, z', cos aB) sin 2 aa sin 2 (} sin 2 </> 
> 0. 
By using an argument similar to the one used at Figure 3.7 we can deduce from the latter 
condition that 
a= zcosaa - ~sinaa ~ z' ~ zcosaa + ~sinaa = b. 1 





-1 {(b-va)- 1 dx 
C_1 = 2kblP1 J(a-v8 )-1 xJ-1(va + 1/x,z,cosaa)' 
(3.154) 
(3.155) 
Before we proceed we show the existence of the two possibilities, z' > va and z' < va, which 
means that the two cases, x = ,..J;2 and x = -#, repspectively, need to be considered in 
further calculations of C_1. We shall show that 
Z
1 >VB always for Po< 0 
Z
1 <VB always for . 0 <Po < k~ 
z1 <VB for Po> k~ and VB> b (3.156) 
z1 >VB for Po> k~ and VB< Z 1 < b 
z1 <VB for Po> k~ and Z 1 <VB< b. 
-· 
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Illustrations of the latter three cases for which p0 > kb appear in Figure 3.12. 
In th~se discussions ko and kb are both positive since we are considering the vertex cor-
rection to a quark. Consider 
SB= (k' - p)2 = -2k~po + 2k~JP5 - m 2z' + m2 . (3.157) 
For Po > 0 we obtain from eq. (3.157): 
-2k~po - 2khPoJ1 - m 2 /P5 + m 2 < SB ~ -2k~po + 2k~poJ1 - m 2 /p5 + m 2 
* -4khpo +(kb :a Po) m2 + O(m4) < SB~ (Po~ kh) m2 + O(m4) (3.158) 
where, in the latter step, we have Taylor expanded the square root for pg > m2• 
For po < 0 we obtain from eq. (3.157): 
2k~IPol - 2k~IPoiJ1 - m2 /P5 + m 2 ~SB~ 2k~IPol + 2k~IPoiJ1 - m 2 /P5 + m 2 
* (kb+ !Pol) m2 + O(m4) ~SB~ 4k~IPol + (IPol - kh) m2 + O(m4). (3.159) 
!Pol .. !Pol 
From (3.159) we see that, in the case of p0 < O, SB > 0 for m2 > 0 and therefore, from eq. 
(3.147), that z' > VB· In the case of p0 > 0 we see from (3.158) that SB < 0 for m2 > O and 
Po < kb and therefore, from eq. (3.147), that z' < VB. For Po > O, m2 > 0 and Po > kh we 
see from (3.158) that both the cases SB < 0 and SB > 0 are possible. The following analysis 
shows exactly when the corresponding z' < VB and z' > VB occur. 





) ( m2) 
VB = 2kbPo ( 1 - ~) + 0( m ) = 1 - 2kbpo 1 + 2p5 + 0( m 4) 
1- (Po - kh) m2 + O(m4). 
2khP5 
(3.160) 
From the latter expression it can be seen that VB > 1 for Po < kh but for Po > kb, VB becomes 
less than one although its value stays very close to one for m 2 --+ 0. It is only in the latter 
case of VB < 1 that z' > VB becomes a possibility for the case of p0 > 0 but, since VB is very 
close to one and the upper limit of z' is given in (3.154) as 
z' ~ z cos O'.B + ~sin O'.B = cos( O'.B - 0) ~ 1, (3.161) 
it is still a question whether z' > VB can obtain at all. From (3.161) it can be seen that the 
upper limit of z' becomes equal to one in only the case(} = O'.B. Thus z' > VB is possible for 
Po > kh. 
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The Integration over z' and. z in the case of Po > 0 
In the following we consider the I dz I dz' integration in the context of the Po > 0 part of the 
. I . 
J~00 dpo integration in eq. (3.139). 
According to eq. (3.160) we have for Po > 0 that 
(
Po - kb) 2 4 
vs = 1 - 2k~6 m + O(m ). (3.162) 
From eq. (3.149) there follows in the case of p0 > 0 that 
UB = _2_k_oP-;:::o=-=m=
2
= _ (l __ m_
2
_) (l + _m_2 ) + ('.)( ~ 4 ) 
2koJP5 - m2 - 2kopo 2p5 
(
Po - ko) 2 4 
1- 2kop5 m + O(m ). (3.163) 
From eqs. (3.162) and (3.163) we see that the following possibilities exist: 
(i) Po > 0 ; ko > Po ; k~ > Po => VB > 1 and UB > 1 
(ii) Po > 0 ; ko > Po ; k~ < Po => VB < 1 and UB > 1 (3.164) 
(iii) Po > 0 ; ko < Po ; kb > Po => VB > 1 and UB < 1 
(iv) Po > 0 ; ko < Po ; k~ < Po => VB < 1 and UB < 1. 
Case (ii) must be ignored since for k0 > p0 one can only have kb > Po due to the relation 
kb = ko + v. Cases (i), (iii) and (iv) correspond to the regions shown in F'igure 3.11. The 
origin of the line, ko = ( qz - v) /2, in the latter figure is explained in the sentence following -~ 
on eq. (3.139). 
For the J dz' integration we consider cases (i) and (iii) together but case (iv) separately. 
We do so because VB > 1 in cases (i) and (iii) implies that z' < vs which in turn implies that' 
x in eq. (3.155) becomes x = -#. However, in case (iv) we have p0 >kb so that both the 
cases z' < VB and z' > VB (x = -v'x2 and x = v'xi) occur according to (3.156). Although 
we consider cases (i) and (iii) together for the J dz' integration, we shall distinguish between 
the two cases in the subsequent J dz integration since us > 1 in case (i) and us < 1 in case 
(iii). 
So for cases (i) and (iii), eq. (3.155) becomes 
1 r(b-va)-1 dx 
C-i = 2kb1Pl l(a-v8 )-1 J-x 21(va + 1/x,z,cosas) 
1 r(b-vs)-1 dx 
= 2kb I.Pl l(a-va)-1 x2 ( 1 - cos2 as -:-- z2 - v~ + 2zvs cos aa + 2x( z cos as - VB) - 1 
t 
l 
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Po 















(0,0) qz - V 
ko 
2 
Figure 3.11: Three regions in the poko plane that need to be separately considered in the 




aa - z2 - v~ + 2zvacosas = -7(z,va,cosaa):::; 0 
since the graph of 7(z,va,cosaa) versus z is always positive in cases (i) and (iii) as may be 
seen from the following analysis: 
But 
d7 
dz = 2z - 2va cos as 
df' = 0 when 
dz z = va cos as. 
7(z = va cos as, vs, cos as) 2 2 2 2 1 vs + cos as - vs cos as -
(k~-po) 2 2 2 1 + k' 2 m + cos as - cos as oPo 
(
k' - Po) 
- ~' 2 m
2 cos2 as - 1 + O(m4 ) 
. oPo 
(




as + 0( m4 ) 
from which it can be seen that [l'(z, vs, cos aa)]minimum > 0 for m2 -t 0 and k~ >Po which is 
the case in regions (i) and (iii). 
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Thus 
1 
2k~IP1v1(z, vs, cos as) 
l (b-va)-
1 




x dx -x + - ------
(a-v8)-1 . 1(z,va,cosaa) 1(z,va,cosas) 
(3.165) 
The derivation now follows exactly the same steps as those leading from e~q. (B.7) to eq. 
(B.14 ). This may be seen by identifying the correspondences l -4 vs, cos (3 -+ z and cos p -4 
cos as and by taking care that certain arguments which were used in the derivations leading 
to eq. (B.14) still hold in the present application. One such argument is the one leading from 
eq. (B.9) to eq. (B.10) which in the present application becomes 
Q 
y'q = 
(zcosaa - vs)2 - G 
a2 
v'f=Z2sinas + . 
G 
since one is free to choose, for each fixed value of k and k' in the outer integrations, the 
reference frame in Figure 3.10 in such a manner that as E [O, 7r] so that )sin2 as = +sin as. 
From eq. (B.14) we may therefore deduce that eq. (3.165) becomes 
-11" 
C-1 = for cases (i) and (iii). 
2k~IP1v1(z, vs, cos as) 
(3.166) 
In case (iv) vs < 1 so that both the cases z' < vs and z' > vs are possi,ble as explained 
after eq. (3.160). Thus we shall encounter the pole at z' = vs in C-1 and w,~ shall integrate 
over it in the principal value sense since its origin is 1/(k' - p)2 in eq. (3.122). 
' 
Before contin~ing we prove that the case vs < a, where a = cos(B +as) is the lower 
limit of the z' integration, need not concern us for the case of Po > k~ under consideration. 
From eq. (3.160) we have vs= 1 - O(m2) so that only for B = -as is a= cos(B +as)= 1 
and therefore vs < a possible. But since BE [O, 7r] and as E [O, 7r), B = -as is only possible 
for B = 0 and as = 0. But as = 0 implies cos as = 1 which, according to eq. (3.152) 
and the fact that k~ = k0 + 11, only occurs in the special limit k0 -4 oo. Any contribution 
that might have resulted in this limit is exponentially suppressed by the thermal distribution 
factor np(xk) in (3.124). 
In the following we show that the occurence of z' > vs and therefore z' = VB (since 
a ::; vs as explained in the previous paragraph) is determined by the values of z in the outer 
'J 
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integration. In order to have that z' > vs, the upper limit b of the J dz' integration must 
. satisfy b > vs, i.e., 
b = cos(O - as) zcosas + ~sinas >vs 
=>. . ~sin as > vs - z cos as. 
'(3.167) 
(3.168) 
(Since the lower limit a of z' satisfies a ~ vs, the occurence of z' < vs in addition to the 
occurence of z' > VB must be borne in mind when b > vs.) Since as E (0, 11"] we have that 
v'f='Z2 sin as 2'.: 0 and since vs = 1 - O(m2 ) and the case cos as < 1 is, as explained in 
the previous paragraph, of relevance, we also have that vs - z cos as 2'.: 0 for all practical 
purposes. Since both the left and right hand sides of the inequality in (3.168) are positive, 
that condition becomes upon squaring: 
=!> z2 - 2zvs cos as + v~ - sin2 as .. < 0. 
The roots of the equation z2 - 2zvs cos as + v~ - sin2 as = 0 are 
2vs cos as ± J 4v~ cos2 as - 4v~ + 4 sin 2 as 
2 
vs cos as ± J 1 - v~ sin as (3.169) 
where the latter square root is real since vs < 1 for the case (iv) under considerati~n. For 
the case (iv) we therefore express J21 dzh(z)C-i, where h(z) is any function that has to be 
taken into account in the J dz integration, as 
_. j 1 dzh(z)C-1 
-1 1L dzh(z)C-1 + cf>.+ dzh(z)C-1 + fl dzh(z)C-1 -1 }L }>.+ 
- 11+12+13. (3.170) 
According to the above analyses, z' - VB < 0 in 11 and fJ while both the cases z' - VB < 0 
and z' - VB > 0 appear in h. It should also be borne in mind that the range of z' in C_1 is 
still given by 
cos(O +as)= a~ z' ~ b = cos(O - as) 
in each of 11, hand fJ. The latter observations are represented by the sketches in Figure 3.12. 
According to eqs. (3.169) and (3.152), the positions of A+ and A_ depend on the value of ko 
in the outer integration and are not shown in Figure 3.12. 
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z' 
~ 
I I I I 
-1 a VB b 1 
z' 
~ 
I I I I ) 
-1 b VB 1 
Figure 3.12: Sketches showing (for the case (iv) for which p0 >kb 2:: 0) the occurence of both 
z' < va and z' > va when va < b = cos(O - as) and the occurence of only z' < va when 
va > b = cos( 8 - aa) · 1 
Since z' -- va < 0 implies that x = -H in I1 and h, the evaluation of C_1, which 
is embedded in I 1 and h, follows exactly the same steps as those leading from eq. (3.155) 
to eq. (3.166) since all the arguments that were used in the c_ases (i) and (iii) depended on 
z' - va < 0 and kb > Po which also apply for I 1 and fJ. Thus we obtain 
- _7r -1>._ dz--;=:::;:==h=( z=) =:::;:= 
2kbl.PI -1 J1(z,va,cosaa) 
(3.171) 
h = __ 7r_ [1 dz h(z) 2kbl.PI l>.+ J1(z,va,cosaa)° 
(3.172) 
Next we evaluate I 2• Since both the cases z' - va < 0 (which implies that x = -H) ,~ 
and z' - va > 0 (which implies that x = H) occur for h, we perform the f dz' integration 
in C_1 over the pole at z' = va in the principal value sense as was already envisaged in the 
paragraph following on eq. (3.166): 




The latter relations lead to 
x=(z'-va)-1 <0 =? 
X = ( Z 1 - VB)- l > 0 ::} 
x=-R 
x = ...(;2 
1 1-£-1 dx 
lim --
f-+o+ 2kbl.PI (a-v8 )-1 Jx 2 [-1(z,va,cosaa)] + 2x(zcosaa - va)-1 
h = - lim _1_. i(b-va)-1 dx 
f-+O+ 2kbl.PI ct Jx 2 [-1(z, va,cos as)]+ 2x(z cos as - va) - 1 · 
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Since J 1 and h are imbedded in 12 for which 
·,\_=vs cos as -J1-v~sinas ~ z ~ vscosas + /1-v~sinas = -\+ 
* 1(z, vs, cos as) < 0 , (3.173) 
we extract the factor [-1(z,vs,cosas)]-1/ 2 [as opposed to the factor, [l(z,vs,cosas)J-112, 
which was extracted in eq. (3.165)] to obtain 
1. 1 Im ----:-::-:--::-;:==:;=========::;: 
f-+O+ 2kbl.Plv'-1(z, vs, cos as) 
1-l/f d [ 2 2x(z cos as - vs) 1 ]-1/ 2 x xx- - +------(a-vs)-1 1(z, vs, cos as) 1(z, vs, cos as) (3.174) 
. 1 
h = - hm -::-:-:-::--;:::===;====:::;::: 
f-+0+ 2kbl.Plv'-1(z, VB, cos aB) 
l (b-vB)-
1 
[ 2 2x(zcosas -vB) 1 ]-1/ 2 x dx x - + ------
1/f 1(z,vs,cosaB) 1(z,vB,cosaB) (3.175) 
In Subsection (a) of Appendix Cit is proven that 
Ji = -h = lim 1 (-arccosh.!_) . 
f'-+O+ 2kbl.PIJ-1(z, VB, cos as) . f.1 (3.176) 
Thus we have proven that Ji+ h = 0 so that 
(3.177) 
--:- .. 





. 11 dz-.-:--:--;::::-:;:=rrh=(=z=) == 
-1 2k~l.Plv'1(z, VB, cos aB) 
dz+ dz · [1.L 11 ] -rrh( z) -1 A+ 2kbl.PIJ1(z, vs,cos aB) 
for Po > 0, ko > 0 and Po < kb, 
i.e., for cases (i) and (iii) 
(3.178) 
for Po> O, ko < 0 and Po> kb, 
i.e., for case (iv). 
For f(z,z') in eq. (3.153) equals to one of the factors proportional to sa 1 in line (3.151), 
the cases h(z) = 2tB; 2t~; 2ti31 need to be considered in eq. (3.178). We continue with the 
J dz integration by considering the most complicated case of h(z) = 2ti31 • 
For cases (i) and (iii) we have from (3.178) and eq. (3.148) that 
( 1 ) 11 rr 11 dz I -- = 2 dzti31 C_1 = - I • 
sBtB -1 2kok0 J.Pl 2 -1 (z - us)J1(z, VB, cos as) 
(3.179) 
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However; since us > 1 in case (i) implies z - us.< 0 only in case (i) while us < 1 in case 
(iii) implies both.z - us < 0 and z - us > 0 in case (iii), we shall treat cases (i) and (iii) 
separately when performing the J dz integration. Case (iv) also requires special attention . 
and we shall return to it after treating cases (i) and (iii) first. 
For case (i) the J dz integration may be performed following the same 'steps as those 
leading from eq. (3.89) to eq. (3.91). The latter steps include those in Stibsection (e) of 
Appendix B. We may do so by noticing that z-us < 0 implies that (z-us)-1 = r' = -# 
and by establishing the following correspondence between the symbols used to obtain eq. 
(3.91) and those involved in the evaluation of eq. (3.179): 
d -+ u B H -+ vs J -+ cos as 
b 
HJ -d-+ vs cos as - us= --
2 
where b = 2( us - VB cos as) 
(3.180) c = 1(d,H,J) -+ 
b.. = -4(H2 - l)(J2 - 1) -+ -4(v~ - l)(cos2 a8 -1) = 4sin2 as(v~ -1) (3.181) 
=:l::i.. 
Then the corresponding result in the present application becomes: 
( 
1 ) 11 7r l'T(l) [ ( l::i. )]-1/2 I -- = 2 dzr 1C_1 = - dr c r 2 + -
ssts -1 8 2kok~IPl 2 'T(-1) 4c2 
where 
1 b 
r(z) = + -. 
Z - UB 2c 
· for case (i) 
(3.182) 
(3.183) 
At lines (C.7) and (C.10) it is proven that c ~ 0 and l::i. > 0 for case (i). The latter two 
inequalities are comparable to the situation in eq. (3.101) where we also had c ~ 0 and 
l::i. > 0 so that we may, in the evaluation of the expression in eq. (3.182), follow similar steps 
as those leading from eq. (3.101) to eq. (3.104). Thus' 
I (s:ts) = - 2kok~~P1 2 v1C [arcsinh (~r(l)) ~ arcsinh (~r(-1))] for case (i). 
(3.184) 
In case (iii) at line (3.164) we have us < 1 but -1 :S z :S 1 in the f dz integration so that we 
shall encounter the pole at z = us in the evaluation of eq. (3.179). We integrate over this 
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pole in the principal value sense since its origin is 1/(k - p)2 in eq. (3.122): 
'( 1 ) I ssts 
- ~ lim [lus-f + 11 l dz . . 
2kokolfil 2'HQ+ -1 uB+f (z-us)J1(z,VB,COSQB) 
- E1 + E2. (3.185) 
The evaluation of E 1 follows the same steps as described for the derivation of eq. (3.184) in 
case (i) since, in E1, we also have z - us < 0, c ~ 0 and 6. > 0 [The proof of the latter two 
inequalities appears at lines (C.7) and (C.10).] Thus 
E1 = - 2kokb~.Pl 2y'c E~ [arcsinh (~r(us - €))- arcsinh (~r(-1))]. 
The evaluation of E 2 follows the same steps as those followed in the evaluation of E 1 except 
that an overall factor of ( -1) must be. taken into account since now z - us > 0 for E
2
• Thus 
we obtain from the result for E1: 
E2 = 2kokb~Pl 2 ..fi f~~+ [arcsinh (~r(l))- ai:csinh (~r(us + E))]. 
At eqs. (C.16) and (C.17) it is proven that 
lim r( us - E) = lim (-!) 
f-+O+ f-+O+ € 
lim r( us+ E) lim (!) . 
f-+O+ f-+O+ € 
Thus we obtain for case (iii): 
E1 +E2 
2kokb~fil 2y'c f~~+ [arcsinh (-~;) - arcsinh (~r(-1)) 




2kokb~.Pl 2y'c [arcsinh (~r(-1)) + arcsinh (~r(l))] for case (iii) 
where the latter step was obtained by making use of the property, arcsinh( -x) = -arcsinh( x ). 
In case (iv) at line (3.164) we have from (3.178) and eq. (3.148) that 
( 
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From (3.164) we see that us < 1 for the case (iv) under consideration. Similar to procedures 
we foilowed in previous examples, we require knowledge of the sign of 1 1 = (z - us)-1 in D1 
and D2 in order to determine the sign of the square root when we write 1
1 = ±Pin future. 
calculations. According to eq. (3.163), us = 1- O(m2 ) so that we should keep in mind that 
us is only slightly less than one. Nevertheless we should check whether, in Di, 1 > .L >us 
is a possibility: According to eqs. (3.169) and (3.162) we have 
. L ( kb - Po 2) 1 + k' 2 m cos O'.B -2 oPo 
= cos O'.B - 0( m). 
Po - kb . 
k' 2 msm as oPo ,, 
Thus, in Di, ,\.,... > us only occurs when cos as ::: 1 which, according to eq. (3.152) and the 
fact that kb = ko + v, only occurs in the special limit k0 --+ oo. Any contribution that might 
have resulted in this special limit is exponentially suppressed by the thermal distribution 
factor nF(xk) in (3.124). We may thus conclude that us > ,\_ for all practical purposes in 
D1 and therefore z - us < 0 in D1. 
In -D2 we have, by a similar argument as the one in the case of,\_ above, that us > -\+. 
Since -\+ ~ z ~ 1 and 1 > us > -\+ in D2, both the cases z - us < 0 and z - us > 0 occur 
in D2. 
In Di, z - us < 0 implies that (z - us)-1 = 1 1 = -P so that we may use the same 
steps as those leading from eq. (3.179) to eq. (3.182): 
7r 1r(L) [ ( 6, )]-1/2 D1 = - d; c 1 2 + -2kokbJP1 2 r(-1) 4c2 for case (iv) (3.191) 
where 
1 b 
;(z) = + -
Z - UB 2c 
Further calculations depend on the signs of c and 6.. At lines (C.7) and (C.10) it is proven 
that c 2: 0 and 6. < 0 in case (iv). Thus we write D 1 as 
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The further change of variable, x' = cosh y', leads to 
7r 1arccosh x~ (, 
D1 = - dy' 
2ko~blfi1\/C arccosh x; 
= - 2kokO~P1'v'C [ arccosh U~•;(( "-)) - arccosh ( ~ r( -1))] (3.194) 
where the latter expression is well defined since, at lines ( C.20) and ( C.13), it is shown that 
r( .L) > 0 and r( -1) > 0 so that the arguments of arccosh are positive. 
As was already mention~d, both the cases z - ua < 0 and z - ua > 0 occur in D2. We 
-. 
integrate over the pole at z = ua in the principal value sense since its origin is 1/(k - p)2 in 
eq. (3.122): 
(3.195) 
In F1, z - ua < 0 so that we may use the same steps as those leading from the expression for 
D1 in eq. (3.189) to the expression for D1 in eq. (3.192): 
F1 = - hm dr r2 - - · 7r • 1-r(ua-e) (~lll -l 
2kokblfi'l2JC e~o+ r(A+) 4c2 (3.196) 
... -: .. 
However, at lines (C.19) and (C.16), it is shown that r(.X+) < 0 and lim r(ua - E) < 0 so 
- e~o+ 
that we introduce a minus sign in the change of variable, 
I 2c 
X = - v'12S:f T , 
in order to ensure that the arguments of arccosh, appearing in the final result, will be positive. 
Thus 
7r lx~ dx' F1 = , lim 
2kok0 lfi1 2JC HO+ x; J x12 - 1 
where 
The further change of variable, x' = cosh y', leads to 
F, = 2kokO~P1'v'C .~~+ [ arccosh (I ~ r( uB - <)I) - arccosh (I ~ r( A+) ) l · (3.197) 
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In F2, z ~ UB > 0 as opposed to z - UB < 0 in F1 so that the intermediate result for F2 is 
I 
similar to that of f 1 in eq. (3.196) except for an overall factor of ( -1) and different integration 
Jiu ti LH: 
1f 1r(1) (FiNJ~I -i F2 - lim dr r2 - -- 2kokbliJfjC e--+O+ r(u8 +e) 4c2 
At lines (C.17) and (C.15) it is shown that lim r( UB + f) > 0 and r(l) > 0 in case (iv) so 
e--+O+ 
that we may follow the same steps as those leading from the expression in eq. (3.192) to the 
expression in eq. (3.194). Thus 
F, = 2kokO~Pl\!C }i.~ [arccosh ( ~r(l))- arccosh ( ~r(ue + <)) l · (3.198) 
Thus, in case (iv), we obtain from eqs. (3.190), (3.194), (3.195), (3.197) and (3.198): 
I c:te) - -2kokO~PIVC.li.~ [ arccosh ( ~ r( >._)) - arccosh ( ~ r( -1)) 
-a.rccosh ( ~r(ue - <)) + •:cc~sh. ( ~r(A+)). 
-arccosh ( ~r(l)) + arccosh ( ~r(ue + <))] \. 
= 2kokO~Pl'Jc [a.rccosh ( ~r(L)) - a.rccosh ( ~r{-1)) 
+arccosh ( ~ r( A+) ) - arccosh ( ~ r(l))] in cMe (iv) 
where the latter step follows from the fact that eqs. (3.187) and (3.188) enable one to write: 
,Ii,~+ [-arccosh ( ~r(ue - <)) + arccosh ( ~r(ue + <))] 
,Ii,~+ [-a.rccosh ( ~~) + arccosh ( #i~)] 
0. 
The Integration over z' and z in the case of p0 < 0 
In the following we consider the J dz J dz' integration in the context of the po < 0 part of the 
f~00 dpo integration in eq. (3.139). 
From eq. (3.150) there follows in the case of po < 0 that 
\ 
VB = 2ktip0 - m 
2 
4 ( m 
2 




( m 2 ) + 0( m ) = -1 + ~ 1 + 22 + 0( m ) 
2k0 ( -p0 ) 1 - ~ oPo Po Po 
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_1 + (Po - kb) m2 + O(m4) 
2kbp5 
~ -1 for Po< 0 and k~ > 0. 
From.eq. (3.149) there follows in the case of po < 0 that 
ua = 2kopo - m2 2 + O(m4) 
2ko( - Po) ( 1 - ~) 
(-1+ 2:.~) (u ~) + O(m') 
= _ 1 _ (ko - Po) m2 + O(m4) 
2kop5 





Thus for po < 0 we always have ua < -1 and va < -1 which mean that we always have 
z' - va > 0 and z - ua > 0 in integrations over z' and z since 
z' 2: a= cos(O +as) 2: -"-1 > va 
and 
Therefore we shall not encounter singularities at z' = va and z = ua which circumvents the 
need in the present case of p0 < 0 to separately consider regions in· the p0 k0 plane as was 
. -~ ~ 
needed in the case of p0 > 0 shown in Figure 3.11. 
The calculation of 
( 1 ) 11 1 11 1 lb dz' I -- = 2 dzt8 1C_1 = 1 dz , · sata -1 2kok0 l.PF -1 (z - ua) a (z' - va)v-1(z,z1,cosaa) 
(3.202) 
where a and b are specified in (3.154), proceeds as follows in the case of Po < 0: In 
l b dz' c 1 = -:-:-:-:----:---=======;:: - .a 2k~IPl(z' - va)v'-1(z,z',cosaa) 
we introduce the change of variable, 
x = (z' - va)-1 
for which x > 0 implies that x = +y';2 so that 
1 j(b-va)-1 dx 
C_
1 
= - 2kblPI (a-v8 )-1 Jx 2 [-1(z, va, cos as)]+ 2x(z cos aa - va) - 1 
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By considering 1(z, va, cos aa) as a quadratic function of va one can, similar to previous 
cases; determine ~hat the roots, v~, of the equation, 1(z, va, cos aa) = 0, arelat 
v9 = cos(O + aa) =a and 'v~ = cos(O - aa) = b 
·so that 
1(z,va,cosaa)>O for va<a 
which is always the case for p0 < 0 since va < -1::; a. We therefore write C-1 in the form 
1 
2kblP1 J1(z, va, cos aa) 
l(b-va)-
1 [ 2 2x(z cos aa - va) 1 ]-l/
2 
x dx -x + - ------
(a-va)-1 1(z, va, cos aa) 1(z, va, cos aa) 
The integral in the latter expression is identical to the integral in eq. (3.165). The result 
of the integral in eq. (3.165) appears in eq. (3.166) and can be taken over in the present 
application: 
7r 
C-l = 2kblPIJ1(z,va,cosaa) 
for Po< 0. 
Therefore I (1/(sata)) in eq. (3.202) becomes 
I (sa
1
ta) = 2ko;blPl 2 l
1
1 (z- ua)J1~:,va,cosaa)' (3.203) 
At line (3.201) it was proven that ua < -1 for p0 < 0 so that z - ua > 0 in eq. (3.203). 
Except for the integration limits, the integral in eq. (3.203) is identical to the integral in the ·< 
expression for E2 in eq. (3.185) since z - ua > 0 in E2 too. The result for E2 is given in eq. 
(3.186) and can be applied to eq. (3.203) by checking that c and 6. as defined in eqs. (3.180) 
and (3.181) are positive in the present case of p0 < 0 too. This check is done at lines ( C.22) 
and (C.24). Thus 
I (s:ta) = - 2kokb~P1 2JC [arcsinh (~r(l))- arcsinh (~r(-1))] for p0 < 0 
(3.204) 
where r(z) is defined in eq. (3.183). 
3.5.4 Summary of the Regularized Expressions for the Bosonic Part of the 
Vertex Correction 
In this section we summarize the results obtained in the previous section for 
I -- - dz · ( 
1 ) 1 11 1 lb dz' 
sata - 2kokblPl 2 -1 (z - ua) a (z' - va)J-1(z, z', cos as)' 
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We also derive regularized expressions for these results which enable us to treat the m2 -+ O 
limit. 
For ko > 0, kb > 0 (i.e. for quarks as opposed to anti-quarks) and the p0 > 0 pa~t of the 
J~00 dpo integration in eq. (3.139), we derived the following results for the regions (i), (iii) 
and (iv) indicated in Figure 3.11: 
I (sa
1
ta) = 2kokb~Pl\!C 
x 
[arcsinh (~r(-1))- arcsinh (~r(l))] 
[arcsinh (~r(-1)) + arcsinh (~r(l))] 
[ arccosh u~i'(-1)) + arccosh ( ~ r(l)) 
-a.rccosh ( ~ r( ,\_)) - arccosh ( ~ r( A+) ) ] 
for region (i) 
for region (iii) 
(3.205) 
for region (iv). 
For ko > 0, kb > 0 and the Po < 0 part of the J~00 dpo integration in eq. (3.139), we derived 
the following result: 
I (salts)= 2kokb~Pl 2../C (arcsinh (~r(-1))- arcsinh (~r(l))] for Po< O .
. ~3:206) 
In Subsection ( d) of Appendix C it is proven that all the expressions in eqs. (3.205) and 
(3.206) lead to the same single regularized expression in the m2 -+ 0 liinit: 
for both Po < 0 and Po > 0 (3.207) 
where 
- PMq2)2 
As - m4 kokb(ko - Po)(kb - Pof (3.208) 
The results in the latter two equations is the explicit form of the result in the first equation 
at line (D.21). 
As an example, we discussed the derivation of the result in eq. (3.207) in detail. The other 
results given at lines (D.21) and (D.22) are derived in a similar way. The way in which these 
results from three-particle processes contribute to the structure functions of the nucleon can 
be seen by considering eqs. ( 4.5), ( 4.6) and ( 4.9)-( 4.12) and the discussions in Appendix D. 
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3.6 The Self-Energy Correction to a Quark 
3.6.1 Introduction 
The standard treatment of the fermion self-energy in conventional zero-temperature field 
theory must be modified in finite-temperature field theory which is no longer Lorentz covari-
ant due to the preferred rest frame of the heat bath. This observation and the associated 
kinematic modifications which have to be introduced have been explained by Donoghue and 
Holstein in ref. [76]. The way these considerations have been applied by Cleymans and Dadic 
[15] in the analytical part of our calculations is outlined in this Section 3.6. 
3.6.2 The Fermion Self-Energy and Thermal Spinors 
In ref. [76] Donoghue and Holstein explained that, due to the lack of Lorentz covariance in 
finite-temperature field theory, the standard decomposition of the self-energy into a Lorentz 
invariant mass shift and a wave function renormalization proportional to p-m is not obtained. 
In consequence they write the thermal self-energy in the form [76, p.240](b) ... ,, 
~13(p) = B(p) + C(p )(p - mphys)+ fJ(p) (3.209) 
where B, C and D µ are not necessarily covariant functions of Ep and p and the meaning of 
mphys is discussed below. One introduces thermal spinors which satisfy 
and define for notational convenience 
p- m =p- mR - ~13 (p). (3.210) 
The particles which propagate freely in the heat bath at finite temperature are described by 
the thermal spinors which satisfy 
(p - m)u13(p) = O. (3.211) 
If ~/3 were Lorentz invariant this would reduce to the Dirac equation with m being the physical 
mass but, since the standard decomposition of the self-energy into a Lorentz, invariant mass 
shift and a wave function renormalization proportional to jJ - m is not obtained [see eq. 
· (3.209)], one must be careful in defining what is meant by the term "mass". 
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Donoghue and Holstein define the "phase space mass" from the location of the pole of the 
. propagator which occurs when p2 = m;hys where an expression for mphys is derived further 
on and differs from ih and mR where mR is the conventional renormalized mass. at zero 
temperature (mR is introduced to keep the discussion general for a'while but further on we 
return to our consideration of massless quarks, i.e., mR = 0). As we shall see, mphys is a 
function of T,µ and lfi1. According to Donoghue and Holstein the terminology, "phase space 
mass", arises from the direct association of mphys with the kinematics of the particle in a 
heat bath and can be given an operational definition in terms of threshold and phase space 
behaviour for particle reactions. For this purpose they consider as an example the decay of a 
neutral Higgs boson (H0) into an e+e- pair where the self-energy corrections to the leptons 
are considered in finite-temperature QED and state that the decay cannot take place if the 
H
0 
mass is below 2mphys - even if the H0 mass is above 2mR = 0. They go on to state that 
one could imagine measuring the phase space mass by examining the threshold of various 
reactions or by a careful study of phase space distributions of a particular reaction. Both 
techniques are utilized in the search for the possible neutrino mass. 
From eqs. (3.209) and (3.210) there follows that 
p-ih p- mR - B(p) - C(p)(p- mR)- fJ(p) 
= /o(Po - poC - Do) - f.(P - pC - D] - mR ,... B + mRC (3.-212) 
where we replaced mphys from eq. (3.209) by the renormalized mass at zero temperature, mR, 
since mphys = mR + 0( as) and the replacement occurs in the presence of the factor C which, 
due to its appearance in :Ep, is already of 0( as) so that the replacement causes a difference 




Po(l - C)- Do 
p() - C) - i5 





In analogy to the way that one obtains solutions to the free Dirac equation at zero tempera-
ture, one directly obtains solutions to eq. (3.211) by making the necessary substitutions in 
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the zero~temperature result: 
(3.216) 
where 
and, according to eq. (3.213), E = E(l - C) - Do with E = }IP1 2 + m;hys and where the 
normalization of the spinors corresponds to having 2E particles per unit volume. Thus the 
renormalized thermal propagator is .! ,. 
iSR(x - y) 
J d
3
p - """' [o(xo - Yo)u(s)(p)u(s)(p)e-ip.(x-y) + O(yo - xo)v(s)(p)vf3(s)(p)eip.(x-y)] 
(2rr)32E 8~2 {3 {3 {3 
J d
3
p - [o(xo - Yo)(p + m)e-ip.(x-y) + O(yo - Xo)(-p + m)eiP:(x-y)] (3.217) 
(2rr)32E · 
For later use, an expression for the wave function renormalization constant in terms of 
the newly introduced quantities is derived as follows: According to the definition of the wave 
function renormalization constant, the propagator in eq. (3.217) should be equal to 
. J d4p z;-le-ip.(x-y) 
i ( 2rr )4 -,,-_-m_.,__R ___ E_f3_(_p )-+-iE 
. J d4p z;-l(p + m)e-ip.(x-y) 
i --
(2rr)4 p2 - m,2 + iE (3.218) 
where, in the latter step, we made use of eq. (3.210). In order to perform the integration 
over Po in eq. (3.218) we write the denominator in the form: · 
p2 - m2 +it = (po(l - C) - Do] 2 - (p11- C) - D]2 
-[mR(l - C) + B] 2 + iE 
K (P6 - P2 - m;hys(lil) + iE) 
(3.219) 
(3.220) 
where mphys depends on Iii rather than p since in the rest frame of the heat bath the vectors 
pare distributed isotropically. The following mathematical trick can be used to obtain an 
expression for K: Differentiate both the expressions in (3.219) and (3.220) partially with 
respect to P5 and evaluate the ·result at the point P6 = m;hys + IP1 2 so that the coefficient of 
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OK/ op5 vanishes. Then, by making use of 
~ - opo~ - _1_~ 
op5 - op5 opo - 2po opo 
one obtains 
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2 - 2 
1 - c - Po ac - 8Do - c ..:.. Do + I.Pl ac + ..!:_p, f)D + mR ac - ffiR f)B 
opo apo Po Po apo Po apo Po apo Po apo 
(1- C) [1- C - ..!:_~(mRB + p.D)] 
PoOPo 
where, in the latter step, use has been made of the fact that C, due to its appearance in lJ13, 
is of 0( as) and that the coefficient of aC / ap0 is equal to: 
..!:_(-p6 + IPJ2 + m~) ]_(-p6 + IP12 + m;hys) + 0( as) 
Po Po . 
0 + O(as) at 2 I ;;12 2 Po= P1 + mphys1 
so that terms containing 8C/ap0 do not contribute to O(as). 
An expression for mphys can also be derived as follows: From eq. (3.220) it follows that, 
at the point P5 = IPJ 2 + m;hys' f>2 - m2 = 0 will hold and therefore, from eqs. (3.213), 
(3.214) and (3.215), that 
[po(l - C) - Do]2 - [.P(l - C) - D]2 - [mR(l - C) + B]2 = 0 (3.221) 
at P5 = IP12 + m;hys. By making use of the fact that B, C and D µ, due to their appearances 
in lJµ, are of O(as), the result in eq. (3.221) becomes 
p2-m~ 2mRB + 2p.D + 2C(p2 - m~) + 0( a§) 




where the latter step follows since, as may be seen from line (3.222), p2 - m~ is of O(as). 
Since the result in eq. (3.223) has been derived for P5 = IP1 2 + m;hys one can conclude that 
At this point we continue with the derivation of the wave function renormalization con-
stant. The integration over p0 in eq. (3.218) is performed by making use of eq. (3.220): 
R ·; d4p Z21(f>+ m)e-ip.(x-y) iS (x - y) = i 
(27r)
4 
K (P5 - f!2 - m;hys(lfi1) + i~) 
J 
d3p z-1 . 
--~- - 2- [o(xo - Yo)(p + m)e-ip.(x-y) 
(27r)32E K 
+B(yo - xo)(-p + ih)eip.(x-y)] (3.224) 
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E~ _ E(l - C) [1- C - !ola-(mRB + p.D)] 
E - E(l- C)- Do 
1 8 Do 
1-C - --(mRB + p.D) + - + O(as) 
Po 8po E 
3.6.3 Writing down the Self-Energy Contributions 
(3.225) 
Corrections of 0( as) arise from the interfer.ence of the lowest order diagram with the two self-
energy diagrams in Figure 3.1 represented by the amplitudes M3a, M3c and Mad, respectively, 
where M3a is given in eq. (3.119) and 
u( k', s')iq,,E~. ( q)iS11 ( k) (-iI:,a( k )] u( k, s) 
u(k',s') [-iI:,a(k')j iS11 (k')iq,,E~.(q)u(k,s) 
where colour factors are suppressed and where 





where, in the latter expressions, only type 1 yertices are considered in accordance with dis-
cussions below. For the interference, 
(3.229) 
we need to consider the real part of (quark mass = mR ; gluon mass = m ; It is to be noted· 
that mphys, mR .and the bare fermion mass all differ from each other by 'terms of 0( as) 
so that one may use anyone of them in expressions where they have coeffi~ients which are 
already of 0( as) since their respective use causes differences of 0( a§) only.){ 
±s,±s1 
j (i~4 Tr { (~' + mR)ie/,,E~.(q)(~ + mR)inu(~- f> + mR)[iS11(k - p)]*[iD11 (p)]* 
x(-gµ 17 )ig/µ.U + mR)[iS11 (k)]"(E~.(q)]*(-ie/cx) 
+(~' + mR)iq,,E~.(q)(~ + mR)[E~.(q)j*(-iqcx)(~' + mR)[iS11 (k')j*ig/17 
(3.230) 
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Since the vertices marked with 1,2 in the self-energy diagrams in Figure 3.1 are. connected 
. to only internal lines, they may be of both types one and two according to the discussion in 
Section 1.3.1. For the terms containing only type one vertices one proceeds accordin~ to the 
following considerations: 
Since, as may be seen from their expressions in Table 3.1 and the identity in eq. (3.17), 
each propagator can be decomposed into two terms, one corresponding to off-mass shell 
propagation and the other one corresponding to on-mass shell propagation and containing 
a Dirac delta function, the expression in eq. (3.230) contains terms with zero, one, two 
and three Dirac delta functions. Terms with zero and two Dirac delta functions are pure 
imaginary and therefore does not contribute since the interference is real as may be seen in 
eq. (3.229). Terms containing three Dirac delta functions contribute only to the ill-defined 
either 62(k2 - mh) or 62(k'2 - mh) expressions which arise from·the fermion lines on both 
sides of the self-energy loop. 
All the self-energy terms containing the internal type 2 vertex contain three Dirac delta 
functions which will, for the same reason as given in the sentence preceding this one, con-
tribute only to the ill-defined expressions which cancel according to the mechanism provided 
by the real-time formalism. 
Of the terms containing only o.ne Dirac delta function, we consider only those with either 
the gluon on mass shell or the fermion line with momentum k - p or k' - p on mass -shell 
since the terms with the internal fermion line between the gluon vertex and the photon vertex 
•·' 
on mass shell also leads to ill-defined 62 expressions due to the presence of the mass shell 
l 
Dirac delta function associated with an external fermion line when performing phase space 
integrations. 
Thus we only need to consider the terms containing one Dirac delta function stemming 
from either the internal gluon, fermion with momentum k - p or fermion primed with mo-
mentum k' - p line in the 0( as) self-energy graph in Figure 3.1. We call it the bosonic, 
fermionic or fermionic primed part of the self-energy correction, respectively. Thus we obtain 
(we drop the subscript 1* off): 
±s,±s' 
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x .{ trb ((k - p)2) ' tr6(p2 - m2) . 
(p2 - m2)(k2 - mh) [1- 2nF(Xk-p)] - ((k - p)2 - mh)) (k2 - mh) 
x [1 + 2ne( IPni)]} + Tr { (¥' + mR) I( q)( ~ + mR)[I'( q )]'( #' + mRh"( W- P + mRh µ} .. 
{ 
. trb ((k' - p)2) tr6(p2 - m2) 
X - (p2 - m2)(k'2 - mh)[l - 2nF(Xk•-p)] - ((k' - p)2 - mh)) (k'2 - mh) 
[1+ 2ne(IPnlll}] + c.c. 
In accordance with our conclusion in the latter paragraph we only consider those terms 
in -iL,[J(k), as defined in eq. (3.228), containing one Dirac delta function stemming from 
either the on mass shell gluon or the on mass shell fermion with momentum k - p. For the 
same reason we only consider those terms in -iE[J(k') containing one Dirac delta function . 
stemming from either the on mass shell gluon or the on mass shell fermion primed with 
momentum k' - p. Thus the relevant contribution from e.g. -iE(k) is -iReE(k) where 
ReE(k) = 2trg2 j (~~4 (~- p - 2mR) [6(p2 - m2) ((1+2ns(lpol)) (k;- p~ _ mh 
H ((k- p)2 - ml.) (1- 2n,.(x,_,)) p' ~ m'] · : (3.231) 
r 
By defining the quantities B, C and Dµ, in eq. (3.209) as 
B(k) -mRC(k) 
C(k) = g2 J 4 (2tr)3p d pc(k,p) 
Dµ,(k) = g2 J 4 - (2tr)3P d ppµ,c(k,p) 
where 
c(k,p) _.!_1m{ ( 1 + ns(lpol) _ ns(lpol) ) 
- 7f' p2 - m2 + iE p2 - m2 - if. 
( 
1 - nF(Xk-p) nF(Xk-p) ) } 
X ( k - p )2 - mh + i€ + ( k - p )2 - mh - i€ 
( 2 2 I 1 = D p - m )(1+2ns( Pol)) (k )2 2 -p -mR 
+6 (Ck~ p)2 -.m~) (1- 2nF(Xk-p)) p2 ~ m2 ' 
the expression on the right hand side of eq. (3.209) exactly reproduces the expression on the 
right hand side of eq. (3.2Jl). 
, . 
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· In writing down the amplitude squared IM3al 2 for the "lowest order diagram" in Figme 3.1: 
: an 0( as) contribution arising from the use of the thermal spinor is to be noted: 
M3a = u13 (k
1 )ie-y11£~.(q)u13(k) 1. 
L IM3al 2 = Tr {er+ m )ie')'11£~· ( q)( ~ + m )( -ie')'u )[£~. ( q)]*} 
±s,±s' 
L IMBornl 2 [1- C(k) - C(k')J + 4e2 {[k'.D(k) + k.D(k')]£.£* 
±s,±s' 
-k1.£[D(k).£*] - k.£*[D(k').£] - k'.£*[D(k).£] - k.£[D(k').£*]} (3.232) 
where 
L IMBornl 2 = 4e2 {(k'.£)(k.£) + (k'.£*)(k.£) - (k.k')(L£*)} 
±s,±s' 
is the zeroth order in as Born term contribution. 
Since C and Dµ are of O(as) we see from eq. (3.232) that the "lowest order diagram" 
contains both zeroth and first order in as contribution.s. 
Other 0( as) contributions are from self-energy and counter term contributions: 
2Re L [M3a(M3c + M3e)*] = -2 L IMBornl 2 ( z21(k) - 1) 
±s,±s' ±s,±s' 
(3.233) 
2Re L [M3a(M3d + M31 )"'] = -2 L IMBornl 2 ( Z21(k') - 1). 
±s,±s' ±s,±s' 
(3.234) 
All the contributions so far must be divided by JZ2(k)JZ2(k') due to the wave function 
~ 
renormalization. Since Z2 = 1 + O(as), the only O(as) contribution from wave function 
renormalization is from 
L IMBorn1 2 + 2 L IMBorn1 2 [ ( J z21(k) - 1) 
±s,±s' ±s,±s' 
+ ( J z21(k') - 1) J . (3.235) 
Another source of 0( as) contributions is from E and E' appearing in the phase space 
factors 
d3k d3k' d3k d3k' 
(27r)32E (27r)32E' = (27r)32k0 (27r)32k~ [l + O(as)] (3.236) 
where, e.g., 
E' = E' (1 - C(k')) - D0(k') 
E' = Vk~ 2 + m~hys (3.237) 
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and where the use of 2E2E' in the denominators on the left hand side of eq. (3.236) stems from 
the normalizatiol). of thermal spinors which, as mentioned just after eq. (3.216), corresponds 
to having 2E particles per unit volume. Since we are working to O(as) only, the O(as) terms· 
tii 
in eq. (3.236) contribute, as in the case of the wave function renormalizatio1y constant, only 
. . 
as factors of zeroth order in as contributions: 
where the replacement of E and E' with ko and k~ [Line (3.237) shows the difference between 
E' and kb.] in the latter step can be shown to lead to no additional O(as) corrections. 
For convenience we include the O(as) contribution from eq. (3.238) in the expression for 




= '°' IM 12 '°' I 12 [Do(k) D0(k')] 2 {[ , ( ) _·i ')] * L.J Born + L.J MBorn -k- + k' + 4e k .D k ~ k.D(k E.€ 
±s,±s' ±s,±s' 0 . 0 
-k1.E[D(k).€*] - k.E*[D(k').E] - k1.€*[D(k).€] - k.E[D(k').E*]}. (3.239) 
_ In Section (a) of Appendix E it is proven that Z21 in eq. (3.225) can be written as 
(3.240) 
By using the latter expression for z;-1 in the addition of the self-energy contributions from 
eqs. (3.239), (3.233), (3.234) and the second term on the right hand side of eq. (3.235), one 
obtains: 
L IMBornl 2 { 1 + D~(k) + D~~k') - 2 [z21 (k) - 1] - 2 [z21 (k') - 1] 
±s,±s' 0 0 
+2 [Jz2 1(k)- 1+Jz21 (k')-1]}+4e2 {[k'.D(k) + k.D(k')]E.€* 
-k'.E[D(k).€*]- k.E*[D(k').E]- k'.E*[D(k).E]- k.E[D(k').E*l} + O(a§) 
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= . L IMBornl2 + 4e2 {[k'.D(k) + k.D(k')]u:* 
±s,±s' 
-k1~£[D(k).€*] - k.E*[D(k').€] - k'.E*[D(k).€] - k.E[D(k').E*]} + O(a~) . . (3.241) 
The 0( as) second term of the latter expression can be written in a convenient form for 
angular integrations. To do so we write Dµ in the form (we consider massless quarks, i.e., 
ma= 0): 
Dµ(k) = -J:.:)3 I d4PPµ(k' - p)2b. 
Dµ(k') = - ci.;)3 J d4ppµ(k - p)2b. 
where b. = b.s + b.F + b.F' and 
b.s = 1 + 2ns(lpol) o( 2 - 2) (k - p)2(k' - p)2 P m (3.242) 
.. 
/).F = 1- 2nF(Xk-p) O ((k _ p)2) (k' _ p)2(p2 _ m2) (3.243) 
.6.F' = 1 - 2nF(Xk•-p) O ((k' _ p)2) (k _ p)2(p2 _ m2) : (3.244) 
The first term in eq. (3.241) is of zeroth order in as and is considered in Chapter 4 where 
it contributes to the structure function F2 according to eq. (4.7). For the present discussion 
we consider only the O(as) secon4 term in eq. (3.241): 
Ee := 4e2 {[k'.D(k) + k.D(k')]Lf* - k'.E[D(k).£*] - k.E*[D(k').£] 
-k'.E*[D(k).£] - k.E[D(k').£*]}. 
By making use of eqs. (2.6), (3.132) and (3.134) and the relations 
one obtains 
1 
k.q = --q2 
2 p.q = ~ [(k - p)
2 
- (k' - p)2] 
.... -:- ~ 
L ( ..:....1 )..\+1 Ee=e.x 
>-=±1,0 
2 2 I d4P { 1 2 I 2 [ I 21 2 1 2 2 = -8e g 7r (27r)4 - 2p (k - p) + (k - p) - 2"p (k - p) 
+ [Ck - p)2]2 - (k - P)2(k' - p)2} .6.. 
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3.7 Summary of Expressions Obtained after the Addition of 
Self-Energy- and Vertex Corrections to a Quark . . 
By adding the latter self-energy corrections to the vertex correction given in eq. (3.138) one· 
obtains 
L ( -1 )A+l { [2Re L M3aMJbl + EE=E>. } 
A=±l,O ±s,±s' !=!>. 
-4e2g27r j (~~4 { 4(p2)2 + 2q2[4p2 - 2(k' - p)2 - 2(k - p)2] + 2[(k - p)2]2 
+2[(k' - p)2]2 + 4(q2)2 + 2(k - p)2(k' - p)2 - 5p2[(k' - p)2 + (k - p)2]} ~ (3.245) 
= 8e2g27r j d4p {-2(q2)2 + 2q2(k - p)2 (1 - Po ) + 2q2(k' - p)2 (1 - Po ) 
( 27r )4 2kb 2k0 
_ 4p2q2 [~ + (ko + kb)(ko ;- kb - 2po)] _ (k _ p)2(k' _ p)2 ( 1 + k~ + kb 










+ 2k6 + 2kb 2 + p ( k - p) 2 - q; + q; + 2kb 2 + kb 
+p2(k' _ p)2 (! + kb2 _ k6 + L +kb)}~ (3.246) 
2 q; q; 2k02 ko 
where the latter step follows by making use of the following relations which can be considered 
as effective equalities valid under the three-particle phase space integrations (Their derivations 
appear in Section (b) of Appendix E.): 
= (k' - p)2 {ck - P)2 ( q22 + kb) + P2 (-.i_ -!__) + q2po} f\3.247) 
2k0 ko 2k6 ko ko 
p2 {(k' _ p)2 (-.i_ _ kov) + (k _ p)2 (-.i_ + kbv)· 
2q; q; 2q; q;. 
+~; [-q; +~(ko+kb)(ko+kb-Po)]}~ 
= (k- p)' { (k' - p)' C!:, + ~) +p' h!:, + ;.) 
+ q:ro} ~. 
Similarly one obtains for longitudinally polarized photons: 
(3.248) 
(3.249) 
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- 211kh ( q2 )] 2q2(k' - p)2 [q2 + 211k0 · + 2 2 - Po 4k' - 11 + 2 2 
L o L 
-po (L + 11)] - 4p2q2 [-~ _ (ko + kh)(ko + kh - 2po)] 
4~ 4 4~ 






(ko kti .i_ L)j 
q2 
11 
+ 2 k' + k + 2k2 + 2k' 2 
z 0 0 0 0 
+P2(k - p)2 [-112 + k'2 - k2 + q2 (ko + L)] q; . 2 0 .o 2 kh 2kb 2 
+p2(~' - p)2 [-112 - k'2 + k2 + q2 (kb+ L)j} ~. (3.250) 
q'; 2 ° 0 2 ko 2ko 2 
The expressions in eqs. (3.246) and (3.250) exclude phase space integrations associated 
with the external quark li.nes. Such integrations have been discussed in detail for the example 
of a contribution to the bosonic part of the vertex correction in Section 3.5. The results from 
such phase space integrations of all the other three-particle contributions are summarized in 
Section D .4. 
3.8 The Cancellation of Collinear Singularities 
3.8.1 Introduction 
So far we have discussed the derivation of expressions for examples of four- and three-particle 
processes. The results for all four- and three-particle processes are summarized in Ap-
pendix D. The expressions for four- and three-particle processes given in eqs. (D.17),(D.18) 
and (D.~3)-(D.25) contain collinear singularities due to the presence of factors of m in the 
arguments of some of the ln functions. In ref. [24, p.387] it is mentioned that these singu-
larities cancel separately in four groups of contributions according. to the scheme shown in 
Figure 3.13. It is also mentioned that the principle of detailed b'.11ance existing for ther-
mal equilibrium is responsible for the cancellations. In Sections 3.8.2 and 3.8.3 we discuss 
explicit examples of the cancellations which lead to the final expressibns for four-particle pro-
cesses given by eqs. (D.19) and (D.20) and for three-particle processes given by eqs. (D.27) 
and (D.28). In Section 3.8.4 we explain how the principle of detailed balance underlies the 
cancellations. 
In Appendix D it is mentioned that, for the purpose of the cancellation of collinear 
' 







P0 > 0 
F F~ 
3 PARTICLE 
Figure 3.13: The scheme according to which collinear singularities cancel 
singularities, one transforms from the variables (k0 ,p0 ) to the variables (J(,po) where J( 
is defined in eq. (D.l). The resulting regions of support in the K,p0 plane for four- and 
three-particle processes are shown in Figures D.l and D.2, respectively. The necessity for the 
transformation from k0 to J( is explained ~n Section 3.8.3. 
;3.8.2 A First Example 
r' 
We start by discussing an example of cancellation according to the group of contributions 
containing s-1 type singularities with p0 > 0 (This group is denoted by the label (1) in 
Figure 3.13.) The meaning of the group of contributions as described in the latter sentence 
should become clear in the detailed discussions below. 
In the following we discuss cancellations in the context of expressions for the sum over 
all polarizations of the virtual photon, i.e., eqs. (D.17) and (D.23)-(D.25). According to the 
results of angular integrations in (D.16) and Table D.3, the s-1 singularity for four-particle 
processes is associated with B4 in classes 1,2,3 and 4 which specifies the term proportional 
to ln IB41 to be considered in eq. (D.17). According to the results of angular integrations 
in (D.21) the s81 singularity for the bosonic three-particle contribution (to be considered 
according to group (1) of the scheme for cancellations in Figure 3.13) is associated with Ba 
which specifies the term proportional to In !Bal to be considered in eq. (D.23). According 
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to the results of a.ngula.r integrations in (D.22) the sf.,1 singularity for the fermionic three-
pa.rticle contribution (to be considered according to group (1) of the scheme for ca.ncella.tions 
in Figure 3.13) is a.ssocia.ted with BF' which specifies the term proportional to ln.IBF'I to 
be considered in eq. (D.25). In order to show the ca.ncella.tiol} of collinear singularities, w.e 
consider the latter three contribu.tions in isolation in the following. Adding them up a.nd 
· suppressing common factors in their coefficients a.s they a.ppea.r in eqs. (D.17),(D.23) a.nd 
(D.25), one obtains 
E S I 21 [ IPol - E(Po)] 1 IB I - S I 21 [ IPol - E(Po)] 1 IB I 
- 4 q 4A 2 2A n 4 38 q 4A 2 2A n B 
-S3F1 f(B)lq
2
I [ :;2 -. 2~] ln IBF1 I 
where the K,po support of a.ll these terms overlap exactly since we a.~e considering the ln IB41 
term·from four-particle processes only in classes 1,2,3 a.nd 4 (where it contributes to collinear 
singularities according to Ta.hie D.3) which; according to Figure D.1, ha.ve support on exactly 
the sa.me region of the K,p0 plane tha.t the three-particle terms ha.ve, their support according 
to Figure D.2. 
According to the definitions of the quantities JJ4, Bs a.nd BF' we ca.n write (For the sa.ke 
of brevity we consider only the examples of classes 1 a.nd 4. ): 
lnlBsl 
Then 
4p6A l 1 
ln + n in class 1 B m2 
1 I 
4poAc I 1 1 n -- + n-
E m2 
= ln 4P6A + ln _!__ 
B m2 
1 




in class 4 
where, in order to prove the ca.ncella.tion of collinear singularities we need to prove tha.t 
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is zero and where 
in class 1 S' 1 4p6A 4p6A ( ) ( )S 1 I ABI 4 n -- - S3s ln -- - € Po € B 3F' n 4 B B 
According to the regions of support under consideration according to the above discussions, 
we have to prove that R1 is zero for the cases (Po > 0 is fixed according to group (1) in 
Figure 3.13): 
(i) Po > 0 ko > 0 B = ko + v - Po > 0 ko + v > 0 
(ii) Po> 0 ko > 0 B = ko + v - Po < 0 ko + v > 0 
(iii) Po > 0 ko < 0 B = ko + v - Po > 0 ko + v < 0 
(iv) Po > 0 ko < 0 B = ko + v - Po < 0 ko + v < 0. 
According to the definitions of S4, S3s and S3F' we have for case (i): 
R1[(i): Po> 0 ; ko > 0; B = ko + v - Po> 0 ; ko + v > O] 
ef3(k0 -
1
µ,) + 1 { ef3Po
1
_1 [e/3(ko+}-µ) + 1 - ef3(ko+11-~o-µ) + ·~] 
+ ef3(ko+11~µ) + 1 [ 1 - ef3(ko+11-~o-µ) + 1]} = 0 
41 
where the latter expression in curly brackets can be algebraically shown to be zero and 
where the same expression in curly brackets can be written, for the purpose of discussions in 
Section 3.8.4, in the form: 
Ai[(i)] - ns(IPol)[nF(Xk+q) - nF(xk+q-p)] + nF(Xk+q)[l - nF(xk+q-p)] 
nF(Xk+q)[l - nF(Xk+q-p)][l + ns(lpol)] 
-nF(Xk+q-p)[l - nF(Xk+q)]ns(IPol). 
According to the definitions of S4, S3s and S3F' we have for case (ii): 
R1[(ii): Po> 0 ; ko > 0 ; B = ko + v - Po< 0 ; ko + v > O] 
1 { 1 [ 1 1 ] 
ef3(ko-µ) + 1 ef3Po - 1 ef3(ko+11-µ) + 1 + ef3(-ko-11+po+µ) + 1 - l 
+ 1 1 }-o 
ef3(ko+11-µ) + 1 ef3(-ko-11+po+µ) + 1 -
(3.251) 
where the latter expression in curly brackets can be algebraically shown to be zero and 
where the same expression in curly brackets can be written, for the purpose of discussions in 
J 
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Section 3.8.4, in the form: 
A2[(ii)] - na(IPol)[nF(Xk+q) + nF(xk+q-p) - 1] + nF(xk+q)nF(xk+q-p) 
nF(Xk+q)nF(Xk+q.:.p)[l + na(lpol)] 
121 
·-na(lpol)[l - nF(xk+q)][l - nF(Xk+q-p)] (3.252) 
Similarly one can show that R1 = 0 for cases (iii) and (iv). Thus we have proven that collinear 
singularities cancel for the group (1) of contributions in Figure 3.13. 
The fact that R1 = 0 can also be used to prove the cancellation of some kinematical 
factors: Substituting S4 by S3a + €(po)E(B)S3F' in class 1 and S3a by S4 + €(po)E(B)S3F' in 
class 4 one obtains for R2: 
where 
B4 = Be . 
_ { 1 in class 1 
-E rn class 4 
Po 
- B2 
Ba = 1 BF' = -2 
Po 
in agreement with eqs. (D.27) and (D.26) and Table D.4. 
3.8.3 A Second Subtler Example 
in class 1 
As our final example we consider the cancellation of collinear singU:iarities according to the 
group ( 4) of contributions in Figure 3.13 which is subtler in that one cancels four-particle 
contributions with Po < 0 against three-particle contributions with p0 > 0 as indicated in 
Figure 3.13. According to group ( 4) we consider t-1 type singularities. These arise from both 
t-
1 type and s-1t-1 type terms. Here we shall present only the example of the cancellation 
of singularities arising from the t-1 part of s-1r 1 type terms as explained in the following. 
In the following we again discuss cancellations in the context of expressions for the sum 
over all polarizatifilelons of the virtual photon, i.e., eqs. (D.17) and (D.23)-(D.25). According 
to the results of angular integrations in (D.16) and Table D.3 the s-1t-1 type term for four-
particle processes is associated with A4 which specifies the term proportional to ln IA4 j to be 
considered in eq. (D.17). According to Table D.3, A4 is proportional to either m 0 , m-2 or 
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m-4 depending on the class for which it is defined. This fact has its roots in the fact that 
the ;-1 part of the s-1 t-1 type term associated with A4 contributes a factor of m-
2 to A4 
in classes 1,2,3 and 4 since zu is, according to Table D.1, the upper limit of tJ1e z integration 
in the latter classes and s( zv) a m2 according to the second paragrap~ of SJction D .3. The 
r 1 part of the s-1 t-1 type term also contributes a factor of m-2 to A4 in classes 1,3,5 and 7 
since zf; is, according to Table D.1, the upper limit of the z' integration in the latter classes 
and t(zf;) a m2 according to the second paragraph of Section D.3. At present we consider 
only the singularities due to the r 1 part of the s-1r 1 type term according to the group ( 4) 
of contributions in Figure 3.13. The singularities due to the s-1 part of the s-1r 1 type term 
cancel separately according to a group of contributions associated with sin Figure 3.13 and 
their cancellation is not discussed here. 
In accordance with the latter discussion we separate only the singular terms due to the 
r 1 part of the s-1r 1 type term: 
p6q4 1 
ln + ln - in class 1 
m 2AaBb m2 
p6q4 1 
ln + ln - in class 3 
m 2AbcD m2 
ln IA4I (3.253) 
l
p5q2Dl 1 
ln BbC + ln m2 in class 5 
in class 7. 
The latter singularities are to be cancelled by singularities due to the ti3 1 part of the si31ti3 1 
type term [associated, according to the results in (D.21), with the term proportional to 
ln IAsl in eq. (D.23)] and singularities due to the tp1 part of the tp1 [(k' - p)2J-1 type term 
[associated, according to the results in (D.21), with the term proportional to ln IAFI in eq. 
(D.24)]. For this purpose we separate the singular terms as before: 
(3.254) 
(3.255) 
where it is to be noted that we do not separate the factor m-2 due to the si31 part of 
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lil I As I since the latter singularity will cancel separately according to a group of contributions 
. associated with s in Figure 3.13. r 
The three-particle contributio~s as given as given in eqs. (3.254) and (3.255) coi;i.tribute 
to singularities everywhere where three-particle processes have .their support as indicated in 
Figure D.2. This seems to lead to a complication since the singularities stemming from the 
four-particle contribution In IA4 l in (3.253) have support in classes 1,3,5 and 7 but, as may 
be seen from Figure D.1, classes 5 and 7 lie in regions which do not have any overlap with 
the regions of support for three-particle processes shown in Figure D.2. Thus it appears that 
the possibility for the cancellation of singularities between four- and three-particle processes 
exists only in regions associated with classes 1 and 3 for four-particle processes while in 
regions associated with classes 5 and 7 singularities will remain. 
The resolution to this potential proble·m is obtained by crossing the line between p
0 
< 0 
and Po > 0 as shown in Figure 3.13 when comparing four- and three-particle contributions 
associated with the group (4) of contributions. From Figure D.1 it can be seen that, when we 
turn the whole diagram for four-particle processes through one hundred and eighty degrees 
around the axis defined by p0 = 0, all the regions of support for classes 1,3,5 and 7 overlap 
exactly with the regions of support for three-particle processes shown,in Figure D.2. Thus, in 
' 
the example under consideration, we shall cancel singularities from fovr-particle contributions 
at a. negative value of Po with singularities from three-particle contributions with the same 
magnitude of p0 but opposite sign of p0 • 
Adding up the contributions in (3.253),(3.254) and (3.255) and suppressing common fac-
tors in their coefficients as they appear in eqs. (D.17),(D.23) and (D.25), one obtains 
F1 - S4 ln IA4I - Saa In I As I - f{Po)f(b )SaF In IAFI 
1 
_ F2ln-2 +Fa m 
where, in order to prove the cancellation of collinear singularities due to the r 1 part of s-1r 1 
type terms, we need to prove that 
(3.256) 
is zero and where F3 contains the remaining terms of F1 which we need not consider further 
for the example under consideration. According to the discussions in the previous two para-
graphs, the support of all these terms overlap exactly if we view the term containing S4 at a 
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p0 < 0 value while viewing the terms containing S3s and S3F at a Po > 0 value but with IPol 
the same. Another requirement for the cancellation of singularities will be that one compare 
terms at a fixed value of]( as opposed to a fixed value of ko. The implementation of the, 
latter prescriptions will become clear in the following where we prove t~at F2 is zero. 
The exact expression for F2 depends on the signs of ko, ko + v, ko + v - Po, Po and b = 
(2]( - Po - v)/2 = ko - p0 • In consequence we must prove that F2 is zero for each of the 
regions labelled (a),(b) and (c) in Figures 3.14 and 3.15. The signs of the relevant quantities 
in each of these regions are given in Table 3.2. 
]Jo 
Figure 3.14: Regions with p0 < 0 for four-particle processes considered according to our 
discussions on the group ( 4) of contributions shown in Figure 3.13 
In region (a) of Figure 3.14 one has according to the definition of S4 and Table 3.2: 
[
1 1 ] 1 1 
e,6(-ko+µ) + 1 e,6(-ko- 11+Po+µ) + 1 e-,6po - 1 
= [1 - 1 ] 1 1 e,6(-K+(v-po)/2+µ) + 1 e.6(-K-(11-po)/2+µ) + 1 e-.6Po - 1 
[ 
1 ] 1 1· 
l - e.6(-K+(v+IPol)/2+µ) + 1 e,6(-K-(v+IPol)/2+µ) + 1 e.BIPol - 1 
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Po 
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Figure 3.15: Regions with p0 > 0 for three-particle processes considered according to our 
discussions on the group (4) of contributions shown in Figure 3.13 
Po as -!Pol for reasons to be explained shortly. 






- e.6(-K+(11-l:ol)/2fµ) + 1] e.6(-K-(v+l:ol)/2,+µ) + 1 [i + -e.6-lv-01.,...1--1] 
[ l - e.6(-K+(v-1:01)/2+µ) + 1] e.6(-K-(11+1~1)/2+µ) + 1 
X rn- e.6(-K+(v+l:ol)/2+µ) + 1] 
where we wrote down only the final step in each case since intermediate steps are similar to 
those shown for S4. 
By directly adding up the latter final expressions for each of the three terms of F2 in eq. 
(3.256), one obtains zero after some algebra. Thereby the cancellation of collinear singularities 
for the case under consideration is proven. 
It is to be noted that, after transforming from k0 to J(, we added the first term in eq. 
(3.256) evaluated at a value of Po < 0 to the second and third terms in eq. (3.256) evaluated 
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Table 3.2: Signs of quantities in regions labelled (a),(b) and (c) in Figures t3.14 and 3.15. 
These signs are used in the discussions on the cancellation of collinear singul~rities. 
Process: Four-particle Three-particle 
Figure number: 3.14 3.15 
Label of region: (a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c) 
Sign of 
Po <0 <0 <0 >0 >0 >0 
ko <0 <0 >0 <0 >0 >0 
ko + v n.a. <0 >0 >0 
ko + v - Po <0 >0 >0 n.a. 
b = ko - Po n.a. <0 <0 >0 
at the same value of !Pol but with p0 > 0. For the latter reason we expressed the latter 
three terms in terms of =t=IPol and not Po in order to make them directly ~omparable for 
addition. The consequence of the latter treatment, for the case under consideration, is that 
one adds the four- and three-particle terms at the same value of]( (not the same value of 
ko) and !Pol with Po having opposite signs between four- and three-particle terms. Had we 
not transformed from ko to ]( but attempted to prove that F2 is zero when we perform the· 
addition of four- and three-particle terms at the same value of k0 (not the same value of K) 
and !Pol with Po having, as before, opposite signs between four- and three-particle terms, we 
would ·have failed. 
The proof that F2 is also zero for the other regions (b) and (c) in Figures 3.14 and 3.15 is 
similar. Thereby the proof that collinear singularities due to the rt part of s-trt type terms 
cancel according to the group ( 4) of contributions shown in Figure 3.13 can be completed. 
Similarly all the collinear singularities stemming from the rt part of terms cancel according 
to the groups (2) and (4) of contributions shown in Figure 3.13. 
It is to be noted that, in the case of the groups (1) and (3) of contribution.sin Figure 3.13 
(associated with the s-1 part of terms), it is all the same, as far as the cancellat.ion of collinear 
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singularities is concerned, whether one transforms from k0 to J( or not. The reason for this 
is that, in these cases, p0 has the same sign in the four- and three-particle terms which cancel 
each other. An example of this was discussed in Section 3.8.2 where the cancel~ation of . 
singularities was proven without transforming from k0 to J(. T,hus, as opposed to the groups 
(2) and (4) in Figure 3.13, collinear singularities cancel in the cases of groups (1) and (3) 
when one adds four- and three-particle terms at the same value of k0 (and for that matter 
the same value of K) and !Pol with p0 having the same sign in four- and three-particle terms. 
The cancellation of collinear singularities leads to the final expressions for four-particle 
processes given by eqs. (D.19) and (D.20) and for three-particle processes given by eqs. (D.27) 
and (l).28). Due to the accompanying cancellation of kinematical factors, these expressions 
are now also devoid of infrared (Po --+ 0) singularities. 
3.8.4 The Principle of Detailed Balance Underlying the Cancellation of 
Collinear Singularities 
In Section 3.8.2 we discussed examples of the cancellation of collinear singularities. In this 
section we explain how the principle of detailed balance existing for thermal equilibrium un-
derlies these cancellations. For this purpose we consider the processes depicted in Figure 3.16 
which are examples of some of the 0( as) processes occurring in the heat bath of quarks and 
gluons. 
In the figure labelled (a) we have gluon emission from a quark, i.e.; 
ko > 0 Po> 0 ko - Po> 0. . (3.257) 
The inverse reaction, namely gluon absorption by a quark, is depicted in Figure 3.16(b ). 
The four-momenta in (b) are equal to those in (a) and therefore also satisfy the relations in 




respectively, where the accompanying thermal distribution-, Pauli-blocking- and stimulated 
emission factors have also been written down. 




Figure 3.16: Examples of some of the 0( as) processes occurring in the heat bath of quarks 
and gluons .. The reactions labelled (b) and ( d) are the inverse of the reactions labelled (a) 
and (c), repectively. 
The principle of detailed balance requires that the rate at which reaction (a) takes place 
must be equal to the rate at which reaction (b) takes place. This requires equality between the 
expressions in (3.258) and (3.259). Since the respective matrix elements squared in (3.258) 
and (3.259) are equal, the principle of detailed balance requires that 
(3.260) 
By observing that the replacement of k by k + q in eq. (3.260) is equivalent to the 
requirement that the expression in eq. (3.251) is zero, we see that the condition for the ,, 
cancellation of collinear singularities (embodied by A1 [( i)] = 0) is the same as the condition 
derived from the principle of detailed balance. 
As another example of how the principle of detailed balance underlies the cancellation of 
collinear singularities, we consider Figure 3.16( c) which depicts quark-antiquark pair annihi-
lation into a gluon, i.e., 
ko > 0 ko - Po< 0 Po> 0. (3.261) 
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The inverse reaction, namely quark-antiquark pair creation by a gluon, is depicted in Fig-
. ure (d) .. The four-mome~ta in (d) are equal to those in (c) and therefore also satisfy the 





respectively, where, due to ko > 0, ko - Po < 0 and the definition of the thermal distribution 
function for fermions in eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), one has for example 
1 
ef3(ko-µ) + 1 
1 
e/3(lko-Pol+µ) + 1 · 
The principle of detailed balance requires that the rate at which reaction ( c) takes place 
must be equal to the rate at which reaction ( d) takes place. This requires equality between the 
expressions in (3.262) and (3.263). Since the respective matrix elements squared in (3.262) 
and (3.263) are equal, the principle of detailed balance requires that 
!1 
(3.264) 
By observing that the replacement of k by k + q in eq. (3.264) is equivalent to the 
requirement that the expression in eq. (3.252) is zero, we see that, in this case too, the 
condition for the cancellation of collinear singularities (embodied by A2 [( ii)] = 0) is the same 
as the condition derived from the principle of detailed balance. 
3.9 The Cancellation of Ultraviolet Divergences 
The final expressions for three-particle processes in eqs. (D.27) and (D.28) contain terms 
which give rise to ultraviolet (UV) divergences in the p0 ~ ±oo limits encountered when 
performing the K,p0 integrations. These divergences cancel when contributions at a positive 
and negative value of Po (but with IPol fixed) are added. In this section we discuss explicit 
examples of such cancellations. 
As an example, we discuss cancellations in the context of the expz:ession in eq. (D .27) and 
restrict our attention to the quark side of the K,po integration region, i.e., J(;::: (qz - Po)/2 
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in Figure D.2. By transforming from the J( variable to the k0 variable according to eq. 
(D.1), the quark .side of the k0 ,p0 integration region becomes that s.hown in Figure 3.17. By 
transforming from p0 to -p0 in the f- 00 part of the J~00 dpo integration and adding the result, 
to the J;o part, the quark side of the k0 ,p0 integration region becomes ~hat [(a)+ (b)] shown 






-----0--t---+------1* + q --t q ------'"""' qz - V 
2 
L_ 
Figure 3.17: The quark side of the k0 ,p0 integration region obtained after transforming back 
from J( to k0 on .the quark side of the K,p0 integration region in Figure D.2. 
It is sufficient to prove the cancellation of UV divergences in region (a) of Figure 3.18. In 
region (b) of Figure 3.18 it is only possible to reach the p0 --too limit by letting ko --too too, 
but then any UV divergence will be exponentially suppressed by the overall factor nF(xk) 
appearing in the statistical factors in eq. (D.27). By introducing the line Po= ko + (v+ qz)/2 
which separate regions (a) and ( b) in Figure 3.18, the discussion about the cancellation of 
UV divergences can be simplified since, for region (a), the absolute value signs appearing in 
the integrand in eq. (D.27) can then be removed. 
As a first example we show how the UV divergence in the terms proportional to S3s 
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Figure 3.18: The ko,Po integration region [(a)+ (b)) obtained after transforming from Po to 
-po in the Po < 0 part of the integration region shown in Figure 3.17. 
cancels against UV divergences in terms proportional to S3p and S3F' in eq. (D.27). After the 
transformations explained in the previous paragraph, the contribution of terms proportional 
to S3a in eq. (D.27) is as follows in region (a): 
J3B = 
where k~ = k0 + v. The term proportional to 
(3.265) 
gives rise to an UV divergence when p0 -+ oo in the Po integration. 
The contribution of terms proportional to S3p in eq. (D.27) is as follows in region (a): 
where 1:F and J~F originate from the f-~ and f000 parts of the J~~ dpo integration, respec-
tively, and where 
1a3F 1 ·100 jpo-(v+qz)/2 1 ( 1 ) 
b = 47r3qz, Qz dpo (qz-v)/2 dko e/3(ko-µ) + 1 1- e/3(ko+v-µ) + 1 
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(
1 1 ) {-q2 1 [ (ko ± Po)2 ] 
X ~ - e.B(±ko+Po=fµ) + 1 2p0 n (ko ± Po)2 + (ko ± Po)v + q2 /4 
2 (=f Po 1 ) 1 (ko ± Po)
2 q2 [3 (2ko + v)(2ko + v ± 2po)] ±q - - - n =f - - + -'-------'--'------
4k6 2ko P6 qz 4 4q; . 
x ln (qz+ v)(2ko ± 2po- qz + v) +(Po± ko) (! + k02 - k5 + L + k0)}. 
(qz - v)(2ko ± 2po + qz + v) 2 q; 2k6 ko 
The contribution of terms proportional to S3F' in eq. (D.27) is as follows in region (a): 
where J~F' and JtF' originate from th~ J~00 and f000 parts of the J~00 dpo integration, respec-
tively, and where 
3F' 1 loo lpo-(v+qz)/2 1 ( 1 ) 
lb 411'3qz qz dpo (qz-v)/2 dko e.B(ko-µ) + 1 1 - e.B(ko+v-µ) + 1 
(
1 1 ){-q2 1 [ (ko+v±po)2 ] 
x 2 - e.B(±ko±v+vo=fµ) + 1 2po n ( ko ± Po)2 + ( ko ± Po)v + q2 / 4 
2 (=fPo __ 1_) ln (ko + v ±po)2 q2 [~ (2ko + v)(2ko + v ± 2po)] 
+q 4k0 2 2ko P6 =i= qz 4 + 4q; 
x ln (qz + v)(2ko ± 2po + qz + v) +(po± ko ± v) (! _ k02 - k6 + L_ + ko)}. 
(qz - v)(2ko ± 2po - qz + v) 2 q; 2ko2 ko 
The UV divergence from J38 mentioned at line (3.265) cancels against similar UV diver-
gent terms in J3F and J3F' which are not proportional to ln functions. The terms proportional 
to ln functions in J3F and J3F', however, also contain UV divergences but they cancel amongst 
themselves since J38 does not contain terms proportional to ln functions. Examples of the 
latter type of cancellations are discussed after the following discussion on the cancellation of 
divergences from terms which are not proportional to ln functions. 
By adding the coefficients of the common factor, 
1 1 ( 1 )1 
411'3qz e.B(ko-µ) + 1 1 - e.B(k~-µ) + 1 2po, 







) (1 ko2 - k6 q2 ko) c i - -2 - IT - T - k2 - k' 2 + 2 + q2 + 2k2 + ko 










ko) + -2 - 2 + k' 2 + k' + -2 + 2 + 2k2 + -k qz 2 o O qz O ' 0 
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Thereby we have proven the cancellation of UV divergences in ,term~ not proportional to ln 
functions. 'l 
It is to be noted that the cancellation of the above terms have been proven for region 
(a) in Figure 3.18. In subregions of region (b) in Figure 3.18 these terms have relative sign 
differences due to the absolute value signs in the original eq. (D.27) which leads to their 
non-cancellation in parts of region (b) so that these terms cannot be disregarded entirely 
I 
in eq. {D.27). This observation, however, has no consequence on the UV finiteness of our 
expressions since, due to the reason given in the latter half of the second paragraph of this 
section, it is unnecessary to prove their cancellation in region (b). 
Next we consider the cancellation of UV divergences in terms proportional to ln functions 
appearing only in J3F and J3F'. By adding the coefficients of the common factor, 
1 1 (1 1 ) 1 
411'3qz ef3(ko-µ) + 1 - ef3(k~-µ) + 1 2' 
present in terms proportional to l_n functions in J~F ,J~F' ,J~F and [lF', in that order, one 
obtains the following UV divergent terms: . 
{
q2 (-po _ _!__) ln (ko + Po)2 .:_ q 2 [~ + (2ko + v)(2kd:+ v + 2po)] 
4k5 2ko P5 qz 4 4q;. 
1 (qz+v)(2ko+2po-qz+v)} { 2 (-po ·1 )i (ko+v+po) 2 x n + q -- - - n -'------'--
( qz - v)(2ko + 2po + qz + v) 4kh2 2kh P5 
+ - - + n -'-=-~~..:..____:::_;;;__--=:,:__---'-q
2 
[3 (2ko + v)(2ko + v + 2po)] l (qz + v)(2ko + 2po + qz + v)} 
qz 4 4q; (qz - v)(2ko + 2po - qz + v) 
{
- 2 (Po __ 1_) 1 (ko - Po)2 q2 [~ (2ko + v)(2ko + v - 2po)] + q 4k2 2k n 2 + 4 + 4 2 o 0 Po qz qz 
I (qz + v)(2ko - 2po - qz + v)} { 2 ( Po 1 ) I (ko + v - Po)2 x n + -q -- - - n -'------'--
( qz - v)(2ko - 2po + qz + v) 4kh2 2kh P5 
_ q
2 [~ + (2ko + v)(2ko + v- 2po)] ln (qz + v)(2ko - 2po + qz + v)} 




· im n -'------'-
Po-+oo pa hm ±2---+··· . ( ko k6 ) Po-+oo Po P5 
- -·- ------------------------------------' 




( ko + zi ± Po )2 
Im n 
po-+oo P5 
lim (±2ko + v _ (ko + v)2 + ... ) 
Po-+oo Po . P5 
1
. l 2ko ± 2po - qz + 11 
Im n 
Po-+oo 2ko ± 2po + qz + ll 
1. ( qz 2qz(2ko + 11) ') Im '.f- + . + · · · . 
Po-+oo Po 4p5 
By inserting the expressions for the latter limits into the expression for C2, one notices terms 
proportional to p01,pg and p0 in C2 which give rise to UV divergences under the fq:' dpo 
integral. Each of these types of divergences cancel separately amongst themselves in the 
expression for C2. 
As was mentioned at the beginning of the second paragraph of this section, we discussed 
the cancellation of UV divergences for the example of the quark side of the integration region 
and in the context of the express!on in eq. (D.27). The cancellation of UV divergences 
can also be shown for the antiquark side of the integration region and in the context of the 
expression in eq. (D.28). 
Chapter 4. 
N urnerical Calculation of the 
Structure Functions of the 
Nucleon· in the Statistical Model 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we present the results from the numerical calculations of the structure func-
tions F2 and R [defined in eqs. (2.10) and (2.11)]. So far we have considered deep inelastic 
scattering of leptons off a heat bath of quarks and gluons to first order in the strong coupling 
constant as. The numerical calculation was performed in two parts. The numerical calcu-
lations of the zeroth order in as and 0( as) contributions are discussed in Sections 4.2 and 
4.3, respectively. Results from the total calculation, i.e., zeroth order plus O(as) results are 
presented in Section 4.3.3. 




which is determined by parton distributions which reproduce a wide range of experimental 
data. Such parton distributions were published in 1990 by Kwiecinski et al. in ref. [77]. They 
decide on a parametrization of the parton distributions at Q6 = -q2 = 4 Ge V2 and evolve 
up in Q2 in order to test their parton distributions against experimental data. According to 
their so-called B_ fit, one obtains: 
x[uv(x) + dv(x)J 
xdv(x) 
0.38x0·27(1 - x)3·93(1+9.9x112 +17.7x) 
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xS _ 2x(u + J + s) 
O.Ol68x-1l2(1+27.4x112 + 263x)(l - x)9·9 (4.3) 
where the sea quark distributions are related by 
We express F2 for a proton in terms of the latter parton distributions as follows: 
(~) 
2 
x[uv +Us+ Us]+ (~) 
2 
x[dv + ds + ds] + (~) 
2 
x[ss + ss] 
4 3 2 2 
9x[uv + dv] - 9xdv + 9xS + 
90
xS. (4.4) 
Figure 4.1 shows the plot of F2 in eq. (4.4) versus x [plot (a)]. In the same figure it is shown 
that by dropping the contribution from strange sea quarks, embodied by the very last term 
in eq. (4.4), one obtains slightly different values of F2 at small values of x only . Strictly 
speaking we should fit the results from our calculations, which involve only up and down 
quarks in our model of the proton, to plot ( b) but, due to the small difference between plots 
(a) and ( b ), we keep plot (a) as our reference in this chapter. 
The values for temperature and chemical potential which give the best fit for F2 ver-
sus x are used to calculate the corresponding plot of R versus x which we compare with 
experimental data given by Whitlow [78] (Figure 4.2). 
The zeroth order in as contributions are calculated with ease. The numerical calculation 
of 0( as) contributions requires much effort. In our discussions of the analytical calculations of 
the O(as) contributions we saw in the previous chapter that phase space and loop integrations 
could be analytically reduced to an integration over the two energy variables J( and Po as 
shown in the final expressions for four-particle processes given by eqs. (D.19) and (D.20) and 
for three-particle processes given by eqs. (D.27) and (D.28). These double integrals cannot 
be analytically calculated. Their numerical calculation is discussed in Section 4.3.2. 
\ 
We distinguish between the zeroth and first order in as contributions by ,writing: 
\, 
F.th - F(O) + F.(1) 2 - 2 2 . (4.5) 
Since we are also interested in the structure function R which is expressible in terms of F2 
and F1 according to eq. (2.14), we also calculate 
F th _ p(O) + p(l) 1 - 1 1 . (4.6) 
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Figure 4.1: Plots of F 2 versus x for a proton at Q2 = 4 GeV2. Plot (a) corresponds exactly 
to eq. (4.4). Plot (b) is the same as plot (a) except for the exclusion of the contributions 
from strange sea quarks embodied by the very last term in eq. (4.4). 
Zeroth order in as expressions for F2 and F1 in the statistical model ar~ given by Cleymans 





VT (1 + Mx/2)
2 Le2 { r~ (i + 2µq) 2 _ ~ (i + Mx) 2] fo(z) 2 
27r2 (l+Mx/v) 5 q q 2 v 2 v q 
p(O) 
1 
6T ( 2µq ) 6T
2 





VT (1 + Mx/2) :Le2 { [(l + 2µq) 2 + (l + Mx) 2] fo(z) 
811" 2 (l+Mx/v)3 q q v v q 
4T ( 2µq) 4T
2 
} +--;;- 1 +-;;- fi(zq) + -;2 h(zq) + µq-+ -µq, Zq -+ zq 
where the sum over q is over quark flavours only and where 
_ Mx µq 
z ----
q - 2T T 
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Figure 4.2: Plots of R = aL/aT versus x at Q2 = 4 GeV2 and Q2 = 5 GeV2 as presented 
by Whitlow [78, p.106]. The discrete points are experimental data. The curves are some 
theoretical fits discussed in ref. [78]. They are not our fits. 
According to the discussions in Chapter 2 the 0( as) part of expressions for F2 and F1 in 
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with the expressions in curly brackets exactly as given in eqs. (D.27), (D.28), (D.19) and 
(D.20) and where the expressions in curly brackets has to be evaluated for each flavour of 
quark, since the chemical potential appearing in the statistical factors S
4 
and Saw differ for 
each flavour as we sum over the flavours of quarks. As explained in. Appendix D, the /(,po 
integration regions for three- and four-particle processes is as given in Figures D.2 and D.1, 
respectively, and the integrand for four-particle processes is different in each subregion shown 
in Figure D.1. 
In all the numerical calculations we use fixed values for the quantities given in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1: Quantities for which fixed values are assigned in all our numerical calculations 
Quantity Symbol Value 
-q2 of virtual photon Q2 4 GeV2 
Proton mass M 0.94 GeV 
Radius of proton R 5.07 Gev-1 (= 1 fermi) 
Volume of proton v ~?rRa 
3 
Number of colours Ne 3 
Strong coupling constant as 0.2 ' 
4.2 The Zeroth Order .in as· Calculation 
4.2.1 Introduction 
In this section we discuss the numerical calculation of the zeroth order in as contributions 
at Q
2 = 4 GeV2. We calculate the structure function FJ0> for different values of temperature 
and chemical potential in order to determine the zeroth order in as fit to the plot of F
2 
versus x given in Figure 4.1( a). The fit which takes the 0( as) corrections into account too 
is discussed in Section 4.3.3. 
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In ref. [71] Cleymans and Thews presented results of the zeroth order in as calculation of 
1'2. In the deep-inelastic scattering limit, x, T, µq finite with v going to infinity, the expression 
for FJ0) in eq. ( 4. 7) is dominated by the lo term which can be evaluated analytically. The 
result is . 
FJ0)(x) v::%' 2~ 2 M2VTx2 Le~ [ln(l + e-zq) + ln(l + e-zq)]. 
q 
Cleymans and Thews used the latter expression to fit to the experimental data published in 
1981 by Aubert et al. (79]. 
In this work we keep the full expression for FJ0) as given in eq. ( 4.7) and fit to a recent 
plot of F2 versus x which is determined by the parton distributions published in 1990 by 
Kwiecinski et al. in ref. [77] [see eq. ( 4.4)]. The values for temperature and chemical 
potential which produce the best fit to the plot of F2 versus x of Kwiecinski et al. are used to 
calculate Fi0 ) in eq. ( 4.8) too. Then the structure function R which is expressible in terms 
of FJ0) and Fi0 ) according to eq. (2.14) can be calculated and compared to the experimental 
data in Figure 4.2. 
4.2.2 Results and Conclusions 
We obtained plots of F2 versus x according to the zeroth order in as expression given in eq. 
( 4. 7) for different combinations of values for the temperature and the chemical potential for 
the up quarks and with the quantities given in Table 4.1 kept fixed throughout. The chemical 
potential for the down quarks was kept fixed in terms of the chemical potential for the up 
quarks according to 
µup 
µdowq = 21/3 (4.13) 
(as was done in ref. [71]) in order to reproduce the ratio of up to down quarks as being 2 to 
1. This is approximately the case for a quark gas at very low temperatures. 
As opposed to the lo function, the functions Ji and h, which also appear in the expression 
for FJ0) in eq. {4.7), cannot be evaluated analytically. They were numerically calculated by 
means of a Gauss-Legendre integration technique. 
For x 2:: 0.4, the zeroth order in as calculation produced a good fit to the Q 2 = 4 GeV2 
da.ta of Kwiecinski et a.I. as shown in Figure 4.3. The plots in Figure 4.4 show that other 
combinations of values for T and µup do not produce an improved fit to the data of Kwiecinski 
et al. 
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According to the following rough estimates, the failure of the zeroth order in as theory 
of the statistical model to reproduce the low x behaviour of F2 could be understood from a 
finite-size effect due to the finite volume of the nucleon. 
From the mass shell condition on the four-momentum k' = k + q of the outgoing quark 
in the zeroth order in as Feynman diagram M 3a in Figure 3.1, one obtains a lower limit 
on lkl of the incoming quark as follows. From the mass shell condition for massless quarks 
[(k + q)2 =OJ and the relation x = Q2 /(2Mv) one obtains 
-1 < cosO;;~= _2lklv-Q2 ~ 1. 
q 2lk1Jv2 + 2M vx 
The first inequality in the latter line produces 
Q2 2Mvx 
2v + 2v J 1 + 2~ x - 2v + 2v [ 1 + a ( ~) J 
~x+o(~)· (4.1'1) 
Another lower limit on lkl is obtainable from the Heisenberg uncertainty principle of the 
general form 8.xf!l.k :2: 1.. Taking 8.x equal to the diameter of the nucleon (2 fcrrni = 10. 11 
Gev-
1 
), one obtains 8.k :2: (10.14)- 1• From this and the value of the lower limit on lkl in eq. 
( 4.14) one could deduce that our theory is only valid for x values satisfying 
Mx > (10.14)- 1 
2 - ' 
i.e., 
x ~ 0.21. 
The zeroth order in as calculation, however, was only able to reproduce the data of 
Kwiecinski et al. for values of x ~ 0.4. In Section 4.3 we investigate to what extent the 
O(as) corrections are able to extend the reproduction of the data of Kwiecinski et al. to 
values of x smaller than 0.4. 
The zeroth order in as results for the structure function R are shown on plot (a) in 
Figure 4.5. For x :2: 0.25 these results are consistent with the Q2 = 4 GeV2 experimental 
data in Figure 4.2. The way the unexpected almost linear behaviour of the zeroth order in as 
results for R versus x comes about can be ~een from the plots of Mq;/(-q 2 v) and J~0>/F1(o) 
[which a.re quantities appearing in the expression for R in eq. (2.14)] in Figure 4.6. Plot (b) 
in Figure 4.5 is discussed in Section 4.3.3. 
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4.3 The Zeroth- Plus First Order in as Calculation 
4.3.1 Introduction 
In this section we take the 0( as) corrections into account by numerically calculating the 
quantities given in eqs. ( 4.9) and ( 4.10) and adding them to zeroth order in as results 
according to eqs. ( 4.5) and ( 4.6). The zeroth order in as quantities given in eqs. ( 4.7) 
and ( 4.8) are calculated in the manner discussed in Section 4.2. Due to the modifications 
introduced by the 0( as) contributions, we search for new values of temperature and chemical 
potential which will produce a fit to the plot of F2 versus x of Kwiecinski et al. given in 
Figure 4.l(a). 
We include only up and down quarks in our statistical model. We keep the chemical po-
tential of the down quarks fixed in 'terms of the chemical potential of the up quarks according 
to eq. ( 4.13). The values for temperature and chemical potential which produce the best fit 
to the plot of F2 versus x of Kwiecinski et al. are used to calculate F{h in eq. ( 4.6) too. Then 
the structure function R which is expressible in terms of F2 and Fi according to eq. (2.14) 
ca.11 be calculated a.nd compa.red to the experimental data in Figure 4.2. 
4.3.2 Technicalities of the Numerical Calculation of the O(as) Contribu-
tions 
According to the 0( as) expressions, FJ1) and FP) in eqs. ( 4.9) and ( 4.10), one needs to 
numerically calculate the double integrals in eqs. (D.19), (D.20), (D.27) and (D.28). The 
K,po integration regions for four- and three-particle processes are shown in Figures D.1 and 
D .2, respectively. These integrals are finite according to discussions in Sections 3.8 and 3.9. 
However, individual terms in the integrands can still become infinite along certain lines in 
the K,po integration regions. This happens when factors in denominators or arguments of ln 
functions in some terms become equal to zero along certain lines (see Figure 4.7). 
As an example we consider singularities which arise along the line along which the quantity 
bis equal to zero. The latter singularity arises in the terms proportional to ln IC4I and IG41 
in cq. (D.19). 
One of the subregions which contain the line along which bis equal to zero is subregion D 
in Figure D.l (Compare Figures D.1 and 4.7 to see this.). In region D the terms proportional 
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to ln jC4j and jG4j in eq. (D.19) are as follows: 
+ r= dpo l(Po+q,.)/2 dJ( S4 { jq21 ( IPoJ + €(Po)) In IC4j 
411" Qz }(q,.+v)/2 (po-v)/2 - 4b 2b 
+(a+ Po)(d ;b e)(D + E)IG
4
I} 
_1_ 1= dpol(vo+q,.)/2 dK S4 {-q2 (EQ.. +_!_]In (L) 
41r 3qz J(q,.+v)/2 (Po-v)/2 4b2 2b 4dD 
_(a+ Po)B} 
2b 
where the unique signs of quantities in region D (defined by the integration limits in the 
above expressions) allowed the removal of absolute value signs in the latter step. 
The argument of the ln function is expressible as follows: 
q2 q2 1 
4dD = 4b2 + 4bv + q2 - 1 + 4bv / q2 + 4b2 / q2 • 
Therefore we have that 
Jim Jn qd
2
D = Jim ln (1 - 4 ~ b) = lim (- '1v b) 
b-+0 4 b-+O q b-+O q2 
which leads to 
• ( 2 Po q
2 
) • PoV P!f6 Ti - P!f6 -q 4b2 ln 4dD = P!f6 b 
lim T2 _ lim (-q2 _!_In L) = 2v 
b-+O b-+O 2b 4dD 
lim T3 lim -(a+ Po)B = lim -pov. 
b-+O - b-+O 2b b-+O b 
The term T2 is finite in the b -t 0 limit. The singularities from the terms T1 and T3 cancel each 
other. Even though they cancel, the terms T1 and T3 individually give rise to singularities. 
Therefore one should take care not to approach the line along which b = 0 too closely in the 
numerical integration. For the same reason one should steer clear of other lines along which 
other individual terms in expressions for three- and four-particel processes are singular. This 
is accomplished by implementing a two-dimensional lattice constructed in such a way that 
the two nearest successive lattice points to any of the lines with non-zero slope in Figure 4. 7 
are always located an equal distance on both sides of the relevant line. Such a lattice is shown 
in Figure 4.10 for one quadrant. Before we discuss its construction, we consider the following. 
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For the reasons given in the latter paragraph, we have decided on a trapesium integration 
method whereby the integrand is evaluated at discrete lattice points. The value of the integral 
is the stable value attained in successive numerical integrations in which, independently and 
in steps, the density of lattice points is increased and the range of integration is extended 
(The presence of thermal distribution factors in terms suppresses contributions at large values 
of the integration variables.). 
Since these integrals in the 0( as) contributions to the structure functions have to be 
calculated for many independent values of x, T, µup and of parameters determining the 
density of lattice points and the range of integration, it is necessary to find ways to reduce 
the time it takes to evaluate one integral. In the following we discuss two techniques each of 
which reduces the duration of calculation. 
The first technique involves the use of crossing properties of the three- and four-particle 
processes to map the second, third and fourth quadrants of integration regions onto the first 
quadrant. The resultant integration region is shown in Figure 4.8. Taking into account the 
effect that the mapping has on signs of quantities and extending the definition of statistical 
factors, one can in effect integrate over all four quadrants by evaluating the suitably defined 
integrand at lattice points located only in the first quadrant. 
As a simple example we show how the integration region Y for the four-particle process 
of gluon emission from an antiquark can be mapped onto the integration region X for gluon 
emission from a quark as shown in Figure 4.9. In the following discussions we let J(' > 0 
always and consider only points J(' which lie in region X. From Figure 4.9 it then follows 
tha.t all the points -K' lie in region Y. From 
and 
we see that 
. v - Po 
ko(B ,p0 ) = J( - 2 
k'(F ) k v - Po 
0 i , JJo = o + v - Po = J( + 2 
ko(J( = -K', Po) = -k~(I( = K', Po) < 0 
k~(I( = -K',po) = -ko(I< = K',vo) < 0 
and from Table D.2(b) we see that 
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e/3(-k{,(K=-!',po)+µ] + 1 [ l - e/3(-ko(l<=-;<',po)+µ] + 1] [ l + ef3Po
1
- 1] 
ef3(ko(l<=I<~,po)+µJ + 1 (1- ef3lk~(K=K~,po)+µJ + 1] (1+ef3Pol-1]. (4.15) 
We a.lso have that 
2 
E M -y• + q -+ q + g (K = -K',po) 
spins v>O k~ < 0 ko < O Po> 0 
2 
I: M -y• + q -+ q + g (K = K',po) 
spins v>O ko > o k~ > 0 Po> 0 
Thus the contribution from gluon· emission from an antiquark, obtained by integrating over 
region Y, can be determined by integrating the expression for gluon emission from a quark 
over region X except that the statistical factor in line 4.15 is to be used. Thus both the 
contributions from gluon emission from an antiquark and from a quark can be taken into 
account by using the integrand for gluon emission from a quark, integrating only once over 
the region X and, instead of using the statistical factor 
. 1 (1 . 1 ) (1 + 1 ) 
ef3(ko-µ) + 1 - ef3(k~-µ) + 1 ef3Po - 1 
associated with gluon emission from a quark, using the extended statistical factor 
1 (1 - 1 ) (i + 1 ) 
· ef3(ko-µ) + 1 ef3(k{,-µ) + 1 ef3Po - 1 
+ 1 (i - 1 ) (i + 1 ) ef3(ko+µ) + 1 ef3(k{,+µ) + 1 ef3Po - 1 · 
From Figure D.2 it can be seen that three-particle processes will provide additional con-
tributions at each lattice point in region X. According to similar considerations as above, the 
part of the contribution from the three-particle process in Figure 2.2(/t) which has support 
in region Y can be mapped so that it contributes together with the part of the contribution 
from the three-particle process in Figure 2.2(g) which has support in region X at each lattice 
point in region X. 
Continuing according to similar considerations we obtain expressions for both four- and 
three-particle processes which have support in all the regions (other than region X too) in the 
first quadrant and which represent contributions from all the quadrants shown in Figures D.1 
and D.2. For each lattice point (K, P) in Figure '1.10 we let p0 = P and p0 = -Pin the 
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computer program in order to add contributions from positive and negative po, respectively, 
at each lattice point. 
A second technique which reduces the duration of integration on the computer is as 
follows: In practice we found that, by only ta.king into account lattice points which lie on 
certain strips in the first quadrant shown in Figure 4.10, the same result could be obtained 
as that obtained when all the lattice points in Figure 4.10 are taken into consideration. 
These strips, ea.ch of width 2r and centered on the lines in the first quadrant, a.re shown in 
Figure 4.11. This technique is implemented by using program statements which filter out 
points which do not lie on these strips. The durability of the fact that the same result could 
be obtained by only ta.king into account lattice points which lie on certain strips as that 
obtained when all the lattice points a.re ta.ken into consideration, was checked at some of the 
points in parameter space encountered as we moved through parameter space. Once the final 
results were obtained, the latter check was also performed on them. 
Next we discuss how a lattice can be constructed in such a way that the two nearest 
successive lattice points to any of the lines with non-zero slope in Figure 4.10 are always 
located an equal distance on both sides of the relevant line as referred to earlier in this 
section. 
We employ a. trick which guarantees the latter requirement even when the positions of the 
lines in Figure 4.10 shift as a result of the variations of qz and v when we consider different 
values of x at fixed Q2 • From Figure 4.10 it can be seen that such a lattice can be constructed 
by choosing v and qz to be integer multiples nv and nq,, respectively, of the same quantity 6. 
and 









respectively, where ni is an integer by means of which increment sizes can be varied indepen-
dently of the other numerical parameters and by choosing the leftmost point in the bottom 
row of the lattice so as to lie on the coordinate 
(K,P) = (2~' 2~). 
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The expression for the quantity Ll can be derived from the expressions in eq. ( 4.16) and 
Q2 = q; - v 2 and is as follows: 
Values for n11 , nqz, v, qz and Ll corresponding to each of the values of x for which data points 
are plotted in Figure 4.12 are given in Table 4.2. It is to be noted that for each set of fixed 
Table 4.2: Values of quantities involved in numerical calculations corresponding to each of a 
discrete set of x values at fixed Q2 = 4 Ge V2 • 
x nv nqz v(GeV) qz(GeV) Ll(GeV) 
0.02 5659 5660 106.38 106.40 0.019 
0.06 629 630 35.45 35.51 0.056 
0.10 226 227 21.24 21.33 0.094 
0.20 57 58 10.63 10.82 0.187 
0.25 73 75 8.49 8.72 0.116 
0.30 25 26 7.00 7.28 0.280 
0.41 14 15 . 5.20 5.57 0.371 
0.50 19 21 4.25 4.70 0.224 
0.60 27 31 3.55 4.07 0.131 
0.71 5 6 3.02 3.62 0.603 
0.80 4 5 2.67 3.33 0.667 
0.90 13 17 2.37 3.10 0.183 
1.00 43 59 2.13 2.92 0.050 
values for Q2 , n11 and nqz which determine unique values for D., v, qz and x, the parameter 
m which controls the density of lattice points can be freely varied. 
4.3.3 Results of the Total Calculation, i.e., Zeroth Order Plus 0( as) Con-
tributions and Conclusions 
In Section 4.2.2 it was mentioned that the zeroth order in as calculation is able to reproduce 
the data of Kwiecinski et al. on F2 versus x for values of x ~ 0.4 only. From Figure 4.12 it 
can be seen that, by including O(as) corrections, the reproduction of the data of Kwiecinski 
et al. could be extended to values of x smaller than 0.4. A reasonable fit could be obtained 
for values of x ~ 0.25. This is compatible with our estimate for the limited range of validity 
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of our theory (x 2: 0.21 as derived in Section 4.2.2) due to a finite-size effect arising from the 
finite volume of the nucleon. 
J:~r the fixed values of the quantities in Table 4.1 and the fixed expression for the chemical 
potential of the down quarks in terms of the chemical potential of the up quarks in eq. ( 4.13), 
a fit to the data·of K wiecinki et al. is possible for values of temperature and chemical potential 
in the immediate vicinity of T = 0.067 GeV and µup= 0.133 GeV only. 
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show how the results for F2 versus x from the cal~ulation including 
zeroth order plus 0( as) contributions vary as a function of temperature at fixed chemical 
potential and as a function of chemical potential at fixed temperature, respectively. 
From Figure 4.12 it can be seen that the 0( as) corrections to F2 is negative for large x. 
Such negative values could in principle arise from interference terms from three-particle pro-
cesses since, by neglecting the 0( a§) contributions to the amplitude squared corresponding 
to the O(ag) and O(as) Feynman diagrams for three-particle processes (see Figure 3.10, the 
positive definiteness of the amplitude squared is lost. 
Results of the calculation of the structure function R with zeroth order plus O(cts) expres-
sions for F2 and Fi, as they appear in the expression for R in eq. (2.14) appear in Figure 4.15. 
In the x 2: 0.25 region of interest the results typically lie a factor of 6 above the experimental 
data for R shown in Figure 4.2. The absence of data for x ~ 0.8 in Figure 4.15 is due to 
numerical instability encountered as F1 , appearing in a denominator in the expression for R 
in eq. (2.14), goes to zero at large x. A comparison of the plot for R in Figure 4.15 with the 
corresponding zeroth order in a 5 plot for R [labelled (b) in Figure 4.5) shows the large effect 
Feynman diagrams containing gluons have on results when 0( as) contributions are included. 
Even when taking into account the fact that all measurements of R suffer from large 
experimental errors due to the we~k dependence of the deep inelastic cross section for charged 
leptons on R [as discussed at eq. (2.11)), the factor of 6 misfit remains unacceptable. It 
indicates a shortcoming of the statistical model in its present form to reproduce the spin 
structure of the proton. 
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Figure 4.7: Lines in the J(,p0 plane along which the quantities defined at line (D.12) are 
equal to zero. It is to be noted that the presence of sign functions in the definitions of some 
of the quantities at line (D.12) causes those quantities to be zero only a.long segments of lines 
and not along entire li11es. 
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Figure 4.8: The integration region for the numerical integration obtained after mapping the 
second, third a.nd fourth quadrants onto the first quadrant in Figures D.2 and D.1 
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Figure 4.9: The ma.pping of the integration region Y for gluon emission from an antiquark 
onto the integration region X for gluon emission from a quark 
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Figure 4.10: Lattice points at which the integrand is evaluated in the numerical integration. 
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Figure 4.11: Strips containing lattice points which determine the values of the integrals under 
consideration. By increasing the density of lattice points, more points can be made to fall on 
strips of a given width. 
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Figure 4.12: Plots of F2 versus x at Q2 = 4 GeV2 ; (a): according to the zeroth order in as 
expression given in eq. ( 4. 7) and ( b ): according to the zeroth order plus 0( as) expression 
given in eqs. ( 4.5) and ( 4.9) with as = 0.2. 
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Figure 4.13: Plots of F2 versus x at Q2 = 4 GeV2 as a function of temperature at fixed 
chemical potential according to the zeroth order plus 0( as) expression given in eqs. ( 4.5) 
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Figure 4.14: Plots of F2 versus x at Q2 = 4 GeV2 as a function of chemical potential at fixed 
temperature according to the zeroth order plus 0( as) expression given in eqs. ( 4.5) and ( 4.9) 
with as = 0.2. 
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Figure 4.15: Plot of R versus x at Q2 = 4 GeV2 with as = 0.2, T = 0.067 GeV, /Lup = 
0.133 GeV an<l //·down = /lup/2k 
Chapter 5 
Summary 
In this. work, we considered deep inelastic scattering of leptons off a proton in the statistical 
i 
model first proposed by Cleymans and Thews {71). The interior of the nucleon is viewed as 
a thermalized assembly of up and down quarks and gluons. This enables one to incorporate 
features which are absent in the parton model. They include the presence of identical quarks 
and gluons in initial and final states and of quantum statistical correlations which also have 
a role to play in the propagation of particles when considering Feynman diagrams containing 
internal lines in next-to-leading-order calculations. These features are incorporated through 
the use of Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein distributions for quarks and gluons, respectively. 
Stimulated emission factors for final-state gluons and Pauli-blocking factors for final-state 
quarks are incorporated. The propagation of particles through a many-body medium is 
taken into account by using thermal Feynman rules for propagators. and vertices. The sta-
tistical model could also be seen as an attempt to describe the interior of the nucleon at a 
more fundamental level than that attained through the use of arbitrary parton distributions 
containing many parameters in the parton model. 
We chose to fit to a plot of F2 versus x, where 
Q2 
x = 2Mv' 
•I 
': 
which is determined by parton distributions which reproduce a wide range of experimental 
data. Such parton distributions were published in 1990 by Kwiecinski et al. in ref. (77]. 
They decide on a param~trization of the parton distributions at Q5 =i -q2 = 4 GeV2 and 
evolve up in Q2 in order io test their parton distributions against experimental data. 
Our zeroth order in the strong coupling constant as calculation of the structure function 
F2 versus x at Q
2 = 4 GeV2 produced a good fit to the data of J. Kwiecinski et a.1. for 
159 
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x ~ 0.4. The values for temperature and chemical potential which give the best fit are 
T = 0.04 GeV and µup= 0.21 GeV (with µdown= µup/2~). Other combinations of values for 
T and µup do not produce an improved fit to the data of Kwiecinski et al. In consequence, 
we investigated to what extent 0( as) corrections are able to extend the reproduction of the 
data of Kwiecinski et al. to values of x smaller than 0.4. The corresponding zeroth order in 
as results for the structure function R are consistent with experimental data. 
The analytical calculations by Cleymans and Dadic [15] of the 0( as) corrections are 
discussed in this work. They took all processes contributing to order as exactly into account 
and were able to cancel all infrared, collinear and ultraviolet divergences in the framework 
provided by the real-time formalism of finite-temperature quantum field theory (reviewed in 
Chapter 1). 
Finite-temperature quantum field theory takes into account thermal effects in fields of 
physics ranging from solid state physics to particle physics in the early universe and in 
ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions. Physical processes no longer take place in the ordi-
nary vacuum, but in a heat bath. In the imaginary-time formulation of finite-temperature 
quantum field theory, direct calculation of static thermodynamic quantities, such as energy 
density, pressure, entropy and number densities, is possible, while the calculation of dynamic 
quantities, associated with time-dependent phenomena, is only indirectly possible through a 
process of analytic continuation to real time. An example of a time-dependent phenomenon 
which intrinsically involve real time is a scattering process in a heat bath. Propagators ex-
press the presence of a particle at one position and time in terms of its presence at another 
position and another time. Sirice these times assume values on the continuous real axis, we 
need, after a Fourier transformation to momentum space, Feynman diagrams with contin-
uous real energies on external lines. The imaginary-time Green functions ca.n be extended 
from the discrete imaginary energies to real continuous energies through a process of analytic 
continuation. But, for n-point functions with n > 2 or for graphs beyond the one-loop level, 
the analytic continuation becomes impracticable [12, p.329], [2, p.144]. In recent years, a. 
real-time formulation has been developed, which makes direct calculation of time-dependent 
quantities possible. Additional advantages of the real-time formulation are also discussed in 
Section 1.4. 
Research projects which are the most closely related to ours, in that next-to-leading-order 
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contributions are considered in the framework provided by the real-time formalism of finite-
temperature quantum field theory too, have been reported on by groups working in Nice {17] 
and Annecy {20] in France and Bielefeld [14] in West Germany. The main difference between 
our project and the latter projects, besides being on different but related physical processes, 
is the kinematics involved. The fact that the Lorentz invariance property, which is used in 
the usual zero temperature calculations, is lost due to the preferred frame of reference defined 
by the heat bath, has the immediate consequence that the number of calculations required is 
increased dramatically. For this reason all the above-mentioned groups reduce the complexity 
of their calculations significantly by using special kinematics [e.g. in lepton pair production 
from a thermalized quark gluon plasma they would use a virtual photon with zero spatial 
momentum: q = (q0 , q = O)]. In our case we perform calculations for the case of general 
kinematics [i.e. q = (qo,qf. O)]. 
The inclusion of the 0( as) corrections in our numerical calculations allowed the extension 
of the reproduction of the data of Kwiecinski et al. to values of x smaller than 0.4. A fit could 
be obtained for values of x ~ 0.25. This is compatible with our estimate for the limited range 
of validity of our theory ( x ~ 0.21) due to a finite-size effect arising from the finite volume 
of the nucleon. The latter fit is possible for values of temperature and chemical potential in 
the immediate vicinity of T = 0.067 GeV and µup = 0.133 GeV only (with µdown = /J,up/2! 
and as = 0.2). 
The latter values of parameters, however, give rise to a large misfit of the structure 
function R = aL/aT to the experimental data of L.W. Whitlow [.78]. Even when taking into 
account the fact that all measurements of R suffer from large experimental errors due to the 
weak dependence of the deep inelastic cross section for charged leptons on R, the size of the 
misfit remains unacceptable. It indicates a shortcoming of the statistical model in its present 
form to reproduce the spin structure of the proton. 
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Appendix.A 
Kinematics for Gluon Emission 
from a Quark 
In this appendix we introduce kinematical quantities for the specific process of gluon emission 
from a quark. In Section D.2 some of these quantities are written in a generalized form in 
order to be in accordance with our convention for treating the general four-particle process. 
According to the momentum assignments in Figure 3.2. one has 
1*(q) + q(k) -t q(k') + g(p). 
In this work we have 
q
2 < 0, k2 = k'2 = 0 and p2 = m2 . (A.1) 
The latter two relations regularize both infrared and collinear singularities. In the rest frame 
of the heat bath we choose the z axis to be along the direction of the virtual photon: 
q = (v,0,0,qz) 
and 
q2 = -Q2 = v2 _ q; < 0 







where, due to the assumption of masslessness for the quarks, 
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The conservation laws are 
and 
The invariant variables are 
v + ko = k~ +Po 
s = (k + q) 2 = (k' + p)2 
t = (k' - q)2 = (k - p)2• 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
Inequalities can be derived in the center-of-mass frame which show that s and t are always 
not equal to zero for m 2 > 0 (However, it has to be taken into account that, for some of the 
other four-particle processes, s and t can become equal to zero as shown in Section D.2): 
s = (k' + p)2 c;gi. 2k~(Po +I.Pl)+ m 2 > 0, 
trivially. The proof that t < 0 is somewhat longer: 
and 
but 
c.m. S + q2 
qo = 2.fi 
s = (k' + p)2 c;gi. (k~ + Po)2 
From the latter equation and eq. (A.7) we can write 
C;!!l· 2k1 ( + k1 ) + 2 s - oPo o m · 
The latter equation and eq. (A.8) lead to 
2 
kl C;P· 8 - m 
0 - 2./S . 
Now 






2 k' ( I ;;1) c.m. 2 S - m 
tmax = q - 2 o qo - q I = q - y's ( 
q2) m2q2 · . 
- =--<0 y's s 
from which the strict inequality, t < O, follows. 
The cosines of the angles of the quark directions relative to that of the virtual photon as 
shown in Figure 3.3 are 
. k.ij (} 
z = -- =cos 
koqz 
k' -
z' = __:!!._ = cos O' 
k~qz 
For the purpose of angular integration, the invariants s and t in terms of these angles are 
s -2koqz(z - d) (A.9) 
t = 2k~qz( z' - l) (A.10) 
where 
d = 
q2 + 2kov 
(A.11) 
2koqz 
-q2 + 2k~v 
(A.12) -
2k~qz 
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Appendix.B 
More Details on the Integration 
over Polar Angles for Gluon 
Emission from a Quark 
In Subsections (a),(b),(c),(d) and (e) of this appendix we prove eqs. (3.69), (3.81), (3.83), 
(3.85) and (3.91) , respectively. In Subsection (f) we prove the relations in (3.105), (3.106), 
(3.114), (3.116) and (3.117). In Subsection (g) we prove all the relations in (3.118). 
(a) Eq. (3.69) is derived from eq. (3.67) as follows: 
Ao = lb dz' --;:;:.=====;::::1::;::;:::==;==. 
a J(z' - cosO+)(cosO_ - z') 
but 
( 
I ll )( 0 ') [ I cos O+ +cos (J_] 2 (cos O+ - cos (J_ )2 
z - cos u + cos - - z = - z - 2 + 4 '. (B.1) 
Let 
x z' -
cos O+ + cos O_ = z' - cos p cos {3 (B.2) = 2 
X1 = a - cos p cos {3 ; x2 = b- cospcos{J (B.3) 
c 
cos O+ - cos O_ = sinpsin,6. (B.4) = 2 
Then 
Ao 1.x2 dx (B.5) = 
.i1 Jc2 - x2 
1.x2/c dy = xi/c Jf=Y2 
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where y = x/c so that 
· I z 1=b 
x2 /c . [z - cos p COS (3] I Ao= arcsin YI / = arcsm . . f.l Xl c Sill p Sill tJ z'=a 
which is the result given in eq. (3.69). 
(b) Eq. (3.81) is derived from eq. (3.77) as follows: Let 
in eq. (3. 77). Then 
1 
x = -,-l z -
1 J(b-l)-1 -x-2dx 
2k~qz (a-1)-1 x-1J-1(l + ~,cos(3,cosp) 
-1 (b-1)-1 dx 
2kQq, j•-1)-' xj-1(l + ~,cosfl,cosp) 
but, since we have from (3.80) that z' < l, we can deduce that 
x 
=> x 
The latter equation enables us to write 
1 (b-/)-1 -1 dx 2k~qz (a-/)-1 
1 
-,-l < 0 z -
-Vxi. 
(B.6} 
x [ Jx 2(1 - cos2 f3 - cos2 p - l2 + 21 cosf3 cosp) + 2x(cosf3cosp- l) - 1]-1 
1 (b-1)-1 
2k~QzV'"'f(l,cos(3,cosp) la-/)-1 dx 
[ 




x -x + - ------
'"'( ( l, cos f3' cos p) '"Y ( l, cos f3' cos p) 
(B.7) 
where the factor b(l, cos (3, cos p )]-112 has been moved to the left of the integral sign in 
the latter step. This factor is well defined since 
1(l,cos(3,cosp) > 0 (B.8) 
which follows from the fact that [see (3.78)] l > cos(p-(3) as may be seen from Figure 3.7 
if we were to redraw the graph as -1(1, cos(3,cos p) versus l instead of -1(z', cos (3,cos p) 
versus z'. 




G = 1(l,cosf3,cosp). 
1 r<b-l)-1 dx 
- · 2k0qzVG lca-l)-1 ./(-1) [x2 - 2x(cosf3cosp-1)/G+1/G] 
= 1 r2 dy 
2koqzVG lY1 J(-l)[y2 - Q] . 
y 
(cos /3 cos p - 1) 
x- G 
Q = (cosf3cosp- l) 2 - G 
a2 




rnQ = sin2 p sin2 /3 sin p sin /3 
v '-' G2 = + G (B.10) 
since G > 0 [see (B.8)] and sinpsin/3 2: 0 as may be seen from (3.71) and (3.72). Thus 
where 
and, since 
1 J,Y2 dy{ (-l)sin2 psin2 /3 [ y2G2 -lJ}-l 
2k0qzVG Y1 G2 sin2 p sin2 f3 
y2G2 }-1 
1 - -si-n 2.::..p_s-in_2_/3 
y' = yG/(sinpsin/3) 
G = 12 + cos2 p + cos2 /3 - 21 cos p cos /3 - 1 
-(1- cos2 /3)(1- cos2 p) + (1- cospcosf3)2 
= - sin2 /3 sin2 p + (l - cos p cos /3) 2, 
G { 1 cos /3 cos p - l } 




2 /3 sin2 p + (l - cos p cos (3) 2 + (l - cos p cos (3)( cosp cos /3 - sinpsin (3 -1) 
sin p sin /3( cos p cos /3 - sin p sin /3 - l) 
= 1 (B.13) 
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and, similarly, y~ = -1. Thus 
-1 fl dy' 
2k~qzVG -1 J1 _ y'2 
-71" 
2k~qz VI( l, COS {3 1 COS p) 
which is the result given in eq. (3.81). 
(c) Eq. (3.83) is derived from eq. (3.82) as follows: 
where 
dz'--;::====== l b z' a J-1(z',cos{3,cosp) 
1b d I 1 a z J-1(z', cos (3, cos p )° 
(B.14) 
The result for A1b is the same as that for Ao as may be seen from eqs. (3'.66) and (3.76): 
Aib=Ao=rr. 
The result for Aia is obtained by making use in line (B.15) of the same step that led 
from eq. (3.66) to eq. (3.67) and, in line (B.16), using eq. (B.1) and the same change 
of variables as used at eq. (B.2): 
dz'--;:========= 1b z' a J(z' - cos O+ )(cos(}_ - z') (B.15) 
1x
2 dx X + (cos O+ +cos(}_ )/2 
x1 Jc2 - x2 
(B.16) 
where xi, x2 and care given in (B.3) and (B.4). Eqs. (3.68), (B.5) and (3.76) enable 
us to write 
cos O+ + cos(}_ 1x2 d 1 f3 
2 
x J = 71" cos p cos . 
x1 c2 - x 2 
Furthermore, 
·dx = 0 1x2 x x1 vc2 - x 2 
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since x1 = - sin p sin /3, X2 = sin p sin /3 and the integrand is an ·odd function of x .. Thus, 
Aia 7r cos p cos /3 L .. 
2kbqz(Aia - lA1b) 
= 2kbqz 7r( COS p COS /3 - l) 
which is the result given in eq. (3.83). 
( d) In the following, we sketch the proof of the identity in eq. (3.85). 
We first prove that all the z dependence can be shuffled into the arguments of the 
gamma function: 
l«f + kl 21(z', cos /3, cos p) = k5'Y(z1, z, cos a) (B.17) 
where, at this intermediate step, it is to be noted that the left hand side of eq. (B.17) 
has a z1 where that of eq. (3.85) has an l and where cos a is given in eqs. (B.19) and 
(B.20). From eq. (3.42) there follows that 
(B.18) 
By following steps similar to those surrounding eq. (3.40) we have, in the reference 
frame shown in Figure 3.4, 
k' kb( sin 81, 0, cos 81) 
k ko( sin (J cos</>-, sin (J sin</>-, cos 0) 
=?- cosa 
=} cos</>-
k.k' . (JI • (J ,./.. (J (JI _ kokb = sm sm cos 'f' - +cos cos 
cos a - cos (J cos 81 
sin 01 sin (J 
1 - cos2 </>-
-1( cos (J, cos 81, cos a) 
sin 2 (J sin 2 81 
(B.19) 
where the latter step is the same as the one leading to eq. (3.42). The right hand side 
of eq. (B.18) becomes 
But, as may be seen from Figure 3.4, 
sin2 ,B _ lkl2 
sin2 (J - l«f + f12 .( 
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so that we obtain (lkl = ko): 
and, thereby, eq. (B.17) is proven. 
From eq. (B.19) and 
IP1 2 l<f + f - k'1 2 = q; + k5 + k~ 2 + 2<f.k ~ 2<f;k' - 2f.f' 
q; + k6 + k~ 2 + 2qzkoz - 2qzk~z1 - 2kok~ cos a 
there follows that 
k2 k' 2 2 I ;;12 _ 0 + 0 + qz - Pi + qz _ / qz 
COS Q - k k I z k' z k • 
2 0 0 0 0 
By substituting z' by l in eq. (B.17) we obtain 
-2 2 
l<f +kl 1(l,cosf3,cosp) = k07(l,z,cosa1). 
where cos a1 is obtained by replacing z' by l in eq. (B.20): 
_ k5 + k~ 2 + q; - IP1 2 + qz _ l qz 




The identity in eq. (3.85) can now be proven by algebraic manipulations which involve 
replacing, in the right hand side of eq. (B.21), l by its expression given in eq. (A.12), 
cos a1 by its expression given in eq. (B.22) and subsequently substituting l and I.PF 
appearing in cos a1 by the expression in eq. (A.12) and lfi1 2 = P5 - m2 = (v + ko -
kh) 2 - m2 , respectively. 







E = lzM dz 
zm (z-d)J1(z,H,J) 
-dr' 
dz= - 2-r' 
1-r'(zM) -dr' ' { 1 2d d2 H2 J2 2H J 2dHJ 1}-! --T - + - + + + - -- - --r'(zm) r 12 r'2 T 1 T 1 
1
-r'(zM) 1 
· dr' [1 + 2dr' + (d2 + H 2 + J 2)r'2 - 2H Jr' - 2dH Jr'2 - r'2)- 2 
-r'(zm) 
where, in the latter step, we made use of the fact that 
:. ~-ff, 
since we have from eqs. (A.7) and (A.9) that 
1 










1(d,H, J) + 2r'(d _;_HJ)+ 1] 2 
r'(zm) . 
l
r'(zM) '( {[ / HJ-d ]
2 
(d-HJ)2 1 })-! 
dr 1(d,H,J) r- ( -[ 12 + ( ) r 1(zm) / d, H, J) 'Y( d, H, J) / d, H, J 
= lr(zM) dr {c (r2 - (d - n_;)2 - C) }-! 
r(zm) . . C 
where, in the latter step, c is the gamma function as defined in eq. (3.92) and we 
introduced the change of variables [see eq. (3.90)]: 
I HJ-d 1 HJ-d 
r=r - =--- . c z.,.... d c 
But 
n2 J2 _ n2 _ j2 + 1 -6. 
c2 = 4c2 . ' 
with 6. defined in eq. (3.93) so that 
l
r(zM) [- ( 6. )]-t E = dr c r 2 + - . 
4-2 r(zm) C 
Thereby the derivation of eq. (3.91) from eq. (3.89) is completed. 
(f) In this subsection we prove the relations in (3.105), (3.106) and (3.114)- (3.117). 
We start by proving eq. (3.115). From the last paragraph before Section 3.4.4 we have 
ZM = zu in regions A, B, C, and D and from eqs. (3.90), (3.49) and (A.11) we have 
that 
r(zu) 1 HJ-d 
zu - d c 
HJ-d 
(B.23) 
(kb + V P5 - m 2) 2 - k5 - q; - q2 - 2kov .c 
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But 
( k~ + }P5 - m2) 
2 
- k6 - q; - q2 - 2kov 
= (k~ + PoJl - ;;)' -(ko + v)2 
= [k~ +Po (1- ;;) r -(k~ + PoJ' + O(m4 ) ·,·1 
= -m2kb +Po+ O(m4) 
Po 
(B.24) 
where the penultimate step was obtained by means of a Taylor expansion in the limit 
m __.. 0 and ko + v = kb +po. 
We also obtain by making use of, amongst others, eq. (3.98), 
c = d2 + H2 + J2 - 1 - 2dH J 
(q2) 2 + 4k0 vq2 + 4k6v2 ni2 
= 4k5q; + 1 + 2ko(kb - v) 
m4 q2(2kb - V - qz)(2kb - V + qz) 
+ 4k5(kb - v)2 + 4q;(kb - v)2 
_q' ~.::·" (1+ 2ko(~
2
- v)) cq.(:: _ v) + ;,) 
- fc(m2) 
= fc:(O) + 0( m2) 
where 
fc(O) 
Substitution of kb by kb = v + ko - po in the numerators of the latter expression leads 
to 
=> - ( -q2po ) 2 2 c = 2qzko(kb - v) + O(m ). (B.25) 
Thereby eq. (3.115) is proven. 
Next we prove eq._ (3.114). We have that 
HJ-d 1+ +- - . 0 
( 
m2 ) ( q2 v ) q2 + 2k v 
2ko(kb - v) 2qz(kb - v) qz 2koqz_ 
2 
poq ,,,,( 2) 
2k (k' ) + v m . oqz 0 - v 
From eqs. (B.23)-(B.26) it follows that 
( 
-2koqzpo 0 r zu) = 2(k' ) +O(m ). m o+Po 
From eqs. (3.95), (3.96) and (3.98) it follows that 






(2kb - v - qz)(2kb - v + qz) 
- 2ko(kb - v) + 2ko(kb - v) 4qHkb - v) 2 
= _ m 2q2(2kb - V - qz)(2kb - V + qz) ,.,,( 4) 
k (k' )3 2 + v m . 0 O - V qz 







1 -2koqzpo I 
2qzko(kb -· v) m2(kb +Po) 
2 2( , )( , ) -1/2 
X _ m q 2k0 - v - qz 2k0 - v + qz CJ( _1) 






In order to simplify the latter expression further we bear in mind, in the follo:wing 
derivations, that 
(2k' _ _ ) { > 0 in regions A,B 0 v qz < 0 in regions C,D 
2kb - v + qz > 0 in regions A,B,C,D (since qz > v) 
(kb_ v) { > 0 in regions A,B and in regions C,D if kb> v 
< 0 in regions C,D if kb < v 
kb+ Po= ko + v 
ko, v, kb, po, qz and m are each ;::: 0 for the process under consideration. 
Thus, in regions A,B,C,D, we have 
2cjr(zu)I 
#I 
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Thereby eq. (3.114) is proven. 
Next we prove eq. (3.116). From the last paragraph before Section 3.4.4 we have 
Zm = ZL in regions A,D. Following steps similar to those followed in order to obtain 
eqs. (B.23) and (B.24), we obtain 
and 
HJ-d 




- 2kbPo + 2kb?!!_ + P6- k~2 - 2kbPo - P6 + O(m4 ) 
Po 
= -4kbpo + O(m2). 
From eqs. (B.30), (B.31), (B.25) and (B.26) it follows that 
r(zL) = 2koqz _ PoQ
2 
(2qzko(kb - v)) 2 + O( 2) 
-4kbpo 2koqz(kb - v) -q2p0 m 
= koqzq
2 + 4k~qzko(kb - v) + V(m2 ). 
-2k0 poq
2 







2 + 4kb(kb - v) = (2kb - V + qz)(2kb - V - qz) 
Thereby ~q. (3.116) is proven. 
Next we prove eq. (3.117). From the last paragraph before Section 3.4.4 we have 






The substitution of Po by Po = v + k0 - kb in one of the latter factors and the use of 




po - (kh-v)(-2koqz - q2 - 2kov)I 
( -2koqz - q2 - 2kov )q2 
= I q2ko - (kb - v)ko(-2qz - 2v) I (B.34) 
( -2koqz - q2 - 2kov )q2 
= ko(qz + v) l(v-'; qz) + 2(kb - v)I (B.35) 
(qz + v) (-2ko - v + qz)q2 
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and, since k0 2:: ( qz - v )/2 as may be seen from Figure 3.6, we have that 2ko - qz + v 2:: 0 
sq that we can write 
2cir(-l)I 
vfLST 
O( o) + Po 
m m(2ko-qz+v) 
1/2 
(q2 ) 4 k5(2kb - v - qz)2 ko(kb - v)3 
X k5(kb - v)4 (q2) 2 (-q2)(2kb - v - qz)(2kb - V + qz) 
2 ( I ) 1/2 Po -q ko 2k0 - v - qz O( o) 
m(2ko - qz + v) (kb - v)(2kb - v + qz) + m 
Po ( -·q
2
kol2kb - v - qzl ) 
112 
O( o) 
m(2ko - qz + v) lkb - vj(2kb + qz - v) + m · 
Thereby eq. (3:117) is proven. 
Next we prove the relations in (3.105) and (3.106). 
From eq. (B.27) we immediately see that r(zu) < 0 and since ZM = zu in regions 
A,B,C,D we have proven that r(zM) < 0 in regions A,B,C,D. 
To prove that r( zm) > 0 in regions A,B and r( zm) < 0 in regions C,D we must bear in 
mind that Zm = ZL in regions A,D and that Zm = -1 in regions B,C. Thus we have to 
prove that 
r(zL) { >0 in region A <0 in region D (B.36) 
r(-1) { >0 in region B <0 in region C. (B.37) 
According to eq. (B.32) we have in regions A,D: 
( ) 
_ koqz[q2 + 4kb(kb - v)] O( 2). 




k' 2 > 0 in regions A,B,C,D - oPoq 
(B.39) 
and 
q2 + 4k~(k~ - v) = 4 (k~2 - kbv + ~
2
) 
where the roots of the equation, kb 2 - kbv + ( q2 / 4) = 0, are k(/ = ( v ± qz) /2. Thus 
q2 + 4kb( kb _ v) { > 0 if kb 2:: 
11+.p which is the case for region A 
< 0 if 11-:p :::=; kb :::=; 11+.p which is the case for region D 
(B.40) 
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and the relations in (B.36) may be seen to follow from the relations in (B.38), (B.39) 
and (B.40). 
Next we prove the relations in (B.37). According to eqs. (B.33) and (B.35) we.have in 
region~ B,C: 
ko 2k~ - V - qz 2 
r(-1) = 2koqz- ( 2)(2k ) + O(m ) Po -q o + v - qz (B.41) 
But, as was motivated just after eq. (B.35), 2k0 + v - qz ~ 0 and therefore 
ko 1 
2koqz- 2 ( > 0. Po (-q ) 2ko + v - qz) (B.42) 
But 
2k' _ v _ { > 0 in region B (B.43) 0 qz · < 0 in region C. 
Thus the relations in (B.37) may be seen to follow from the relations in (B.41), (B.42) 
and (B.43). 
Thereby the proof of the relations in (3.105) and (3.106) is completed. 
(g) The relations in (3.118) are derived from eqs. (3.112)- (3.117) as follows: 
From eq. (3.115) we obtain for the common factor in eqs. (3.112) and (3.113): 
-11' _ -11' 2qzkolk~ - vi 11' 
2koq;lk~ - vlv-rc - 2koq;lk~ - vi ( ~q2)po - qzpoq2 • (B.44) 
In regions A and B we have, according to the relations in (3.112) and (3.105): 
arcsinh ( ~r(zm)) - arcsinh ( ~r\zM)) 
= arcsinh ( ~lr(zm)I)- arcsinh (- ~lr(ZM)I) 
= arcsinh ( ~lr(z..)1) + arcsinh ( ~lr(ZM)I). (B.45) 
Now 
ex sinhx + coshx = sinhx + J1 + sinh2 x 
=> x = ln (sinhx + J1 + sinh2 x) 
and by letting x =arcsinhy in the latter equation, we obtain a useful identity: 
arcsinhy = ln ( y + ~) . (B.46) 
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This enables us to write the expression in eq. (B.45) in the form: 
arcsinh ( ~lr(z..)1) + arcsinh (-if ir(zM)i) 
= ln { ( ~lr(z..)I + I+ (-if ir(z..)1) 2 
x ( ~ir(ZM)i + I+ ( ~ir(zM)i) 
2 
} •• (B.47) 
• 
From this point onwards we distinguish betweem the cases of region A and region B. 
For region A the derivation proceeds as follows: By bearing in mind that the expres-
sions in eqs. (3.114) and (3.116) are proportional to m-3 and m-1 , respectively, the 
expression in eq. (B.47) becomes 
arcsinh ( ~lr(zm)I) + arcsinh ( ~lr(zM)i) 
( r r ) = ln 2 ~IT(zm)l2~IT(zM)I 
= l (__!!!}__ -q2(2kb + qz - v)lqz + V - 2kbl 
n 2mkb kolkb - vi 
(-2)q2p5 -q2 ) 
X (ko + v)m3 ko(2kb + qz - v)lkb - vllqz + v - 2kbl 
= ( P6(q2)2 ) 
ln m4kokb(ko + v)lkb - vi · (B.48) 
Thus the result for region A in eq. (3.118) follows from eqs. (3.112), (B.44), (B.45) and_ 
(B.48). 
For region B we obtain, from eq. (B.47) and by bearing in mind that the expressions 
in eqs. (3.114) and (3.117) are proportional to m-3 and m-1 , respecti:vely: 
arcsinh ( ~lr(zm)I) + arcsinh ( ~lr(ZM)i) 
= ln (2 ~IT(zm)l2 ~IT(zM)I) 
~------
= 1 ( 2po -q
2kol2kb - qz - vi 
n m(2ko - qz + v) lkb - vl(2kb + qz - v) 
x (-2)q2p5 
(ko + v)m3 ko(2kb + qz - v)l~bq~ vllqz + V - 2kbl) 
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(B.4~) 
Thus the result for region Bin eq. (3.118) follows from eqs. (3.112), (B.44), (B.45) and 
(B.49). 
To prove the results for regions C and D in eq. (3.118) we have to, according to eqs. 
(3.112) and (3.113), contend with expressions in terms of arcsinh or arccosh according 
to whether kh < v or kh > v, respectively. 
For kh < v in regions C and D we have, according to the relations in (3.112) and (3.106): 
arcsinh ( ~ T( Zm)) - arcsinh ( ~ T( ZM)) 
~ arcsinh (- ~IT(zm)I)- arcsinh (- ~IT(zM)I) 
= -arcsinh ( ~IT(z,.)1) + arcsinh ( ~IT(zM)I). 
The latter expression becomes, by means of the identity in eq~ (B.46), 
-arcsinh ( ~IT(Zm)I) + arcsinh ( -di~t(ZM)I) 
{ ( 
· ( 2c ) 2 -l 
In · ~lr(zm)I + 1 + ~lr(zm)I 
( 
r 
X kilr(zM)I + 
(B.50) 
(B.51) 
Fr()m this point onwards we distinguish between the cases of region C and region D. 
For region C the derivation proceeds as follows: By bearing in mind that the expres-
sions in eqs. (3.114) and (3.117) are proportional to m-3 and m-1 , respectively, the 
expression in eq. (B.51) becomes 
-arcsinh ( ~IT(zm)I) + arcsinh ( ~IT(ZM)I) 
In { ( 2 ~IT(zm)l)-I ( 2 ~IT(zM)I) J. 
ln (2m(2ko - qz + v) 
· Po 
lkh - vj(2kh + qz - v) 
-q2kol2kh - qz - vj 
,j 
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(B.52). 
Thus the result for region C in eq. {3.118) follows, for the case of k~ < v under 
consideration, from eqs. {3.112), (B.44), (B.50) and (B.52). 
For region D we obtain, from eq. (B.51) and by bearing in mind that the expressions 
in eqs. (3.114) and (3.116) are proportional to m-3 and m-1 , respectively: 
(B.53) 
Thus the result for region D in eq. {3.118) follows, for the case of k~ < v under 
consideration, from eqs. (3.112), (B.44), (B.50) and (B.53). 
For k~ > v in regions C and D we liave, according to the relations in (3.113), (3.94) 
and (3.106): 
Now 
-arccosh ( Jikr(zm)) + arccosh ( Jikr(zM)) 
= -arccosh (- Jiklr(zm)I) + arccosh (- Jiklr(ZM)I) 
= -arccosh ( Jiklr(zm)I) + arccosh ( Jiklr(zM)I); 
ex = sinh x + cash x = cash x + J cash 2 x - 1 
=> · x = ln (cash x + J cash 2 x - 1) 
(B.54) 
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and by letting x =arccoshy in the latter equation, we obtain another useful identity: 
- . 
arccoshy = In ( y + Fi) . 
This enables us to write the expression in eq. (B.54) in tP,e form: 
-arccosh ( Jiklr(z,,,)1) + arccosh ( ~lr(ZM)I) 
In { ( Jiklr(z,,,)I + \ ( ~lr(z,,,)1) 2 -.I -I 
X ( Jiklr(zM)I + \ ( Jiklr(zM)I) 
2 
-1, } , 
(B.55) 
(B.56) 
From this point onwards we distinguish betweem the cases of region C and region D. 
For region C the derivation proceeds as follows: By bearing in mind that the expres-
sions in eqs. (3.114) and (3.117) are proportional to m-3 and m-1 , respectively, the 
expression in eq. (B.56) becomes 
-arcsinh ( Jiklr(zm)I) + arcsinh ( Jiklr(ZM)I) 
= In { ( 2Jiklr(zm)l)-I ( 2~lr(ZM)1)} 
= In (2m(2ko - qz + v) lkb - vj(2kb + qz - v) 
Po -q2kol2kh - qz - vi 
( -2)q2pg -q2 ' ) 
X (ko + v)m3 ko(2kh + qz - v)lkh - vjlqz.+ V - 2khl 
I ( -p6q2(2ko - qz + v) ) 
= n m2ko(ko + v)(-2kh + qz + v) · (B.57) 
Thus the result for region C in eq. - (3.118) follows, for the case of kb > v under 
consideration, from eqs. (3.113), (B.44), (B.54) and (B.57) and is exactly the same 
result as was obtained for region C in the case when kb < v. 
For region D we obtain, from eq. (B.56) and by bearing in mind that the expressions 
in eqs. (3.114) and (3.116) are proportional to m-3 and m-1 , respectively: 
-arccosh ( Jiklr(zm)I) + arccosh ( Jiklr(ZM)I) 
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(B.58) 
Thus the result for region D in eq. (3.118) follows, for the case of kb > v under 
consideration, from eqs. (3.113), (B.44), (B.54) and (B.58) and is exactly the same 
result as was obtained for region Din the case when kb < v. 
Thereby the proof of all the relations in (3.118) is completed. 
Appendix C 
More Details on the Angular 
Integrations for the Bosonic Part 
of the Vertex Correction t.o a 
Quark 
In Subsection (a) of this appendix we prove eq. (3.176). In Subsections (b) and (c) we 
present, for the cases of the Po > 0 and p0 < 0 parts of the f~ dp0 integration in eq. (3.139), 
respectively, the Taylor expansions of certain quantities which are required to write results 
in their regularized forms. The results of Subsections (b) and ( c) are used in Subsection ( d) 
to prove that all the expressions in eqs. (3.205) and (3.206) lead, in the m2 -t 0 limit, to the 
. ' 
same single regularized expression given in eq. (3.207). 
(a) Eq. (3.176) is derived from eqs. (3.174) and (3.175) as follows: Follow the same steps as 
those leading from eq. (B.7) to eq. (B.11) but keep in mind the following: 
(i) The correspondences l -t va, cos f3 -t z and cos p -t cos as must be identified. 
. I; 
(ii) There is an overall factor of -1 in the argument of each of the two square roots 
1' 
in eq. (B. 7) relative to that of each of eqs. (3.174) and (3.175). 
(iii) One of the two integration limits is not the same when we compare the integration 
in eq. (B.7) with the integration in each of eqs. (3.174) and (3.175). 
The result we obtain from eq. (B.11) by keeping in mind the above three points is 
(C.1) 
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h - - lim 1· · ly~ dy' (C.2) 
€-+O+ 2kcilPIJ-7(_z,vs,cosas) y~ VY'2 -1 
where 
y' = [x _ (z.cosas - vs)] [-7(z,v9,cosas)], 
7(z, vs, cos as) ../l=Z2 sin as 
(C.3) 
It is to be noted that the latter change of variable has an overall factor of ( -1) relative 
' i• 
·to that in eq. (B.12) since in the present case of J1 and J2 we have [co-~pare with eq. 
(B.10)] 
../Q = 
(1 - z2) sin2 as 
a2 
../l=Z2 sin as 
G 
where the latter minus sign appears due to the fact that now G = 7(z, vs, cos as) < 0 
as may be seen from line (3.173). 
The integration limits, x = (a-v8 )-1 in eq. (3.174) and x = (b-vs)-1 in eq. (3.175), 
become, under the change of variable in eq. (C.3), y~ = -1 and y~ = 1, respectively 
! ' 
[see eq. (B.13)]. For ~ and y~ we have: 
y; [-~ _ (zcosas - vs)] [-7(z,vs,cosas)] 
E. 7(z,v9,cosas) v'l-z2 sinas 
-7(z,v9,cosas)·(-!) + (zcosas - vs) 
../l=Z2 sin as E v'l - z2 sin as (C.4) 
, = -7(z,vs,cosas).(!) (zcosas - vs). 
Y2 ../l=Z2 sin a 8 E + ../l=Z2 sin as 
(C.5) 
The inequality in line (3.173) leads to <.: 
" 
z cos as - Jl=-.;2 sin as < vs < z cos as + Jl=-.;2 sin as 
_ 1 < vs - z cos as < 1 
../l=Z2 sin as 
so that the second term in each of eqs. (C.4) and. (C.5) is finite even when z--+ 1. The 
inequality in line (3.173) also ensures that' 
so that, with the definition 
-7(z, vs, cos as) ---'---------'- > 0 
../l=Z2 sin as 
1 _ -7(z,vs,cosas) 1 




lim y~ lim (-!) 
f-+O+ f 1 -.o+ fl 
lim y~ = lim (!) . 
f-+O+ f 1 -+O+ €1 • 
In order to ensure that the argument of arccosh in the final results will be positive, we 
introduce a further transformation, y" = -y', in Ji but not in J 2 and obtain 
1 ll/f' dy" lim I (-1) 
f'-.o+ 2k0 lfi1J-1(z,va,cosaa) 1 VY"2 -1 
lim 
1 
(-arccosh ]:_ + arccosh 1) 
f'-+o+ 2kblP1J-1(z,va,cosaa) f.1 
1 ll dy' - lim 
f'-.o+ 2kblP1J-1(z,va,cosaa) 1/f' VY'2 -1 
lim 
1 
(-arccosh 1 + arccosh !) 
f'-+O+ 2kbl.P1 J-1(z, va, cos as) f.1 
which, due to arccosh 1 = O, are the results given in eq. (3.176). 
(b) In this subsection we present, for the case of the po > 0 part of the J~00 dpo integration 
in eq. (3.139), the Taylor expansions of certain quantities which are used in Subsection 
( d) of this appendix to write results in their regularized forms. 
From eqs. (3.162), (3.163) and (3.152) there follows that 
'l 
c v~ + u~ + cos2 as - 2uava cos as - 1 
(ua - cosaa)2 + O(m2) 
= (q2)2 + O(m2) 
4k5kb2 
> 0 in cases (i), (iii) and (iv). 
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The factor q2/(k0k~) + 4 in the latter expression is positive as may be seen by making 
use of k~ = .k0 + v and determining the roots, kt, of the equation k6 + kov + q2 / 4 = 0: 





qz + V ---
2 
for k > 9z - V 0 - 2 (C.9) 
where the inequality, ko ~ (qz - v)/2, holds for all the cases under consideration (see 
Figure 3.11). Thus we may conclude from eq. (C.8) that 
6.{ > 0 
<0 
in cases (i) and (iii) at line (3.164) 
in case (iv). 
From eqs. (3.183) and (C.6) there follows that 
2( us - vs cos as) ---+ ' 
-1- us 2-y(vs,us,cosas) 
r(-1) = 1 
1 1 - cosas + O(m2 ) = + ____ ::___.:.___~-
-1 - 1 + O(m2 ) [(q2)2/(4k5kb2)] + O(m2 ) 
= _! _ 2kok~ + O(m2) 
2 q2 




where the latter inequality follows from (C.9). Since ko ~ (qz - v)/2 holds for all the 
cases under consideration (see Figure 3.11) we may conclude that 
r(-1) ~ 0 in cases (i), (iii) and (iv) at line (3.164). (C.13) 
From eqs. (3.183), (C.6), (3.152) and (3.163) there follows that 
1 UB - VB COS as --+------
1 - us -y( vs, us, cos as) 
r(l) = 
= kop6 2kokb /rt( 2) ----"'-- - -- + v m 
m2(ko - Po) q2 · 
(C.14) 
In the limit m2 -t 0 the first term in eq. (C.14) determines the sign of r(l). Therefore 
· r(l) { < O 
>0 
in case (i) at line (3.164) 
in cases (iii) and (iv). 
(C.15) 
Similarly we can prove eqs. (3.187) and (3.188): 
and 
1. ( ) li"m 1 + UB - VB COS O'.B Ill TUB - € = 
{-+O+ {-,+o+ UB - € - UB !'(VB, UB, cos aB)' 
1.' [ 1 2kokb /ri( 2)]· = Im -----+v m 
!-+O+ € q2 , . 




1. [ 1 2kokb /ri( 2)] 1m ----+vm 




From eq. (3.169) and the fact that A± are the roots of the equation, 
1(vB,UB,COSaB) = o, 
there follows that 
1 UB - VB COSO'.B ---+------
A± - UB /(VB, UB,COS O'.B) 
1 UB - VB COSO'.B ---+-------
A± - uB (uB - A+)(uB - A_) 
-( UB· - A:i:) + UB - VB cos O'.B 
(uB - A+)(uB - A_) 
-:r-J1 - v~ sin aB 




By making use of eqs. (3.162), (3.152) and (C.6) we can write the latter expression in 
the form 
Po - kb . / 2 4k5kb 
2 
( 2) 
-:r- k' 2 m v 1 - cos aB ( 2 ) 2 + 0 m oPo q 
= Po - kb H 4kokb + q2 4k5kb 2 O( 2) 
-:r- kbP6 my k;Jh 4kokb ( q2 ) 2 + m 
(Po - kb)(4kokb + q2 )4k5kb /ri( 2 ) 
-:r- 2( 2)3 m + v m . Po -q 
(C.18) 
where the argument of the square root is positive since we consider r(A±) only in the 
caseof(iv)atline(3.164)forwhichpo > kbandsince(4kokb+q2) ~ Oforko ~ (qz-v)/2. 
Therefore, in the limit m 2 --+ 0, we have 
r(A+) < 0 in case (iv) 
r(A-) > 0 in case (iv). 
(C.19) 
(C.20) 
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( c) In this subsection we present, for the case of the Po < 0 part of the J~00 dpo integration 
ii:t eq. (3.139), the Taylor expansions of certain quantities which are used in Subsection 
( d) of this appendix to write results in their regularized forms. 
From eqs. (3.199), (3.200) and (3.152) there follows that 
c = 2 2 2 2 1 v8 + u8 +cos as - uavs cos as -
= (us+ cosas)2 + O(m2) 
(q2)2 + O(m2) (C.21) 
4k2k' 2 0 0 
> 0 for Po< 0. (C.22) 
From eqs. (3.199) and (3.152) there follows that 
6. 4sin2 as(v~ -1) 
= -q2(k'o - Po) (_i_, + 4) m2 + O(m4). 
kok'o 2p5 kok0 · 
(C.23) 
By following steps similar to those leading from eq. (C.8) to (C.10), we can prove from 
the expression in eq. (C.23) that 
for Po< 0. 





-1 us - vs cos as ---+ --'----'----=-
-1 - us c 
1 ---------+ O(m0 ) 
-1+1 + m2(ko - Po)/(2kop5) 
2koP6 + O( mo) 
m2(ko - Po) 
1 us - vs cos as T( 1) = + __ :____.::.. 
1- us c 
= ~ -1 + q2 /(2kok'o) + 1 O(m2) 
2 + (q2)2/(4k6k'o2) + 
= q
2 + 4k0 k'o O( 2 ) 




( d) In this subsection we prove that all the expressions in eqs. (3.205) and (3.206) lead, 
in the m2 -+ 0 limit, to the same single regularized expression given in eq. (3.207). 
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Wherever square roots appear in the following expressions their arguments are positive. . . 
This may be checked by referring to the way these expressions were derived in foregoing 
discussions. 
We start by simplifying the expression for the coefficient appearing in eqs. (3.144) and 
(3.145). By replacing IP1 2 by P5 and c by its expression for the m2 ~ 0 limit, given in 
eq. (C.6), we obtain 
11" 11" 
2kokblP1 2JC = P5( -q2 ). (C.27) 
The results for regions (i) and (iii) in eq. (3.205) can be wtitten as one expression 
! 
by taking into consideration the results in lines (C.7), (C.10), (C.15) and (C.27) and 
making use of the property, arcsinh(-x) = -arcsinh x: 
(C.28) 
The m2 ~ 0 limit of the latter expression is obtained as follows: From eqs. (C.6), 
(C.8), (C.11) and (C.14) there follows that 
2c 
-r(-1) VlS. . 
2c 
y0:r(l) 
1 Fq'I PoVq2 + 4kokb 
m 4ko/17o J kb - Po 
> 0 for regions (i) and (iii) 
1 ( -q2)Fg'I ( -po)3 
m




for region (i) 
for region (iii). 
(C.29) 
.(C.30) 
By. making use of the identity in eq. (B.46) and by noticing that the expressions in eqs. 
(C.29) and (C.30) are proportional to m-1 and m-3 , respecti~ely, we obtain for region 
(i): 
[ arcsinh ( ~ r( -1)) + arcsinh (I~ r(l )I)] 
[arcsinh (~r(-1)) + arcsinh (- ~r(l))] 
= ln{2~r(-1)}+1n{-2~r(1)} 
ln -4 - -----== -~r===--{ ( 
1 Fq'I PoVq2 + 4kokb) 
m 4ko[ito J kb - Po 
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( 
1 (-q2)F<Ji (-po)3 ) } 
x m3 {iio · .j(kh - Pp)(q2 + 4kokh)(ko - Po) 
= ln - in region (i). { 
1 p6(q2)2 } 
m4 kokh(ko - po)(kh - po) . 
(C.31) · 
Thus our results in eqs. (C.28) and (C.31) for region (i) give exactly the result in eq. 
'•,•'J' , . ' (3.207). 
t.~ ·, ., ;. ~· !,-, ~ 
The m2 -t 0 limit of the expression in eq. (C.28) for the case of region (iii) is derived 
similarly and leads to exactly the same final result as given in eq. (3.207). 
The m 2 -t 0 limit of the expression for region (iv) in eq. (3.205) is obtained as follows: 
From eqs. (C.6), (C.8), (C.11) and (C.14) there follows that [Use is made of, e.g., the 






= (q2)2 [q2(kh - Po) (L 4) m2]-l/2 (-! _ 2kokh) 
2k2 k' 2 k k' 2p2 kok' + 2 q2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
= _!_ F<Ji PoVq2 + 4kokh 
m 4ko{iio J po - kh 
> 0 in region (iv) 




· {i7o .j(Po - kh)(q2 + 4kokh)(ko - Po) 
> 0 in region (iv). 
From eqs. (C.6), (C.8) and (C.18) there follows that 
(C.32) 
(C.33) 
By making use of the identity in eq. (B.55) and by noticing that the expressions in eqs. 
(C.32) and (C.33) are proportional to m-1 arid m-3 , respectively, we obtain for region 
(iv): 
. . .' ~ 
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-arccosh ( ~r(A-) )- arcc~h ( ~1(A+))] 
= In { 2 ~r(-1)} +In{ 2 ~r(l) }-lnl.-ln(l-11) 
=. ln ----,---0----{ 
1 p4(q2)2 } 
m4 kokb(ko - Po)(kb - Po) 
in region (iv). (C.34) 
Thus our results for region (iv) in eqs. (3.205), (C.27) and (C.34) give exactly the result 
in eq. (3.207). 
By following steps similar to those followed above it can be proven that the m2 -+ 0 
' 
limit of the expression for p0 < 0 in eq. (3.206) also gives exactly the same result as 
I 
given in eq. (3.207). For this proof one must use the results for the case of Po < 0 in 
Subsection ( c) of this appendix. 
Thereby we have proven that the m2 --+ 0 limit of all the expressions in eqs. (3.205) 
and (3.206) lead to exactly the same final regularized expression as given in eq. (3.207). 
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Appendix .D 
Summary of Expressions 
Frequently Referred to 
D.1 Introduction 
11 
In this appendix we summarize expressions derived for the phase space integrations of the 
matrix element squared from four- and three-particle processes given in ref. [24)(b) including 
some expressions which have not appeared in publications, which are frequently referred to 
in this work. The expressions given in this appendix include corrections to writing errors 
observed in the expressions given in ref. [24)(b ). These corrections are explicit~y pointed out 
at the relevant places in this appendix. 
The way in which the final expressions for four-particle processes in eqs. (D.19) and 
(D.20) and for three-particle processes in eqs. (D.27) and (D.28) contribute to the structure 
functions of the nucleon can be seen by considering eqs. (4.5), (4.6) and (4.9)-(4.12). 
D.2 Kinematics for All the Four.:.Particle Processes 
The final forms of the expressions for the matrix element squared for gluon emission from 
a quark (diagram (a) in Figure 2.2) are given for the sum over all polarizations and for 
the longitudinal polarization of the virtual photon in eqs. (3.26) and (3.23), respectively. 
These expressions (which exclude integrations over phase space) can be considered as valid 
for all the other four-particle processes (diagrams (b) to (f) in Figure 2.2) too {with the 
exceptions that considerations, as discussed below for the processes of quark-antiquark pair 
annihilation and pair creation.for which s = 0 and t = 0 are possible, are taken into account 
and that an overall factor of E(kokh) [see eq. (D.15)) is implicit in order to take into account 
195 
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the sign difference resulting from the sums over spins for the massless quarks and antiquarks, 
respectively} through the following convention: To each of the diagrams (a) to{f) in Figure 2.2 
there correspond the two Feynman diagrams in Figure 3.2. These two Feynman diagrams, . 
as drawn in Figure 3.2 with exactly the same four-momentum assignments ·and directions 
of arrows, are used for each of the processes (a) to (f) in Figure 2.2. When the energy 
components of the latter four-momenta are all positive the two Feynman diagrams refer to 
process (a) in Figure 2.2 and the energy of a particle in diagrams (b) to (f) in Figure 2.2 is 
considered to be negative when it changes from the left hand to the right hand side or vice 
versa relative to diagram (a) in Figure 2.2. The signs of k0 , kb and Po resulting from this 
convention are given in Table D.2. 
The result discussed in Section 3.4 for gluon emission from a quark that the integrations 
over phase space could be analytically reduced to integrations over only the two energy 
variables ko and p0 applies to all the other four-particle processes as well. According to 
the mechanism by means of which collinear and infrared divergences cancel (as discussed in 






The convention discussed in the first paragraph of this section enables one t10 view all con-
tributing four-particle processes simultaneously in the two-dimensional energy plane shown 
in Figure D.1. 
In Appendix A kinematical quantities for the specific four-particle process of gluon emis-
sion from a quark were introduced. According to the way we implement the convention 
for the signs of energies of particles as discussed above for the general four-particle process 
in Figure 2.2, the quantities as defined in eqs. (A.1)-(A.6) remain the same while-other 
kinematical quantities are generalized as follows (24](b ): 




z' - cosB' = ~E(kopo) 
lk'lqz 
s = (k + q) 2 = -2lklqz(ZE(k~po) - d) 
t - (q - k')2 = 2lk'lqz(Z1E(kopo) - d') 
(D.2) 
(D.3) 







'Y* + g + q --+ q 
Po {' 
• I 
'Y. + q + q --+ g 
'Y. + q --+ q + g 
JI----+--- - -~ 
J( 
,. + g + q--+ q 
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Figure D.1: Regions of support for all four-particle processes in the J(, Po plane [24, p.381](b ). 








It is ~o be noted that the variables sand t can become equal to zero (even when m2 > 0) 
in some of the subregions for the processes of pair annihilation 
,. + q + ij - g (D.6) 
and pair creation 
,. + g - q + ij (D.7) 
depicted in Figure D.1. However, for the remaining four-particle processes it can be shown 
that s and t are always not equal to zero for m2 > 0 (see the proof for the example of gluon 
emission from a quark in Appendi~ A). A faster and somewhat more physical way of proving 
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that s and t can become equal to zero for the processes in (D.6) and (D.7) than the way 
followed to prove. the opposite for the process considered in Appendix A is as follows: 
According to our convention the two Feynman diagrams in Figure 3.2, with exactly the. 
same four-momentum assignments and directions of arrows but approp~iate signs of energies 
of particles, are used for each of the processes in (D.6) and (D.7). 
We consider the process in (D.6) as the first example. We check whether the assumption 
that s = ( k + q )2 = 0 for the internal line of the Feynman diagram on the left in Figure 3.2 
leads to a contradiction or not. According to this assumption one has an on mass shell quark 
on the latter internal line. For the process under consideration we have ko > 0, qo > 0 (and 
therefore k0 + q0 > 0 on the internal line), p0 > 0 and kti < 0. This information tells us 
that we have deep inelastic scattering at the left hand vertex which has tw9 on mass shell 
quark lines attached to it and quark-antiquark pair annihilation into a positive-energy on 
mass shell gluon at the right hand vertex. Since both the subprocesses at the two vertices 
are kinematically allowed there is no contradiction and it can be concluded that s = 0 is 
possible. Using similar arguments one can show that t = (q - k') 2 = 0 is possible for the 
Feynman diagram on the right in Figure 3.2 and also that s = 0 ·and t = 0 are possible for 
the process in (D. 7). 
The ill-defined squares of Dirac delta functions with coinciding arguments resulting from 
the on mass shell internal lines when s = 0 or t = 0 cancel with contributions from self-
energy diagrams. The corresponding s and t singularities from the principal value part of 
propagators are integrated over in the principal value sense in angular integrations. 
Other generalized kinematical quantities are as follows: In Section 3.4.2 we proved for the. 
case of gluon emission from a quark that 
dµ = d










(q + k - k' - p) 
1 } 
8(27r)4 dkodk~dn ., 
with dfl given in eq. (3.48). A more symmetric expression than the latter for dfl is obtained 
by using the identity [15, p.66] 
- 2 I 2 I lk + l/1 -y(z ,cos(3,cosp) = k0 -y(z,z ,cos a) 
where cos a is given in ref. [15, p.66] for the specific case of gluon emission from a quark. 
The generalized expression for dµ, valid for any four-particle process, is given in ref. (24, 
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p.378](a) as 
where 
d!l = 2dzdz'[-1(z,z',cosa)t1l 2 
with 1(x,y,z) still as defined in eq. (3.43) but with cos a generalized to 
cosa = k.k' (k k') lkllk' f 0 0 
[kb 
2 + k5 - l.P1 2 + q; + 2lklqzz£(kbpo) - 2jk'lqzz'£(kopo)]f(kokb) 
21fllk'I 
As was mentioned in the first paragraph of Section 3.4.3, one obtains in general different 
analytical results according to the combination of upper and lower limits for z and z' for 
each subregion shown in Figure D.1. Relevant to the discussions in Section 3.4.3 was the 
derivation of expressions for ZU,L and zu,L [eqs. (3.49) and (3.50), respectively] for the case 
of gluon emission from a quark. Their generalized expressions, valid for all the four-particle 




[(lf'I ± f(kbPo)l.P1) 2 - lkl 2 - q;]f(kbpo) 
2lklqz 





In the next section we mention how the latter quantities determine the collinear singularity 
structure. 
D.3 Summary of Final Expressions for Four-Particle Pro-
cesses 
In Section 3.4.3 we explained how the choice of expressions for (zM, Zm, zM, z:U) determines 
the four subregions for the process of gluon emission from a quark shown in Figure 3.6. The 
corresponding choice of expressions for all the four-particle processes is given in Table D.1. 
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There the Latin letters label the subregions and the numbers label the class of the contribu-
tion. The class enters the discussion on the cancellation of collinear singularities in Section 3.8 
Table D.1: Classes of contributions for four-particle processes [24, p.381](a). 
Class (zM, Zm, z~, zin) 
1 ( zu, ZL, zG, zf,) 
2 (zu,zL,1,-1) 
3 (zu, -l,zG,-1) 
4 ( zu , -1, 1, zf,) 
5 ( 1, ZL, zG , -1) 
6 (1,ZL,1,zf,) 











Similar to the way we proved that s(zu) a m2 and t(zG) a m2 in Section 3.4.4, it can be 
shown that 
s(zu) a m2 
and 
t(zG) a m 2 
also hold for the generalized s, t, zu and zG given in eqs. (D.2), (D.3), (D.9) ai;i,d (D.10). Thus, 
collinear singularities arise from integrals containing s or t in the denominator in subregions 
for which ZM = zu or z~ = zG, respectively. From Table D.1 it can then be seen that the 
s singularity appears in classes 1,2,3 and 4 and the t singularity appears in classes 1,3,5 
and 7. The presence of these singularities in final expressions are pointed out explicitly in 
Section 3.8. 
In the following we write down the final expressions for all the four-particle processes in-
cluding statistical factors and integrations over phase space. In order to write the expressions 
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in a simplified form, the abbreviations 
A= (21( +Po+ 11)/2 
B = (21( - Po+ 11)/2 
C = (21( +Po+ qzf(kokbPo))/2 
D = (21( - Po+ qzf(kokbpo))/2 
E = (11 + qzf(kokbPo))/2 
a= (21( +Po - 11)/2 
b = (21( - Po - 11)/2 
c = (21( +Po - qzf(kokbpo))/2 
d = (2J( - Po - qzf(kokbPo))/2 
e = (11 - qzf(kokbpo))/2 
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are first introduced [24, p.382]. The lines along which these quantities are equal to zero in 
the K,po integration region are shown in Figure 4.5. 
We use the symbols 
(D.13) 
in the general context in the sense that they represent all the four-particle processes. The 
general phase space factor dµ is given in eq. (D.8). The explicit e.x1pressions for the various 
four-particle processes of the general statistical factor 
[
1 f(ko) ] [1 £(kb) , ] [1 + €(p0 ) ] S4 = 2 - - 2- (1 - 2np(xk)) 2 + - 2- (1 - 2np.(xk)) 2 + na(IPol) (D.14) 
are given in Table D.2. The symbol Mi in (D.13) stands for the general matrix element 
squared of a four-particle processes. Under the provisions explained in the first paragraph of 
Section D.2 its expression is given by eq. (3.26) or (3.23). The latter two equations express 
the matrix element squared for the sum over all polarizations ( i = 2:) and the longitudinal 
polarization ( i = 0) of the virtual photon, respectively, where i is the index of Mi. 
Angular integrals are defined as 
I (!(fl))= £(kok~) j J(fl)dfl (D.15) 
where the origin of the factor £(kokb) is explained in the first paragraph of Section D.2. The 
results for terms encountered in the angular integrations are as follows [24, p.382]: 
I(l) = 41rlE41f(kokb) 
qz . 
I (!) = ·n(po) ln jB4I I(!) = - 1r£(Po) ln fC4I 
S qzA t qzb 
I - =--I(l)+-I - - (c-E)(C-e)I _ ( t) 1 q2 Po ( 1) B - Po ( 1 ) 
s 2 A s 2A - l'f + kl2 . (D.16) 
I - =--I(l)--I - ---(d+e)(D+E)I -( s) 1 q
2
po ( 1) a +Po ( 1 · ) 
t 2 b t 2b If- k'l2 
1 ( 1 _ ) = 47rf(kokb)IF41 I ( 1 _ ) = 47rf(kokb)IG41 
If+ kl 2 qz If - k'l 2 qz 
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Table D.2: Signs of energy variables according to the convention described in the first para-
graph of Section D.2 and explicit expressions for statistical factors of four-particle processes. 
Process in 
Sign of ko, kh,Po Explicit expression of S4 in eq. (D.14) 
Figure 2.2 
. 
(a) ko > 0 kh > 0 Po > 0 1 ( 1 ) (1 1 ) ef3(ko-µ) + 1 1 - ef3(kb-µ) + 1 + ef3Po - 1 
(b) ko < 0 kh < 0 Po > 0 (1 1 ) 1 (1 1 ) - ef3(-ko+µ) + 1 ef3(-kb+µ) + 1 + ef3Po - 1 
(c) ko > 0 kh > 0 Po < 0 1 (1- 1 ) 1 ef3(ko-µ) + 1 ef3(kb-µ) + 1 e-f3po - 1 
(d) ko < 0 kh < 0 Po < 0 ( 1 ) 1 1 1 - ef3(-ko+µ) + 1 ef3(-k~+µ) + 1 e-f3po - 1 
(e) ko > 0 kh < 0 Po > 0 1 1 ( ' 1 ) ef3(ko-µ) + 1ef3(-kb+µ)+1 1 + ef3Po - 1 
(!) ko < 0 kh > 0 po < 0 ( r- 1 ) ( 1 _ 1 r: ) 1 ef3(-ko+µ) + 1 ef3(kb-µ) + 11 e-f3po - 1 
where the results for 1/ s2 and 1/t2 type terms are not given since they disappear according 
to the mechanism mentioned in ref. [24, pp.388,389]. The different analytical expressions 
resulting from different choices of angular integration limits are classified according to class 
and these differences appear in the quantities given in Table D.3. An example of the derivation 
of the first result, in (D.16) is discussed in Section 3.4.5 and some of its explicit expressions 
are given in eq. (3.118). 
By inserting the above results from angular integrations into eqs. (3.26) and (3.23) and 
ignoring only the overall factors e2 g2 in the latter equations, one obtains: 
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Table D.3: Definitions of the quantities A4, B4, ... , G4 appearing in eqs. (D.16}-(D.18) [24) 
Class A4 B4 C4 E4 F4 
I G4 
P6q4 4p6A 4p6b 
)} 
1 Po 
Po " Po m4AaBb m2B m2a A,(B - Po) b(a +Po) 
p6q2B 4AB q2 
B 
B B 2 --
m2ADd m2 4dD A(B - Po) (d + e)(D + E) 
P6q4 4poEA 4poEb 
E 
E E 3 --
m4AbcD m2c m2D A(c- E) b(D + E) 
4 
p5q2c 4poAc poe c c -- c 
m2Aad m2E ad A(c- E) (d + e)(a +Po) 
p5q2D Poe 4pobD 
D 
D D 5 --
m2BbC BC m2E. (B - Po)(C - e) b(D + E) 
6 
aB eB ea Po- e Po - e - - - Po - e Cd PoC pod (C - e)(B - Po) (a+ Po)(d + e) 
7 p5q~ 





-jdJ(dp S {lit [1Polq2 - E(p )q2 - 'iBvl ln IB I 
4 3 
0 4 2A 4 2 A 0 2 2 4 r~ L L 
..i_ Cc+Ddl IA I hl [IPolq2 ( )q2+2av]1 IC I 
+ 2 2 n 4 + 2b 4b 2 + f Po 2 2 n 4 Po qz qz qz 
+E(kokb)::; [1E41 + (B - Po)(c2~ E)(C- e)IF41 
(a+ Po)(d + e)(D + E) IG I]} 
+ 2b 4 ' (D.18) 
respectively. These expressions are valid for all the four-particle processes with the J(, p
0 
integration region given in Figure D.1. 
The expression for the coefficient of In IC41 in ref. [24, p.385) contains writing errors and 
is corrected in eq. (D.17). 
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The expressions in eqs. (D.17) and (D.18) with the quantities A4,B4, .. \G4 as defined 
in Table D.3 are the final results for four-particle processes before the cancellation of collinear 
singularities. The final results for four-particle processes after the cancellation of collinear . · 
singularities, as discussed in Section 3.8, are given by the same expressions in eqs. (D.17) 
and (D.18) but with only the quantities A4, B4 and C4 replaced by the quantities A4, B4 and 
C4 as defined in Table D.4: 
j M~S4dµ = 41r;qz j dJ(dpoS4 {1 2~0 1lnlA41 + lq2I [:1! - E~1)] lnlB4I 
+lq2I [~:J + E~i)] ln IC41 + E(kok~) [1£41 + (B - Po)(c2~ E)(C - e) IF41 
+(a+ Po)(d ;b e)(D + E)IG41]} (D.19) 
and 
= _1_jdKdpoS4{lq2I [IPolq2 -E(po)q2-2Bv]lnlB4j 
41r3 qz 2A 4q;A ·· 2q; · 
+ _i_ Cc+ Dd 1 IA I+ Jtl [1Polq2 + ( )q2 + 2avl 1 IC I 2 2 n 4 2b 4b 2 E Po 2 2 n 4 Po qz qz qz · 
+E(kok~)2q22 [IE4j + (B- Po)(c2~ E)(C- e)jF4j 
qz 
(a+po)(d+e)(D+E)IG I]} 
+ 2b 4 ' (D.20) 
D.4 Summary of Final Expressions for Three.;.Particle Pro-
cesses 
The final forms of the expressions for the matrix element squared for the three-particle pro-
cess involving quarks (including vertex and self-energy corrections) are given for the sum over 
all polarizations and for the longitudinal polarization of the virtual photon in eqs. (3.246) 
and (3.250), respectively. These expressions (which exclude phase space integrations associ-
ated with the external quark lines) can be considered as valid for the three-particle process 
involving anti quarks (diagram (h) in Figure 2.2) too through the convention that to each 
of the diagrams (g) and (h) in Figure 2.2 there corresponds the six Feynm;m diagrams in 
Figure 3.1. These six Feynman diagrams, as drawn in Figure 3.1 with exactly the same 
four-momentum assignments and directions of arrows, are used for each of the processes (g) 
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Table D.4: Definitions of the quantities A4, B4 and C4 which repla~e the quantities A4, B4 
.. and C4 in eqs. (D.17) and (D.18) after the cancellation of collinear singularities [24] 
Class 1 2 3 4 5 6. 7 
A4 
B2 aB cB aD aB a2 1 - - -Dd cD ad BC Cd Cc 
B4 1 
B2 EB Be Poe eB q2 
P5 
- -- --poc poE BC poC 4Cc 
C4 1 
q2 Ea Poe aD ea a2 -- -- -
P5 4dD PoD ad PoE Pod 
( 
and (h) in Figure 2.2. For k0 > 0 and kh > 0 we are considering t'he three-particle process 
(g) involving quarks and for k0 < 0 and kh < 0 we are considering the three-particle process 
(h) involving antiquarks. 
The result discussed in Section 3.5 for a typical contribution to the vertex correction 
of a quark that the integrations over phase space, including the loop integration, could be 
analytically reduced to integrations over only the two energy variables ko and p0 applies to all 
the other CJ( as) contributions to three-particle processes as well. According to the m~chanism 
by means of which collinear and infrared divergences cancel (as discussed in Section 3.8) it 
is appropriate to transform from these variables (k0 ,p0 ) to the variables (K,p0 ) where J( is 
defined in eq. (D.1). 
The above convention enables one to view both the quark and antiquark three-particle 
processes simultaneously in the two-dimensional energy plane shown in Figure D.2. 
In Sections 3.5.3 and 3.5.4 we derived, for the case of the bosonic part of the vertex 
correction to a quark, that 
l 












7* + q - q 
J( 
'-- - -
Figme D.2: Regions of support for all three-particle processes in the K,po plane 
where Is is defined in eq. (3.153), d!1s is given as d!1p in eq. (3.146), As. is given in eq. 
(3.208) and 
SB = (k' - p)2 ts = (k - p)2 • 
The above-mentioned contribution is one example of the so-called bosonic contributions from 
the phase space and loop integrations associated with three-particle processes and which are 
characterized by the terms proportional to .6.s in eqs. (3.246) and (3.250). One can define 
similar angular integrals for the so-called fermionic and fermionic primed contributions from 
three-particle processes which are characterized by the terms proportional to .6.F and .6.F'' 
respectively, in eqs. (3.246) and (3.250). 
Thus we define the general angular integral for three-particle processes as 
Iw (!(!1)) == j f(!1)d!1w 
with W=B,F or F' denoting bosonic, fermionic or fermionic primed contributions, respec-
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tively, and dlls given by the expression f~r dllp in eq. (3.146). Expressions for dn.F and 
. dllF' are.the same as that for dlls except that cos as in eq. (3.146) is replaced by cos aF and 
cos aF'' respectively, and except for different meanings attached to the variables z = c.os ()and 
z' = cos O' in eq. (3.146) according to the following arrangement: In 'the case of the bosonic; 
. . . 
(W=B) contributions the meanings of a 8 , 8 and 8' are shown in Figure 3.10. In the case of 
the F and F' contributions the meanings of aF,8,8' and aF1,8,8' ·are shown in Figures E.1 
and E.2, respectively. The latter two figures are considered since we temporarily transform 
from p to h = k - p and h' = k'.:.... pin the angular integrations Of F and F' contributions, 
respectively. After the angular integrations we transform back to p in order to express the 
final results in terms of J( and Po· 
More details on the distinction between the cases W=B,F and F' appear in the text 
surrounding the appearances of Figures 3.10, E.1 and E.2, respectively . 
• 
In order to facilitate discussions on the cancellation of collinear singularities according 
to the cancellation scheme shown in Figure 3.13, we refer to ss an4 ts as defined above in 
integrals appearing in bosonic contributions. For the same reason ~e refer to sF' and tF in 
integrals appearing in F' and F contributions, respectively by letting 
2 2 _ { sF' for F' contributions 
P - m - tF for F contributions. 
It is to be noted that we do not define quantities SF and tF' since, afilels may be seen from the 
following results, the quantities ss, ts, sF' and tF are sufficient to parametrize singularities 
due to the m --+ 0 limit in three-particle processes. 
Results from angular integrations are [24, p.386] 
ls (-1-) = 2 'Tri 21 ln IAsl 
ssts Po q ls(l) = 47r 
ls (_!_) = -~ ln ICsl 
ts Poa 
IB G:) = 4~~ [1 ~ 2~a(J +lnlBBl)l 
lF(l) = 47r d 
(D.21) 
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where 
P4oq4 4p2A A Ba= _o_ 8 = m 4AaBb m2B 
J(F = (qz + v)(2I( - Po - qz) 
(qz - v)(2K - po+ qz). 
J(F' = (qz + v)(2I( - Po+ qz) 
· (qz - v)(2K - Po - qz) 
(D.22) 
The expressions for IF ( 1/[tF(k' - p)2J), IF' ( 1/[sF•(k - p)2J) and AF in ref. [24, p.386] 
contain writing errors and are corrected above. 
An example of the derivation of the first result in (D.21) is discussed in the subsections 
of Section 3.5 and its explicit expression is given in eqs. (3.207) and (3.208). 
In the following we write down the final expressions for all the three-particle processes 
including statistical factors and integrations over phase space. We use the symbols 
W=B,F or F' 
where 
dµw = 
w2- M0 = 
S3s = 
S3F = 
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1 
SaF' _ S2 (1 - 2nF(Xk1-p)] 2 
S2 [~ - f(~o) (1- 2nF(xk))] [~ + f(ko
2
+ v) (1- 2nF(Xk+q))]. 
Xk = lkol - µf(ko). 
~ 
The factor S2 describes the statistical factors for the external eitheriquarks or antiquarks in 
three-particle processes. The index i on Mlw takes on only the v~lues i = E or i = 0 in 
order to distinguish between the expressions for the matrix element squared for the sum over 
all polarizations and for the longitudinal polarization of the virtual photon, respectively'. 
By inserting the above results from angular integrations into eqs. (3.246) and (3.250) and 
suppressing only the factors e2g2 in the latter equations, one obtains 
(D.23) 
(D.24) 
where the K,po integration region shown in Figure D.2 is determined by the step functions 
with 
q2 + 2kov 
y= 
2koqz 
Corresponding expressions for the longitudinal polarization of the virtual photon ( i = 0) exist 
but we present them only in the version valid after the cancellation of collinear singularities 
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in eq. (D.28) . 
After the can,cellation of collinear singularities as discussed in Section 3.8, the quantities 
AB,BB,CB,AF,CF;,AF' and BF' become: 











BF'= -2 . 
Po 
(D.26) 
The final results for three-particle processes after the cancellation of collinear singularities 
are: 




,;qj dJ(dPoO(l - y)O(l+ y) { S3s(-IPoll [ 1t : + ~ + ~ (:, + ~2 ) l 
[ 
E{b)lq2 I - 2 [Po 1] - . +s3F -
2 
ln IAFI - E{b)lq I - 2 - -2 ln ICFI Po 4a a · 
E{b)lq21 [3 a+ A ] [1 A2 - a 2 q2 All + qz 4 + 4q; (a+ A - 2po) Jn IJ(Fi + lbl 2 + q; + 2a2 +-;;: 
[ 
E{B)lq2I - 2 [ Po 1 ] - ~j 
+S3F' - 2Po ln IAF'I - E{B)lq I 4A2 - 2A ln IBF'I. 
E{B)lq2 I [3 a+A ] - - + -
2
-(a +A - 2po) ln IJ(F'I 




2 _i_ !!:._l l S PolPol(J( + Po/2)} (D.27) + 2 + 2 + 2 2 + A + 2 2 + r2 . · qz a Po 
The expressions for the coefficients ofln IAFI and ln IAF•I in ref. (24, p.389] contain writing 
. . ! 
! ; 
errors and are corrected in eq. (D.27). 
. . . 
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b [ v2 q2 (A q2 ) l } +t(b)- -- """'A2 + a2 + -. - + -










vA] In IBF·I - E(B) lq
2
I [-! - a +
2
A(a +A - 2po)] In IJ(F'I 
2 qz 4 4qz 
+E(B) B [- v
2 
+ A2 _ a2 + q
2 (~ + _![_)]} + S PolPol(I( + Po/2)} (D.28) q'} 2 2 A 2A 2 2 P5 + T2 . 
,. 
The last term in each of eqs. (D.27) and (D.28) has been introduced [24, p.389] to 
make the integrations over positive and negative p0 separately conv~rgent for the purpose of 
numerical calculation. From the definition of ]( it follows that ]( + p0 /2 is independent of 
Po and therefore that the last term in each of eqs. (D.27) and (D.28) contributes zero when 
added at a positive and negative value of Po but with !Pol fixed. 
From Figure D.2 it can be seen that the K,po integration region for three-particle processes 
is not subdivided into subregions as in the case of four-particle processes (see Figure D.1 ). An 
example of this result for three-particle processes appears in Sections 3.5.3 and 3.5.4 where it is 
shown that subdivisions of the energy plane (see Figure 3.11) need only to be considered when 
performing angular integrations in intermediate steps and that these subdivisions disappear 
after angular integrations. 
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Appendix .E 
Derivation of Expressions for 
Three-Particle Processes 
(a) In this section we derive the expression for Zi1(k) given in eq. (3.240). 
By putting mR = 0 in eq. (3.225) one obtains 
Zi
1
(k) = 1- C(k) - :
0 
B~o [k.D(k)] + D~~k) + O(a§). 
But 
. 1 2 2 2 
k.D = [k.D]o - 2(k - mR + m )C 
where 
(E.1) 
is independent of ko and where mis, as always in this work, the gluon mass. From eq. 
(Kl) it follows that 
a 
8ko[k.D(k)] ) 1 ( 2 2 2) a = -k0C(k - '2 k - mR +m Bko C(k) 
= -k0C(k) - ~(k2 - m;hys + m2) B~o C(k) + O(a§). (E.2) 
Fork on mass shell (k2 = m;hys) and in the limit of zero gluon mass the coefficient of 
8%0 C(k) in eq. (E.2) vanishes and one obtains the result 
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(b) In this section we explain how one derives the relations in eqs. (3.247), (3.248) and 
(3.249). Since these relations are considered to be effective equalities valid under the 
three-particle phase space integrations, we shall sometimes make use of results already. 
discussed in Section 3.5 for the vertex correction and further useful results not discussed 
there will be discussed here. 
In order to prove the relation in eq. (3.247) we make use of eqs. (3.242)-(3.244) to 
write 
I 4 I 2 { 0 ( k - p) 2) 0 (p2 - m 2 ) } 




As can be seen from eqs. (E.3) and (3.242), J(2 forms part of the socalled bosonic 
part of three-particle processes. We have already discussed an example phase space 
integration for the bosonic part of a three-particle process when we discussed the bosonic 
part of the vertex correction in Section 3.5.2. At present we are not concerned with 
the actual performance of the phase space integrations but we make use of the ideas 
encountered when performing them in order to rewrite the results in, e.g., eq. (3.245) in 
the form given in eq. (3.246). Further on we shall also encounter the s~called fermionic 
[corresponding to eq. (3.243)] and fermionic primed [corresponding. to eq. (3.244)] 
parts of three-particle processes. The relations derived for the latter two parts in the 
I 
present considerations are also useful for subsequent fermionic and fermionic primed 
phase space integrations which we do not discuss explicitly. 
By decomposing k' into components parallel and perpendicular to k, 
k' = k~i~ + (k' - k~i~), 
and using the angles as defined in Figure 3.10, we obtain 
.... , kb .... 
k .p = ko cos oak.ft+ Ct cos</> (E.5) 
where Ct= lk'llP1 sinoa sinO is the projection of p onto the perpendicular to k compo-




From eqs. (E.4), (E.5) arid the expression for cos as given in eq. (3.152) there follows 
that 
f(2 = rk~ (__i___ + 1) - Poq2 - c1 cos</>] o(p2 - m2) 
ko 2kok~ 2k.pk0 k.p • · 
= [:: c::k~ +l) -(k ~;;'kol 6~' -m') (E.6) 
where the term proportional to cos</> has been dropped since it does not contribute 
' 
when integrated with respect to </>in the phase space integrations. 
Next we consider 
(E.7) 
which forms part of the socalled fermionic part of three-particle processes and define 
h=.k-p I ' k - p = h + q. 
For discussions concerning the fermionic part of three-particle processes, it is convenient 
to introduce the symbols shown in Figure E.1. By decomposing if into components 
parallel and perpendicular to k, 
q = k 1t~ + ( q - k 1t~) ' 
and using the angles as defined in Figure E.1, we obtain 
- qz . - - I 
if.h = ko cos aFh.k + c2 cos( 7r - </> ) (E.8) 
where c2 = if - k ,t~ !hi cos aF sin O'. From k'2 = 0 and k' = k + q there follows that 
(k + q) 2 = 2kov - 2koqz cosaF + q2 = 0 
(E.9) 
This and eq. (E.8) enable us to write 
q2 + 2kov hoq2 , 
h.q = h.k 2k6 - 2ko + C2 COS</> 
Then K1 in eq. (E.7) becomes 
K1 = . (h + q)2 o(h2) = 2h.q + q2 o(h2) 
(k - h)2 -2k.h 
= [ q
2 
+ 2kov Poq2 1 l o(h2) 
2k6 + k0 ( k - h )2 (E.10) 
.~ 





'/ d/ ';t 
/~' 
/ ' 
- - ;;> 
y 
Figure E.1: The reference frame in which we consider the fermionic part of three-particle 
phase space integrations. 
where the term proportional to cos <fl has been dropped since it does not contribute 
when integrated with respect to </>' in phase space integrations. 
By inserting the expressions for J(1 and J(2 from eqs. (E.4), (E.6),(E.7) and (E.10) into 
eq. (E.3) we obtain the result of eq. (3.247). 
Next we prove eq. (3.248). One can write 
Consider J(3 which forms part of the socalled fermionic part of three-particle processes. 
By decomposing k into components parallel and perpendicular to q, 
k- _ij.k (k- _ij.k) =q-+ -q- ' q; q; , 
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and using the angles as defined in Figure E.1, we obtain 
- - . ko - I 
k.h = - cos a.Fij.h + c3 cos(</>) 
qz 
where c3 = lkllhlsina.FsinO'. Eq. (E.9) enables us to write 
k h _ hq
2 + 2kov k2 k v(ko - Po)(q2 + 2k0v) "'' · - q · 2 + o - oPo - 2 - c3 cos o/ • 2L 2L 
Then /(3 becomes 
J(3 (k - h)
2 
o(h2) = -2k.h o(h2) = {- q
2 + 2k0v 
(h + q)2 2h.q + q2 2q'; 
1 [-2k2 2k . v(ko - Po)(q
2 
+ 2kov) ' 2q
2 + 2kov]} o(h2) 
+ (h + q)2 o + oPo + q'; + q 2q; 
o(k-p)2) {q2 [-q; +~(k +k')(k +k' -2p )]-(k'-p)2q2+2kov 
( k' - p )2 q'; 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 . 2q'; 
+(k _ p)2
2kh;; q2} (E.12) 
qz 
where the term proportional to cos</>' has been dropped since it does nqt contribute. 
when integrated with respect to </>' in the phase space integrations. 
Next we consider /(4 which forms part of the socalled fermionic primed part of three-
particle processes. For discussions concerning the fermionic primed part of three-
particle processes, it is convenient to introduce the symbols shown in Figure E.2. Let 
h' = k' - p k - p = h' - q. 
By decomposing fl into components parallel and perpendicular to ij, 
k' - _ij.k' (k' - _ij.k') 
-q 2 + q 2 ' qz qz 
and using the angles as defined in Figure E.2, we obtain f· 
-, -, kh -, 
k .h = - cos a.F1q.h + C4 cos</> (E.13) 
qz 
where C4 = lf'llh'jsinaF'sinO. From k2 = 0 and k.= k' - q there follows that 
(k' - q) 2 = -2k~v + 2k~qz cos a.F' + q2 = 0 
-q2 + 2khv 
=> cos a.F' = 2k' 
oqz 
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z II\ 
.... 
' ' I 
q 







Figure E.2: The reference frame in which we consider the fermionic primed part of three-
particle phase space integrations. 
This and eq. (E.13) enable us to write 
I h' , 2khv - q2 I ( I ) I 2khv - q2 
k. = q.h 
2 2 
+ k0 k0 - Po - v(k0 - Po) 2 - c4 cos</> L 2L 
Then ](4 becomes 1. 
where the term proportional to cos</> has been dropped since it does not contribute 
when integrated with respect to </> in phase space integrations. 
c. 
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By inserting the expressions for ](3 and ](4 from eqs. (E.12) and (E.14) into eq. (E.11) 
we.obtain the result in eq. (3.248). 
The result in eq. (3.249) can be derived by following steps similar to those followed to 
prove eqs. (3,247) and (3.248). 
'I 
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